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If you are looking around in the premium segment of the market,

you're bound to come across the name LELO sooner rather than

later. But what is premium quality? Steve Thomson, 

LELO's Global Marketing Manager, shares his view on the subject.

British distributor ABS Holdings plans to put a greater focus on

mainland Europe in the future. In our interview, Ringo Badinga,

the company's new Director of European Sales, and ABS CEO

Tim Henning talk about their plans.

If you want to reach sexual fulfilment, you need to be creative. Adam

Lewis knows this better than most, after all, he has been working to

turn products of daily life into sex toys since his youth. In this edition

of “Monthly Mayhem“, he shares details about his eventful past.

Artis Nimanis and his team have specialised in the design of

glass objects. Fortunately for sex toy lovers, they have also

 decided to create glass dildos. To learn more about Glass Muse

, we asked the company's CFO, Andrejs Viks, for an interview. 

One of the most impressive products that were presented at last

year's eroFame was undoubtedly the womanizer. Now, the

 inventor of the international top-seller, Michael Lenke, brings us the

follow-up model, the W500

Page 122 Page 126
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Page 62
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C O N T E N T

Already now, Novum Märkte GmbH is having one of the best years

in the company's history. Owner Lothar Schwier tells us why his 23

stores throughout Germany are doing so well, but we also talk

about the challenges he faces in today's market.

You may know Sophie Rockland as the mastermind behind the 210th

brand. Now, the businesswoman presents her next project: The Love

Bag. In our EAN interview, she explained what's in this lovely bag and

who's the target audience for these products.
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Montreal ,  Canada − SHUNGA Erot ic  Ar t  launched a new

image at the beginning of 2015 that continued throughout

the year.  “When you see our new booth at the eroFame in

October,  you wi l l  ful ly sense the wind of change” says Syl-

vain Séguin Eau Zone Oi ls  & Fragrances’  President.

New Shunga image 
and products for 2015  

“It first started by changing our

website and trade advertise-

ments. We are now offering our

customers brand new marketing

tools reflecting this new 2015

image. It’s also influencing the new

product design and labels”

 continued Sylvain. “This image is

much more colorful, romantic, re-

fined and polished. For each flavor

or fragrance a different colored

Shunga is attributed, which pleases

consumers”, says Jean-Pierre

 Hamelin, Marketing Director. The

increase in sales speaks for itself.

Under the new image change,

Shunga has created 4 new

 product videos (available in Eng-

lish and French) for the Dragon

Cream, Secret Garden gel, the

new massage candles and for the

Divine Oral Pleasure Gloss. These

videos can be viewed on youtube

under those titles: 

Shunga Erotic Art - Dragon Cream,

Shunga Erotict Art - Divine Oral

Pleasure Gloss, Shunga Erotict Art

– Secret Garden, and Shunga

 Erotict Art – Massage Candle or at

Shunga.com.    

These videos are informative and

serve as a “how to” of the

 products. A different ambiance

was created to represent each

product. “Seeing our drawings

come to life is truly a great

 experience” completes Jean-

Pierre. “We are also working on new

marketing tools such as testers,

new flyers, new posters, etc. We will

show them at the eroFame”, says

Jean-Pierre. 

Brand new product videos available 

N E W S

letter

from the editor
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With roughly one month remaining
until one of, if not the most impor-
tant event for the European erotic
industry, eroFame in Hanover, this
might have been a good moment
to look back at the year's develop-
ments in the erotic industry so far.
But instead of looking back, we de-
cided to keep our eyes fixed firmly
on what lies ahead. Who knows
what would have come of it had
we let the past months pass in re-
vue again? Maybe it would have
boiled down to “Business as usual“,
“We can't complain“, “You can al-
ways do better“, and the usual
“Everything was better in the old
days“. No, rather to look ahead as
we are confident that the upco-
ming eroFame show will provide
positive momentum to the industry
and the trade. If you've read our
exhibitor survey in the previous is-
sue, and if you've thumbed ahead
to the statements in the current is-
sue, you will agree with me when I
say that the exhibitors have clearly
done their homework. Making the
trip to Hanover will definitely pay off
as the overwhelming majority of
the exhibiting companies use this
trade convention as a platform to
launch new products – products
you get to see at eroFame before
you see them anywhere else. As
seems to be the case with every
eroFame, the number of exhibitors
is impressive, but what's even more
impressive is the quality of these
companies, be they renowned in-
dustry veteran or determined
newcomers, be they producer or
distributor or wholesaler. The exhi-
bitors list definitely gives rise to great
expectations. So, there's nothing left
to say, except maybe: See you in
Hanover!

That's it for this month!
Matthias Poehl 

Dear Ladies and
Gentlemen

Shunga's Marketing Director Jean - Pierre Hamelin

is more than happy with the new Shunga image 
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The Fleshlight Go was designed following countless

consumer requests for a shorter Fleshlight with a size

that caters to men whose sex lives move at top speed.

Whether traveling for work or living life on the go, the

Fleshlight Go’s inconspicuous profile makes it even more

discreet and easier to take along for the ride. Its smaller

size and more narrow tube decreases wrist fatigue while

giving users full control with the advantage of a firm

grip. This is a small version of the standard Fleshlight, but

lighter & more discrete, explains Elcke Wieffering, Head

of Purchasing at Eropartner

Distribution: “Made of the

100 percent body-safe

 SuperSkin using a patented

formula proven to be the

most realistic and respon-

sive material on the

 market, the Fleshlight GO

makes perfect travel companion, proving that the best

things really do come in small packages.”

Eropartner Distribution 
now offering Fleshlight GO

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Fleshl ight’s latest release, the GO

 masturbator, is now available at Eropartner Distribution. The Fleshlight

Go is an extra compact version of the classic Fleshlight. 

Smaller version of the standard Fleshlight 

The Fleshlight Go is an extra compact

version of the classic Fleshlight
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Bath, England - Lovehoney has

been shor t l i s ted fo r  the The

Customer Focus Award for the

2015 L loyds  Bank Nat ional

Business Awards. Lovehoney is

the UK's biggest onl ine sex toy

 retai ler and is based in Bath,

UK. Going up against other f i -

na l i s t s ,  Lovehoney wi l l  com-

pete for the prestigious award,

with the winner being revealed at the L loyds Bank National  Business Awards gala dinner

held on 10 November at Park Lane’s Grosvenor House Hotel in London. 

Lovehoney announced as Lloyds Bank
National Business Awards Finalist  

goal so we're absolutely delighted to have been

 shortlisted for this award. No other company in our industry

offers the same level of commitment to customer

 satisfaction and we couldn't be more proud of all of our

staff.”An all encompassing range of industries are

 represented in the shortlists for this year’s awards, with

companies from recruitment and children’s clothing, to

pet food and online marketing being selected for the

chance to win a coveted Lloyds Bank National Business

Award. The scale of the finalists is just as varied, with

 companies turning over less than a million pounds to

over £25 million, employing 20 people or over 70,000

people. Tom Broughton, Programme Director of the

 National Business Awards said: “The quality and range of

this year’s entries exceed even those of last year, which is

no mean feat. The draw of being involved with the Lloyds

Bank National Business Awards has seen companies from

all kinds of industries submit applications, which have

been narrowed down using our thorough and

 comprehensive scoring system. We are now looking for-

ward to the next step in the judging process and meeting

some of the finalists face-to-face.” Finalists were chosen

from the hundreds of businesses that entered or were

nominated across 18 award categories. They will now

prepare for live presentations to expert judges who will

decide the overall winners that will be revealed at the

awards ceremony on 10 November.

Lovehoney Co-owner Richard Longhurst said: “Making

customers happy has always been our fundamental

Winners revealed on 10 November 2015
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Lovehoney is the UK's biggest online sex toy retailer
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distribution has added

the complete new collection of RIANNE S to their por tfolio. The

new range features the two Booty Plug Sets, the luxury edition with

two gold-colored, metal-plated plugs, and the sil icone version.

Eropartner now shipping new 
RIANNE S Collection

Eropartner also adds The Masques Collection with its

Venetian-themed masques in five different styles

and the three kits of sensual accessories, named Ana’s

Trilogy I, II and III. “We have received many requests by

retailers to stock the new product line of RIANNE S”, says

head of purchasing Elcke Wieffering. “After having seen

the first samples, we can see why there has been so

much anticipation. The products are of high-quality;

come in beautiful packaging and make a great gift.” “I

have worked before

with Eropartner Distri-

bution, and they

have been an excellent sales partner”, adds Rianne

Swierstra, founder of RIANNE S., “I look forward to us

 joining forces again”.

For further information on Eropartner Distribution, please

visit the official website: www.eropartner.com

High demand expected 

N E W S

Eropartner has added the complete

new collection of RIANNE S 
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Karlslunde, Denmark

– Dansex has had

quite a few request for

shower hoses in longer

and shorter length 

than standard lenght

(150cm). So the com-

pany has released

three types in black

 color in 75 cm, 150 cm

and 250 cm. Now it is

possible to combine

the different WaterClean products in a permanent

 installation with a hose in the required  length. The box

includes also four O-rings and a ½" male-male adaptor

for extension of existing hoses. 

10
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She will lead the world-class marketing team to build

and support Standard Innovation brands globally.

“Tina’s health and wellness marketing background,

 coupled with her executive management experience

will be invaluable as Standard Innovation grows our

brand portfolio,” said Frank Ferrari, President. “She will

focus on marketing strategy and global execution to

grow both the We-Vibe and Laid brands and to help

create products that meet consumer needs and drive

customer preference. “ Cantrill has more than 15 years

of marketing execu-

tive experience in the

pharmaceutical in-

dustry, holding key

positions at Novartis, Reckitt Benckiser, Merck/Schering-

Plough and Bristol-Myers Squibb. She has an MBA in

 management from University of Leicester; where she

also studied to become a registered nurse. Cantrill has

a passion for volunteering to make women’s lives better

and for mentoring the next generation of talent. She

contributes to non-profit organizations that help women

suffering from addiction and those who are victims of

human trafficking, as well as Futurpreneur Canada,

 Invest Ottawa, and Telfer School of Management.

Standard Innovation welcomes 
Tina Cantrill as Vice President Marketing

A new team member 

Ottawa, Canada - Standard Innovation announces the appointment

of Tina Cantrill as Vice President Marketing. Cantrill brings a wealth of

marketing experience to the newly created role.

New at Standard Innovation:

Tina Cantrill 

The new hoses are available to

order after the eroFame show

New shower hoses 
available from Dansex 
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Etten-Leur,  The Netherlands -  The col lect ion of

thi r ty v ibrators in l ight purple has been expan-

ded with 16 new models. Pretty Love is Chinese

brand, known for v ibrators,  that are both, of

high qual i ty and cheap. 

Rimba expands
Pretty Love collection

Rimba decided to take

up this brand of re-

chargeable toys, because

they saw them to be a per-

fect fit into their existing

program. During the

three years on the mar-

ket, the brand Pretty Love

was able to get some re-

cognition and now hopes to increase their prominence

even further with a new packaging. The new products are

available as of now.

Wadgassen,

Germany -

S&T Rubber has

released a brand

new MALESATION

product. Its name

is “Lucky Ball” (Nr.

680000040401).

It has a soft and

ribbed inner

structure. The “Lu-

cky Ball” is a disposable product and should be used with

MALESATION Glide water based (Nr. 300000091112, not in-

cluded in delivery). This product is perfect for the male

pleasure. More information about S & T Rubber's product

range can be found in their shop www.strubbi.com or at

+49 (0) 6834 – 4006-0

16 new models 

The Lucky Ball is a

disposable masturbator 

Lucky Ball 

High quality but affordable -

The Pretty Love brand 
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MiSS Bi’s two separately control-

lable motors send you into

thrills of ecstasy with a whole new

experience – vaginal and clitoral

 stimulation in expert harmony. When

inserted, the round and flexible tip

of the short and compact toy

 accurately massages the G-spot,

which lies just centimeters inside the

entrance to the vagina. The silicone

toy shaft, being

thicker at the

 lower end, provi-

des a pleasurable

feeling of fullness.

Additionally, MiSS

Bi’s unique, bendable extension

 simultaneously reaches the clitoris,

the second hot spot of female

 desire. Working in combination with

the motor in the full shaft, the

 second motor in the extension

 provides a richer, more intense

 sensation than most clitoral vibes.

MiSS Bi’s curved lines and velvety,

brightly colored medical grade

 silicone in titillating turquoise, pink or

grape are reminiscent of the

 billowing petticoats and curvaceous

feminine figures of the 50’s. The

LOOP control unit ensures safe

handling, even when using lots of

lubricant, and, at the same time,

makes using the toy especially

 intuitive via the three raised control

buttons. The red FUN button stops

and starts MiSS Bi and each motor

is individually controllable via its own

button. Each motor can be turned

on or off separately, letting only one

area be the focus of attention. With

three vibration rhythms and

 intensities per motor, a total of 50

different combinations are possible.

When a personal favorite has been

found, this combination can be

saved as the start program.

N E W S
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FunFactory presents the MiSS Bi

Bremen, Germany - With two motors and a shape that is  very wel l  tai lored to the female

anatomy, MiSS Bi  st imulates the G-spot,  vagina and the cl i tor is .  Studies show that a good

75% of al l  women reach orgasm solely through st imulat ion of the cl i tor is .  An addit ional

massage of the internal erogenous zones, such as the G-spot or the f ront of the vagina, in-

creases sexual arousal and can lead to orgasm of an even higher intensi ty.  Af ter an exten-

s ive design phase and numerous test ing by toy-users al l  over the world, the Bremen sex toy

producer was able to design MiSS Bi  – a vibrator with dual st imulat ion. 

Tailored to the female anatomy 

MiSS Bi stimulates the G-spot, vagina and the clitoris

Los Angeles, USA -

Big Teaze Toys

 announced that a

distribution deal with

Spain’s Dildos Assor-

ted has been signed, and the Big

Teaze Toys collection is now

 available for shipment. “We are

thrilled about having Dildos Assor-

ted as our newest distribution

 partner, and bringing the brand un-

der the attention of the customers

in Spain and the rest

of Europe”, says Tony

Levine, founder of Big

Teaze Toys, “The distri-

bution deal comes at

a great time as we are working on

new product lines which we are

very excited about, and can’t wait

to introduce to all the European

consumers.”. CEO of Dildos Assor-

ted Isaac Fargas adds: “We feel

that the brand fits our company

philosophy: Innovative, incredible

designs and highly functional. We

have great trust in the new plans

of Big Teaze Toys and look forward

to working together”. 

Dildos Assorted is adding the full

Big Teaze Toys collection to its

 assortment and is ready to ship. To

place an order, contact an

 account manager at 

info@dildosassorted.com.

Big Teaze Toys and Dildos Assorted 
struck distribution deal
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When lit, lovers can drizzle the warm

oil over the erogenous zones to

start a very seductive massage. Each

AFTERGLOW candle comes in an elegant

porcelain container featuring a smart

pour spout in the corner; allowing lovers

to pour the warm oil with pin-point preci-

sion without spillage. The candle has an innovative for-

mula that allows it to liquefy into smooth massage oil at

body temperature. This allows the oil to always be plea-

santly warm, without the risk of it heating

up too much. AFTERGLOW has an ave-

rage burn time of 32 hours and can be

re-used after each session. Jimmyjane

now has released a Special Edition Ca-

cao + Fig edition of AFTERGLOW. This

candle combines two unique fragran-

ces in one beautiful product. The cacao and fig aromas

intertwine and create a scent that will definitely delight

your consumers’ senses. 

For a seductive massage 

Discover the Special Edition 
AFTERGLOW by Jimmyjane

Almere, The Netherlands – The AFTERGLOW massage candle comes in a variety of del ightful

f ragrances such as Pink Lotus, Bourbon and is now also avai lable at Scala Playhouse the

Special Edit ion Cacao + Fig vers ion. 
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A & R Naturelles, ABS Holdings, Adloran Ltd., Adult Brand Concepts, 
Adventure Industries, Anais Apparel, Andalea, Aneros, Asia Adult Expo, 
Ave ApS, B Swish, Baci Lingerie, beGLOSS, Beijing Chun Shuitang Commercial Fran-
chies co. LTD, Beijing joy hall trade co., LTD, Bellyfashion, Benno von Stein KG, 
Bijoux Indiscrets, Bioconcept Baltics Ltd, Blue Dreams, Blush Novelties, BodiSpa /
Nobu Inc, CalExotics, Classic Erotica, CNEX AIE, Cobeco Pharma, Concorde, 
Coquette, CPR Produktions- und Vertriebs GmbH, Creative Conceptions, Cupid Labs, 
Cyrex Ltd. / ElectraStim, Danatoys Production Aps, Debra Net Kft., Demoniq, Dildo As-
sorted S.L, Diogol, Divinextases, Doc Johnson, Dongguan Beileqing Sex Toys, 
Dongguan Chang’an Haibang Plastic Electronics Factory, Dongguan Howells Co. Ltd, 
Dongguan Luoge Adult Product Co.Ltd, Dongguan Shang Ping Enterprises Co. Ltd, 
DongGuan Xuanai Elecetronic Technology Co., Ltd, Dreamgirl _ Premium Bodywear 
AG, DUSEDO-M.O.I. B.V., E-Stim Systems Ltd., Easy Love Ltd, EB-Secco GmbH, 
EDC, Elawin, EROMED, Eropartner Distribution, Eroplant Co. Limited, Eros Veneziani, 
Euroscents Diffusion, Evolved Novelties/Adam & Eve, EXS Condoms and Lubricants, 
EXSENS, Fleshlight International SL, Fräulein Kink, Fun Factory GmbH, Fun Toys, 
Fushun Leco Health Equipment Manufacture Corporation, Fuze Toys, 
Gayrado KRAHO GmbH, Global Products Europe S.L., Grutinet S.L., 
Guangzhou Wilson Electronics Technology Co. Ltd. , Hot Octopuss Ltd.,
HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH, i Invest AB (Drop of Sweden), 
Import Kareva S. A., IMTOY, IntimateLine Ltd., Je Joue, Jiang men fushi organic silicon
material co.,ltd., Joachim Ebert, JOYDIVISION international AG, Joylux Inc., 
Kevco Wholesale, Kheper Games, Korsettroyal by Nuevastyles, L‘amourose, 
Ledapol Dariusz Krawczyk, Legg Story (DBH Creations), LELOi AB, 
Leosgifts Bvba/Sprl, Libid Toys, Liborator, Lingerie Group, Lockerroom Marketing Ltd., 

Loewie Ltd., Look Me, LoveDose GmbH, Lovehoney, Lovely Planet - Dorcel, 
Love to Love and Mixgliss, M.D. Science Lab, M&C GmbH, MAGIC MOTION, 
Magic Silk , Maia Toys, Maison Close, MaleEdge & Jes-Extender - DanaLife & 
Danamedic, Manstore _ Premium Bodywear AG, Master Surgical, Me Seduce 
(DBH Creations), Medical-Latex (DUA)SDN BHD, Megasol Cosmetic GmbH, Mister B, 
ML Creation Co. Limited, Moodzz BV - Gift and Games, MSX distribution, MUQU 
Leather Product Factory, MW-Großhandel – Andalea | LookMe | Lolitta | Noir 
Handmade | Passion | Provocative, My Size, Mystim GmbH, NALONE LIMITED 
Manufacturer of High Quality Toys, Nexus, Ningbo Aimeda Plastic Co., Ningbo Pink 
Panther Industrial Limited, NINGBO YIMEI HEALTH PRODUCTS CO.,LTD, 
Ningbo Yinzhou Dibei Electronic Technology Co., Ltd., Ningbo Yinzhou Longhui 
Electronic Technology Co. Ltd, Ninghai County Jimeite Electric Co., Ltd., 
Noir Handmade, Nordmax Europe Ltd, Nori Fields co Inc., Novelties by Nasswalk, Inc., 
NS Novelties , NUEI, O-Products , Odeco Ltd., Oktano GmbH Goldlight , ORION Ver-
sand GmbH & Co. KG, OVO, Ozze Creation, Pasante Healthcare, Passion Secret, 
Patrice Catanzaro, PeachBud Co. Ltd, Peter Domenie Mode, Petits Joujoux by Mystim,
Piasaa USA LLC., Pipedream Products, pjur group Luxembourg S.A., 
PM Body Leather, Poliboy Brandt & Walther GmbH, Pomzero Ltd., Pretty Love Toys, 
Pure Play Media, R H Smith and Sons T/A Fever, Reckitt Benckiser (Durex & London), 
Rocks-Off Ltd., Rouge Garments, RW-Großhandel, Scala Playhouse, Schneider & Ti-
burtius Rubber GmbH, Sensualle, Sezmar, Shandong Libo Electronic Technology
Co.,Ltd, Shenzhen Greenbaby Sci-Tech Co. Ltd, Shenzhen S-hande Technology Co.
Ltd, Shenzhen Viais Technology Co Ltd, Shenzhen XISE Toys Company LTD, Shots
Media B.V, Shunga Erotic Art, Sign Magazine, Sino Process , SpaLex, 
Spartacus Enterprises, Sportsheets International, Stark Distribution, Swan Vibes, 
System Jo, Tabassum Promotion & Merchandising GmbH SMLOUNGE, TENGA Co., 
Ltd., The Rabbit Company, TOKYO DESIGN (H.K) Co. LIMITED, TONGA BV, 
TOP POWER TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD, Topco Sales / WSM Investment LLC, 
Transtumm International, Turkuaz Medikal Ltd. Sti, UM Products Limited, UTOO Toys,
Viaxi, Vitenza Ltd, VPS Film-Entertainment GmbH, We-Vibe, Wenzhou Chisa Toys
Co,,Ltd, Wenzhou Shergbo Technology Co. Ltd., Wet International, 
Wicked Sensual Care, Wingpow International Ltd, Xgen Products, XR Brands, YESfor-
LOV, Yiwu sunspice lingerie company limited, Zemalia, Zhongshan Jinsan Garment
Factory , ZINI Co., Ltd, Zorba International 

Excerpt of the 
list of participants

Already now 
more than

220*

confirmed
 participants
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The Screaming O has directed its talent for creating

body-safe, quality-made products at competitive pri-

ces – fondly called the “Screaming O treatment” – to-

ward hand-held massagers to give men and women

affordable alternatives to the $80+ options currently on

the market. This new direction veers slightly from its na-

mesake vibrating rings and bullets in order to position

the brand as a one-stop shop for intimate essentials, all

at economical price points. The OVibe is a hand-held

massager that directs vibration through a unique hy- gienic silicone head, cone-shaped to cradle the clitoris

while pin-pointing 2 speeds of stimulation. This sturdy,

ergonomic vibrator is marked at $19.95 MSRP and gives

women a body-safe, budget-friendly option that packs

a powerful punch. The PoPVibe is a clever take on a

classic lollypop-like shape and packs 3 powerful speeds

plus pulsation into a motor that sits in the rounded sili-

cone-coated head. With an elongated neck curved

for wrist relief and available in bright colors, the PoPVibe

is a modern and fresh option priced at less than $30.

OBob introduces shoppers to their new favorite sex toy

– a true Battery Operated Boyfriend! – with homage to

the rounded heads of classic wand massagers. This

cheeky and fun hand-held vibrator offers 3 vibration

speeds plus pulsation and boasts a flexible neck for er-

gonomic positioning – all for $29.95 MSRP. “The Screa-

ming O has honed a knack for providing the best quality,

most body-safe materials at the lowest prices possible

because we believe everyone deserves that, regardless

of their budgets,” The Screaming O Account Executive

Conde Aumann said. “So this year we decided to offer

larger battery-operated massagers that pack more

power without upping the price tag too high. It’s one of

the reasons our fans trust The Screaming O brand and

why our loyal customers continue to support our mission

– it’s a win-win scenario for everyone involved!”

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  0 9 / 2 0 1 5

Los Angeles, USA -  The Screaming O has given the top-sell ing hand-held massager category

a color ful  k ick with three new products designed for form, function and affordabi l i ty.  With

the luxury bubble about to burst ,  The Screaming O is poised to become retai lers ’  go-to

source for beginner v ibes and mult i - function massagers powered for pleasure and pr iced

to sel l .  

The Screaming O Expands into new category 
Strategic expansion includes hand-held massagers getting the ‘Screaming O treatment’

The Screaming O is releasing several new products

in a new category 
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Wimbourne,  England -  B i l led as  the f i r s t  3D

 Cybersex experience, the Topco Twerking Butt

Deluxe del ivers  the d i r t ies t  date n ight  yet !

 Ava i lable  at  ABS ,  the Twerk ing But t  i s  pure

 bottom bl iss when i t  comes to magical move-

ment, giving a visual impact, amazing intensity

and a real ist ic romp thanks to Cyberskin tech-

nology. “We know that our customers love new

experiences and the i r resist ible Twerking Butt

technology makes this toy a top of

the range pick for the ult imate in

male p leasure,”  says  Kate

Hodgson-Egan.

The Topco Twerking Butt is
available at ABS Holdings

The Topco Twerking Butt in-

cludes a VR headset for

visual intensity that fires up

fantasies. The Butt is desig-

ned to Twerk on demand,

giving a unique sensation.

It warms up to give the

most lifelike encounter yet

and the user can look for-

ward to fun at 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit. The Topco Twerking

Butt gives an amazing massage that doesn’t miss a spot and

vibrates for extra intensity that doubles up the delight. This

Twerking Butt comes with an easy to use controller for a per-

sonalised experience as well as a power adaptor, cable and

power plug converter. It also comes with a water jet for easy

cleaning and maintenance as well as a specially made bag

for hygienic storage. This Twerking Butt measures 12.6 inches

in width, 8.7 inches in height and 13.8 inches in depth. Con-

sumers get Cyberskin Renew Powder to keep their toy in tip

top shape as well as Cyberskin Water Based Lubricant for a

perfect glide that heightens sensation and intensifies the or-

gasm. The Twerking Butt by Topco allows the user to load his

own playlist, and move to the music. The result is a tailored

twerking experience that gives an instant access to amazing

anal action.

Pure bottom bliss 

The Topco Twerking Butt – for the

ultimative 3D Cybersex experience 
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Wadgassen, Germany - S&T Rub-

ber's brand Minds of Love has

released a new vibrator, called Viper.

Interested retailers can order the pro-

duct thought the item number

670000031345. The Viper's design re-

minds of waves and it has two motors,

one in the head and one in the shaft.

Each one has ten different functions

to vibrate and pulsate, which can be

used though the three-button-inter-

face. The USB cable, that is used to

recharge the product, is included in

the package. 

The toy has a total length of 22cm.

More information about S & T Rubber's

product range can be found in their

shop www.strubbi.com or at 

+49 (0) 6834 – 4006-0.
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London, England - System JO teams up with Harmony’s f lag

ship s tore on Oxford St reet ,  to promote the brands wide

range of f lavoured lubr icants.  This summer campaign uses

the message ‘When things heat up, keep cool with JO’ to

entice people to get involved with the brand.

System JO cooperates with 
Harmony Oxford Street

The display is set to run through Sep-

tember and focuses on a playful

beach inspired summer theme. The

display features giant sized bottles of

the top selling flavoured lubricants,

Strawberry, Vanilla and Chocolate with

beach balls and other exciting visu-

als. Once inside the Harmony store,

customers are invited to enjoy a new

experience at the tester station. This

area is staged with all the decadent

flavours that one could ever want. To

better spark inspiration consumers will

easily find pre-made recipes within the

JO Mix N’ Match Menu. This menu was

designed to show consumers how to

mix two or more flavours together in

order to create a fully customized ex-

perience. Whatever you want, you

can easily make from Mint chocolate

chip, to banana splits and so much

more! System JO brand Ambassador

Rebecca Anniuk commented on the

co-op by saying: “While teaming up

with Harmony stores, we wanted to do

something exciting to launch JO

brand in their stores and support their

exposure to new clients. Our flavours

are a key part of our success, with a

range of 17 different flavours to

choose from that utilize no added su-

gars or artificial sweeteners. There is

definitely something for everyone, and

as we only use natural flavourings they

perform well and taste great. It’s a

huge compliment to be involved in

the Harmony window and we hope

as many people as possible enjoy the

flavour station” Harmony Store Mana-

ger Jamie O’ Sullivan stated: “We are

delighted to have been able to work

with System JO developing the sum-

mer window. The play on flavours is a

great theme and we have already

seen an uplift in sales, with customers

using the taster area to their full ad-

vantage! System JO has been a great

partner for us this year and brought

with it great sale. As an all-encompas-

sing brand it provides a wide range of

products especially female gels and

climax creams that have been in de-

mand from the customers.”

‘When things heat up, keep cool with JO’

N E W S
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System JO teams up with Harmony’s

flag ship store on Oxford Street

Brand new: the Viper 

Minds of Love presents the Viper
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - It’s here! “The Fif ty

Shades of Grey - The Unseen Edition” DVD is now

available at Eropar tner Distr ibution. Since the

release of the “Fif ty Shades of Grey” tri logy by

E.L. James, the books have been translated into

51 languages worldwide and have sold over 100

million copies in print and electronic formats.

Fifty Shades of Grey –
The Unseen Edition DVD 

Thus making it one of the biggest and fastest selling books

ever. With no signs of slowing, the “Fifty Shades of Grey”

franchise continues to grow from strength to strength with

future merchandise releases to follow. The first book “Fifty

Shades of Grey” was a runaway success and a number 1

best seller, following its popularity the book was adapted

for film which was released in cinemas earlier this year. The

first book in the trilogy explores the romantic and erotic re-

lationship of handsome billionaire

Christian Grey and inexperienced

college student Anastasia Grey. The

now iconic characters are played

Jamie Dornan and Dakota Johnson

respectively. Directed by British film-

maker Sam Taylor-Wood, the film is

produced by Michael De Luca,

Dana Brunetti and E.L. James. The

screenplay was written by Kelly Mar-

cel. Unlike the cinema release, “Fifty

Shades of Grey – The Unseen Edi-

tion” DVD offers bonus material including an extended ver-

sion, an alternative unseen ending and a teaser trailer to

the next instalment. The DVD is available in English and

French, with subtitled versions in English, Dutch and French.

With the recent release of E.L. James’ new book “Grey” as

told by Christian Grey, the release of a new range of unique

bondage restraint sets planned for July 2015, and second

and third instalments of the “Fifty Shades of Grey” trilogy

scheduled for 2017 and 2018 respectively, the Fifty Shades

phenomena looks set to grow and grow over the forthco-

ming years.

Now available at Eropartner
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Its firm, contoured shape guides itself where needed,

and a narrow neck with broad tip provides pressure

and fullness against sensitive spots. It is lightweight, but

with a powerful silent motor, making it good for solo

play, or slotted between bodies for couples play. Glo-

wing blue backlight controls make playing in the dark

easier. As a member of B Swish’s Premium Line of per-

sonal massagers, the Bbold comes with a USB charger

and storage pouch and is available in two colors,

Black/Magenta and Primrose/Grey. The Bbold arrives in

exquisite gift-ready black packaging, and is suitable for

in-store presentation as it displays easily, thus making a

great visual impact. 

Learn more about the Bbold Premium with Educational

Flyers, Educational Video and online marketing support

available on B Swish’s B2B site: us.bswish.com or email

us at: info@bswish.com
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Los Angeles, USA - The Bbold Premium is a body-safe,

water-resistant and rechargeable personal massager

with 7 functions and a clitoral cup for those who prefer

gentler st imulat ion. I t  features a s leek s i lhouette that

delivers intense pulsating pleasure for discreet delight,

or to be shared with someone. 

B Swish 

Bbold Premium released

The Bbold Premium is a massager with 7 functions 

Almere, The Net-

herlands - The en-

tire iCome by TOYJOY

collection is now avai-

lable at Scala Play-

house. The iCome by

TOYJOY collection of-

fers vibrating bullets and eggs; all with a USB-powered

plug & play function. The collection boasts lustful power

and modern aesthetics. All the iCome by TOYJOY plea-

sure providers are plug & play: just connect them via a

USB-port and enjoy the high-performance vibrations

and pulsations. The collection offers consumers the

choice between various sized bullets and eggs; and

even comes with the options of a control capsule and

an energy pack. The energy pack gives the user an

extra pleasurable boost, even when there is no USB-

port within reach. The high-quality iCome by TOYJOY

collection is now fully available at Scala Playhouse in

the colors black and purple.

iCome by TOYJOY 
is now available
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The Motorhead Official Pleasure Collection features two

classic torpedo shaped vibes and two bullet vibes na-

med after the bands biggest hits. Each vibe features it’s

own unique version of the bands iconic logo and branding.

The Motorhead sex toy collection features 4 fantastic vibes

packed with pleasure and power. The Ace of Spades

bullet vibrator has 10 functions and the tapered tip allows

of precise stimulation. This vibe has 3 speeds and 7 patterns

and is water safe for a wet and wild session. The Ace of

Spades 7 function power bullet delivers intense vibrations

that are perfect for clitoral

play. The battery opera-

ted design ensures that this beauty is always powered up

and ready to rumble. The Overkill bullet vibrators allow to

choose between 10 vibration functions, or 7. The 10

function bullet delivers 3 speeds and 7 vibration patterns

while the 7 function bullet features 3 speeds and 4 ultra

powerful patterns. These bullets are battery operated for

anytime fun and can be used with a water based lubricant

for added intensity. 

Ready to rock! 

Wimborne, England - Motörhead are an unstoppable force on stage

– and in the bedroom, too! The band has just released their own

range of sex toys, now available and shipping at ABS. 

The Motorhead sex toy collection features 4

fantastic vibes packed with pleasure and power

ABS is shipping the Motörhead Official
Pleasure Collection
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Almere, The Netherlands -   Var ious new addit ions to the award-winning Impress col lect ion

by CalExot ics are now ready to order at Scala Playhouse. These innovative, lust ful  designs

wi l l  def ini tely leave a great impression with your consumers!

Impress your consumers with CalExotics

The Impress Remote Teaser is a

curved stimulator with an easy-

removal loop and comes with a uni-

que remote control featuring a pres-

sure-sensitive pad. The firmer you

squeeze the remote: the stronger

the stimulator vibrates. The pressure-

sensitive design offers lovers a play-

ful way to experiment with remote

control stimulation and allows them

to create their own ‘hand-made’ vi-

bration patterns. Besides the pres-

sure control option, the Remote Tea-

ser also features 12 pre-set functions

of vibration, pulsation and escala-

tion. This means the stimulator can

also be used separa-

tely from the remote.

This elegant design is

made of luxurious

body-safe silicone,

comes with an auto-

lock option and is

USB-rechargeable (USB-charging

cord included). It is available in three

colors: pink, purple and blue. 

The Petite Rabbit and Petite Dove

are two powerful rabbit style vibra-

tors. These dual motor designs each

offer the end-user a choice bet-

ween 12 sensational functions of vi-

bration, pulsation and escalation.

Their seamless, flexi-

ble shaft will follow

her intimate curves;

while the clit stimu-

lators will tease her

hotspot with their

lustful movements.

The Petite Rabbit and Petite Dove

both feature the innovative pressure-

sensitive pad that makes the Im-

press collection stand out instantly.

They are USB-rechargeable (USB-

charging cord included), made of

luxurious body-safe silicone and

come in three colors; pink, purple

and blue. 

Scala Playhouse 

N E W S
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Etten-Leur, The Netherlands - To sa-

tisfy the demand for Wet products

in Europe and increase the numbers

of outlets where they are available,

Trigg Laboratories has signed a distri-

bution agreement with Rimba Who-

lesale. Rimba will be working closely

with new Trigg hire Ludmila Taalman

to develop international business op-

portunities by expanding distribution

and sales throughout Europe.   She

says that her “personal goal is to build

a strong relationship and create a

successful collaboration between wet

and Rimba.”  Ludmila speaks English,

German, Dutch, Spanish, and Russian

fluently. Joep de Laet, Sales Director,

says “Rimba is delighted about the

partnership that has been closed with

Trigg Labs.  Wet is a well-known brand

in the industry with a very good

name.  It fits well in the current Rimba

assortment.   Consumers will love it to

find Wet products back in the stores.”

Trigg Laboratories President, Sean

Smith said he “is excited to partner

with Rimba for the European

market.  The Wet Brand has satiated

the European consumer for over 20

years and Wet has a new partner pro-

viding best in class service and dedi-

cation to the sexual health

market.” Rimba currently services Bel-

gium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg

and France. Wet Personal Lubricants,

as well as Inttimo by Wet Aromathe-

rapy Massage & Bath Oil and Shave

Creams, will be available through

Rimba beginning August 1, 2015. All

products available in Europe will carry

the CE mark. 

Trigg Laboratories, Inc. announces 
distribution partnership with Rimba 

Roger van der Blom (CEO, Rimba), Ludmila Taalman

(International Business Development, Trigg

Laboratories, Inc.), Lionne van den Heuvel

(Rimba), Joep de Laet (Sales Director, Rimba)
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“Iam thrilled to

be rejoining the

Topco family after

a few years away,”

Miranda shared. “It

was obvious to

everyone at the

July ANME show

that Topco Sales is

better than ever before and I can’t wait to be a part of

the continued growth and innovation. They had me at

‘Twerking Butt!’” Miranda began her adult products ca-

reer in retail for a national chain and, in 2006, moved

into product development at Topco.  After several years

with Topco, she joined another company only to return

to Topco with even more insight than ever before.

“We are thrilled to have Miranda back on board at

Topco,” shared Michael Siegel, COO of Topco. “She

has always been a shining star in the industry and we

welcome her with open arms. Miranda’s a great addition

to our growing team.”

Brand Manager & Private Label Coordinator 

Industry veteran Miranda Doyle rejoins Topco Sales

Simi Val ley, USA – Adult  products special ist  Miranda Doyle has rejoined the Topco Sales

team, br inging her decade plus exper t ise to the company. Miranda’s posit ion is  the newly

created Brand Manager and Pr ivate Label Coordinator for Topco, one which wi l l  blend her

ski l ls  and extensive knowledge of the adult  products industr y.  

Back at Topco: Miranda Doyle 
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New European Sales Team

Ringo has invaluable experience

in the Eurozone and emerging

markets and he’ll work with the Eu-

ropean sales team to give ABS Hol-

dings even greater exposure. ABS

Holdings CEO Tim Hemming is ex-

cited about the growth potential

that that Ringo will offer the com-

pany: “I have known Ringo for a

considerable number of years and

know what an established figure he

is in the industry, so to have this op-

portunity to secure his services was

one we just couldn't miss. His vast

knowledge of the European market

will be a tremendous asset to grow

our EU business and profile. I am

very much looking forward to wor-

king closely with him.”

ABS Holdings’ rising popularity in

Europe has given rise to the need

for an expanding team to take care

of their loyal customers

as well as introduce new

customers to their brands

and products. With Ringo

and the European Sales

team at the helm, they’ll

be offering their full range of pro-

ducts to European customers as

well as providing them with the ex-

cellent customer service that they’re

known for. Their European product

portfolio will include their leading

market brands as well as their inno-

vative own lines that are becoming

increasingly popular in the UK and

Europe. While ABS has been suc-

cessfully selling in Europe for a num-

ber of years, they feel that now is a

great time to focus on a dedicated

European sales team that under-

stands the specific needs of that

market. Their business has done par-

ticularly well at European

shows, and as a result,

our number of European

accounts has really

grown. Ringo and the

team will service existing

accounts with a focus on develo-

ping fresh new business for ABS. “Our

brands, products and customer ser-

vices have already made us the

UK’s number 1 adult distributor, and

our goal is to become an establis-

hed distributor in mainland Europe,

too”, says ABS Holdings CEO Tim

Hemming, “we would love to ex-

tend a warm welcome to Ringo -

his experience and passion makes

him an invaluable addition to the

ABS Holdings team and we can’t

wait to have him on board.“  Ringo

can be contacted at; eusales@ab-

sholdings.com 

ABS Holdings 

N E W S
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Wimborne, England - ABS Holdings is  expanding, and proud to announce the addit ion of a

dedicated European Sales team. From the 1st of September, ABS wi l l  welcome Ringo Ba-

ginda as the new European Director of Sales. S ince 2001 ABS Holdings has worked hard to

supply new ranges at great pr ices, and this – coupled with their  consistent ly healthy stock

levels – has seen their  business bloom in Europe. 

Almere, The Netherlands - Now

ready to order at Scala Playhouse:

the Tanya Tate Fleshlight, the first Euro-

pean star to feature in the Fleshlight

Girls range. The British bombshell, fa-

med for her work as an adult film star,

is copied to perfection; allowing your

consumers to get up-

close and personal

with all her sweet spots.

The Fleshlight Tanya Tate Lotus is an

exact replica of Tate’s vaginal ana-

tomy. The glamour model and adult

star has been picking up awards for

her work for several years, including the

MILF of the Year Award on multiple oc-

casions. This is your consumers chance

to get to know Tanya Tate as they’ve

never experienced her before! The

Fleshlight Tanya Tate Lotus guarantees

the most realistic vaginal intercourse

sensation possible. The masturbators

interior texture starts with a super tight

entrance, then blossoming into a slider

wider, more comfortable canal. Dis-

cover this new, must-have Fleshlight

Girls masturbator today at Scala Play-

house via www.scalaplayhouse.com

and introduce your consumers to Ta-

nya Tate, the hottest MILF around! 

Get introduced to Tanya Tate by Fleshlight Girls
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Hannover,  Germany /At lanta, USA - JOYDIVISION announced a par tnership with Cosmopoli-

tan, the iconic international women's media brand, to develop a col lect ion of products.  

JOYDIVISION, Cosmopolitan partner for
pleasure products collection

According to the company, “the

line will encourage satisfying, re-

sponsible engagement for a wo-

man and her partner, and will fea-

ture world-renowned German

engineering, innovative design and

highest grade body-safe materials.”

Items also come with a two-year re-

placement warranty. Cosmopolitan

pleasure products will launch in

Europe in the fourth quarter of 2015,

with expansion to further markets

outside the U.S. planned for 2016.

With 68 million unique visitors across

its global sites, Cosmopolitan deli-

vers news on love and relationships,

work and money, fashion and

beauty, health,

self-improvement

and entertain-

ment in 80 countries and 35 langua-

ges. “Cosmopolitan is a great

match for us — the brand encou-

rages women to own their sexuality

and now those women will have a

line of elegantly-designed products

that will help them do just that,” said

Oliver Redschlag, JOYDIVISION’s

founder and CEO. “We’re develo-

ping a full product plan with a glo-

bal vision for women’s sexual health

and wellness.” “We’ve gotten early

feedback from retailers across a

wide spectrum, and they anticipate

the brand will be a significant player

in the space,” says Marcus West, se-

nior vice president of sales and mar-

keting at JOYDIVISION.

“Women look to Cosmopolitan for

real-world advice and information

about sex and relationships,” said

Kim St. Clair Bodden, senior vice pre-

sident, editorial director of Hearst

Magazines International. “These pro-

ducts will give them a new way to

have fun, experiment and find ful-

fillment."

The products are expected to be released end of 2015 

N E W S
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Wimborne, England - “The ABS

team is so excited about ero-

Fame in October that we’ve already

started to prepare exciting deals and

offers for this year’s show! Customers

can look forward to show discounts,”

says Glenn Wilde, “this year is going

to be even more exciting than usual,

as visitors to our stand will be able to

meet our new European sales team

– a dedicated team that will look after

ABS interests across Europe. We’ll also

be showing off some of our favourite

new brands. Visitors can look forward

to our Rock Rings range, which is an

innovative range of cock rings in all

the colours and shapes you can think

of! These rings are designed to vibrate,

tease and titillate – and have quickly

become a firm favourite with our cus-

tomers. Our Minx, Linx & Kinx ranges

will be there too, and we’re looking

forward to showing these products off

in their gorgeous new packaging.

We’ll also bring along all our latest

brand POS, so make sure that you visit

our stand to see them. This year you

can find us at 39b – and our team is

currently working on even more show

specials, so be sure not to miss out!

Our new B2B catalogue is out and

we’re excited to show off our latest

pleasure products. Pick up a copy at

the show – the ABS team looks forward

to seeing some of our favourite faces

and meeting a couple of new ones.”

The eroFame show takes place from

the 7th to the 9th of October in Ha-

nover, Germany. 

ABS Holdings on eroFame

ABS is preparing for eroFame 
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Shoreham-By-Sea, England - In a move which wi l l  expand the wholesaler ’s  luxury product

category, Net 1on1 Wholesale have par tnered with Spanish manufacturer and brand Adrien

Last ic to stock their  l ine of high qual i ty solo and couple’s toys.  

Adrien Lastic is now available to order
from Net 1on1 Wholesale

The uniquely designed products

feature a wide range of functions

and offer a new take on stimulating

erogenous zones with product fea-

tures which work with the body’s na-

tural shape to deliver plea-

sure. Made from high

quality silicone

and ABS, the

range is also

b o d y - s a f e ,

non -po rous

and phthalate

free offering

comfort and

piece of mind during use. The newly

added collection includes vibrators,

couple’s rings, strap-ons, bullets, and

vibrating eggs with a selection of

the products operated via an inclu-

ded, wireless remote control, all of

which supplied in modern, secure

packaging which is easy to mer-

chandise.

Danielle Warn, Head Buyer for

Net1on1 Wholesale says: “I wanted

to be able to provide more female-

focused products and supply the

demand for rechargable, silicone

products too. Adrien Lastic’s range

features some really innovative de-

signs that caught my eye, which

makes them unique and recogni-

sable, they also offer excellent mar-

gins which our customers will benefit

from greatly. The products are not

stocked by anyone else in the UK

currently, so we decided to fill the

gap in the market and provide our

customers with a brand that’s al-

ready building a following in

Europe.” Adrien Lastic is now availa-

ble to order from Net 1on1 Whole-

sale. Please contact the sales team

for details on: 01727 830280

Female-focused products 

N E W S
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Almere, The Netherlands - New and available at Scala:

the electrifyingly exciting Fetish Fantasy Shock Therapy

collection by Pipedream. This naughty range of electrosti-

mulation pleasure products will surely make your consumers

tingle with desire and ensure shockingly good sales! The

Fetish Fantasy Shock Therapy range offers a great selection

of electrostimulation products for both entry-level as ad-

vanced lovers. It is the perfect choice for consumers who

want to give their sex life a new, electric dimension. The

high-quality products are made of body-safe materials

and are especially pleasurable when used in combination

with the special Shock Therapy Electro Sex Gel, which in-

creased conductivity and prevents irritation.

Flensburg, Germany - Love toy

sets are enormously popular

with ORION Wholesale´s customers.

The combination of various functio-

nal love toys in beautiful designs and

their great value for money means that they are a hit

with customers. The already very extensive range of toy

sets has been expanded with the love toy set “Purple

Appetizer” – another high-quality set in attractive pa-

ckaging. The 9-piece, purple set contains a spiral-sha-

ped anal wand, a silver-coloured vibrator, a penis sleeve

with a rabbit-shaped clitoris stimulator, a dildo, a va-

gina-shaped masturbator, a vibro-bullet with a remote

control, an anal plug with a finger ring, love balls and a

cock ring.

Love toy set 
Purple AppetizerShockingly good sexual

pleasure with Fetish Fantasy 

Net 1on1 Wholesale have partnered with Spanish manufacturer Adrien Lastic

The „Purple Appetizer“

set includes 9 products 
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Copenhagen, Denmark – Mr. Nori ’s  Magic Gel is  br inging the ar t  of Japanese body-to-

body massage to Denmark! The company has launched its f i rst “Nuru Mobile” in par tnership

with Danish entrepreneur Bjarne Storgaard, who wi l l  be showcasing the product r ight in the

comfor t  of potential  customers’  homes and massage parlors.  

Covered in a car skin depicting

scenes of a sexy couple per-

forming a nuru massage, the Nuru

Mobile is already on the streets,

spreading the international appeal

of the unique, romance-driven nuru

massage technique. Magic Gel Nuru

Massage Gel features a formula that

is 98% Natural and utilizes powerful

skin moisturizers including aloe vera,

grape seed, chamomile and Nori

seaweed extract. A Magic Gel nuru

massage brings the soothing experi-

ence of a luxury spa to your own

home. Our Authentic Nuru Gel for-

mulated in the USA and is transparent

and tasteless – so that you only enjoy

a deliciously slippery experience that

leaves your skin harmoniously hydra-

ted after a sensual massage session.

Michael Lina, CEO of Nori France

S.R.L. — Magic Gel’s business partner

in the region — was instrumental in

establishing the Nuru Mobile. He met

with Storgaard leading up to the

Nordic Erotic Expo in April, provided

him with samples and then a part-

nership blossomed. Orit Benzaquen

Nori Fields CEO said. “We had the

pleasure of meeting Bjarne in person

at the Nordic Erotic Expo,” Nori

France CEO Michael Lina said. “The

event provided an excellent oppor-

tunity to shake hands and finally put

a face to the voice of the man we

had been communicating with.

Bjarne was already familiar with Nuru

massage but he fell in love with our

product in particular - which we were

thrilled about. We are so excited that

he shares our passion for spreading

the word about Nuru! The Nuru Mo-

bile will be the perfect way to reach

customers in an intimate setting

where they can really get the full ex-

perience.” Often imitated but never

duplicated, Magic Gel was establis-

hed in 2008 by a husband-and-wife

team in Los Angeles. Made for erotic

Japanese nuru massage, Magic Gel

features a 98% Natural Formula fea-

turing moisturizing nori seaweed, aloe

vera, chamomile, and grape seed

extracts. It is a transparent, tasteless

and deliciously slippery – perfect for

a wet, steamy body-to-body nuru

massage.

Danish Entrepreneur tapped to bring Nuru Massage door-to-door 

N E W S
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Mr. Nori’s Magic Gel launches 
Nuru Mobile in Denmark

Mr. Nori’s Magic Gel has launched

its first “Nuru Mobile” 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Starting

from September, Scala Playhouse

will stock 500 items of Leg Avenue’s best-

selling hosiery and lingerie. This makes it possible for retailers

to shop all their products at Scala Playhouse, which benefits

in saving time. Shopping Leg Avenue’s hosiery and lingerie

at Scala Playhouse ensures retailers to buy quality products.

Leg Avenue’s bestselling products result in a good sale-

through, retailers can’t go wrong with the bestseller selection

available at Scala Playhouse. 

Almere, The Netherlands -  Scala

Playhouse doesn’t just stock the seductive designs by

Baci Lingerie, it also has a great selection of Baci Eyelashes;

which completes any sexy look!  The Baci Eyelashes col-

lection at Scala Playhouse is a high-quality range of eye

lashes, ranging from elegant basics to daring multi-colored

looks embellished with luxurious rhinestone detailing. The

collection even has various special designs with delicate

feather detailing; which will make any lover flutter with de-

sire! The designs by Baci Eyelashes are easy to apply and

can be re-used. They make the perfect cross-sale products

when you’re retailing lingerie or erotic clothing. 

Baci EyelashesLeg Avenue’s bestselling top 
500 available at Scala Playhouse
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Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion is  proud to be adding Lovehoney’s

newest product l ine, “Motörhead – The Off icial  P leasure Col lect ion”, to their  assor tment. 

Eropartner Distribution Taking Pre-Orders for
Motörhead - The Official Pleasure Collection

“As soon as we set our eyes on

the Motörhead vibrators, we

knew that this was a vibe that could

not be missing from our offering”, ex-

plains Head of Purchasing Elcke Wief-

fering. “The greatest rockband ever

partnering up with a manufacturer

like Lovehoney is a guarantee for

the creation of an incredible

product. Lovehoney’s Fifty

Shades of Grey Collection

has been a great success

for Eropartner Distribution,

and our customers love

the products. We enjoy

partnering up with the Lo-

vehoney team”, conti-

nues Elcke. “We are exci-

ted to introduce our

customers to Lovehoney’s newest

toy collection." Mötorhead are one

of the world's biggest rock bands,

having released 21 studio albums

and countless singles, including the

hits 'Ace of Spades' and 'Overkill' - af-

ter which the vibes are named. 

The Motörhead Official Pleasure Col-

lection features two classic shaped

7-speed vibes and two 10-function

bullets for precision stimulation, all

decorated with the iconic Motör-

head logo and branding. For more

information and to place an order,

contact an account manager at

Eropartner Distribution via info@ero-

partner.com, or 

+31 (0)228 82 00 00.

The universal pleasure product 

N E W S
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Etten-Leur, The

Netherlands -

Rimba brings

DORR an interes-

ting new brand on

the European mar-

ket. DORR is loca-

ted in Los Angeles,

where a team of

talented designers,

engineers and artists involved in

the product development to meet

the growing glo-

bal demand for

innovative and

high quality pro-

ducts with perso-

nality. On top of

that DORR con-

vinces with its

price. Rimba of-

fers the complete

series, consisting of eight different

toys. Each toy is available in four

attractive colors. The DORR pro-

ducts impress with their soft ergo-

nomic design, powerful but extre-

mely quiet engines, high-grade

silicone, water resistance, a strong

and rechargeable lithium battery

and beautiful packaging. 

Rimba is glad to offer DORR to the

trade in Europe and has high ex-

pectations for the brand. All pro-

ducts are available immediately.

Rimba brings DORR to Europe

The Motörhead Official Pleasure Collection

features two classic shaped 7-speed vibes and two 10-function bullets
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What can the vis i tors expect f rom eroFame 2015, what do the exhibitors have up their

s leeve? EAN wanted to know and asked the exhibitors of the t rade convention to take the

t ime for a l i t t le quest ionnaire. Many of their  answers were already presented last month,

and now, here's the second par t of their  statements.  Numerous renowned companies give

hints at their  plans for eroFame 2015, thus providing the trade members with helpful  infor-

mation to prepare for the t rade show.

“eroFame is THE show to attend in Europe.”
What the trade can look forward to in October
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The Questions

?
1) Which expectations do you have for eroFame 2015?

2)  Which new products are you planning to present to the trade 
 come October?

3)  Do you have some special plans for your fair stand in particular 
 (product presentations, fashion shows, etc.) or for the event in general

        (discounts, sweepstakes, etc.)?

4)  What were the decisive reasons for you to act as an exhibitor at the 
 eroFame 2015?
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Matthias Wichert
Poliboy Brandt & Walther GmbH

1) Presenting our brand “Polifee – smooth love” leather

care products

2) Leather care products, Leather cleaners, Leather

oil, Imitation leather /latex 

4) Biggest B2B show for the erotic industry

Mark Mader
Coquette, Eros Veneziani

1) We want to win over new customers, strengthen

existing relations.

2) New collection, Darque 2016 by Coquette, new

products from Eros Veneziani.

3) Model at our stand.

4) B2B platform for our customers in the erotic mar-

ket.

Juan Manuel Segura
LIBID TOYS

1) This is our first year as exhibitor at

eroFame, and we are very excited. We hope to meet

new customers and open up new markets.

2) We present the new model of our bestseller, the

Kali.

3) We will make introductory offers and presentations

of our toys. 

4) The main reason is: If we want to grow as company,

being an exhibitor at eroFame is the best way, and

we can also present our brand to new markets. 

Mark Ayckbourn
Wingpow International Ltd

1) Getting all businesses from our industry in one

place is always an amazing achievement. This has

been done year after year at eroFame. We look for-

ward to spending time with current customers and

meeting businesses looking to create something new

and exciting for their customers.

2) We design our products in a very unique way, ex-

clusively for each customer's needs and requirements. 

We discuss in detail their plans, and what they are

looking to achieve, and work together to create uni-

que ranges of products that fit exactly with their

needs.
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4) As our customers' manufacturer, we have always

attended eroFame, but never as an exhibitor. 

For 11 years, we have been designing and manu-

facturing some of the world's best-selling products for

some of the world's biggest importers, wholesalers,

retailers and brands within our industry... we have

been their 'secret OEM factory'.

Now, we feel like the time is right for us to exhibit and

expand business as we understand that many com-

panies are seeking trustworthy partners that manu-

facture quality products direct from our factory in

China. 

We are 100% US/UK owned. We design / manufacture

to the highest level, and all business is done in English

with the owners. We pride ourselves on creating strong

working relationships with all our customers, and find

ourselves working together for many years as part-

ners.

Susanna Lee
ML Creation Co. Limited

1) To let more buyers know that our

products are of the best design with the best quality

and price and increase our sales.

2) 1. USB rechargeable metal vibrator 'Intense'.

2. USB rechargeable super powerful 'Power Ring'.

3. Remote USB rechargeable vibrator 'Cherry'.

3) All our products will have the 'Branding Promotion

Price' for half year.

All products details will be in our special catalogue. 

4) Show the market that 'ML Creation' make the best

design and quality products with the best price and

sell our products to the market. 

Andy Taylor
LTC Healthcare

1) eroFame is a great opportunity for LTC

Healthcare and EXS Condoms to meet up with the

companies who buy from us and whom we now class

as friends. We love the friendliness of our fellow exhi-

bitors and also enjoy meeting up with our suppliers.

eroFame has always been a well organised and en-

joyable exhibition and presents us with a fantastic

opportunity to sell our products and to share a beer

or two with our friends!

F E A T U R E

exclusive
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brands Bodywand, Lapdance, Pleasure Wigs, Secrets

Vibrating Panties, and more.

3) That’s a secret for now! Stop by the booth and find

out.

4) eroFame is typically the only European show where

we display our entire range of products. We look for-

ward to this stop every year.

Oscar Heijnen
Shots Europe & America

1) We expect all the key players of the industry to be

there. And we also expect the fair to be an even bigger

success since we are now present on the American con-

tinent with our own office and a large warehouse, com-

pletely stocked up with our own products!

It’s very nice to know that we can ship within 24 hours

from either the Netherlands or the USA!

2) We will be focussing on 12 exciting brands and intro-

duce a MINIMUM of 5 new brands! But there will probably

be more….. Apart from this, we will also offer special

close-outs in DVDs, toys, cosmetics, and lingerie. 

3) We will have a new booth : I would like to keep the rest

a secret because there are still some uncertainties in our

design, which we'll have to finalise in the very near future.

The one thing I can reveal at this moment is that it will be

an absolute eye-catcher on the outside, and the pre-

sentation of our products inside will be one of a kind!

4) It's a perfect moment in the year to introduce our new

products, just in time before the upcoming high season!

It’s the only moment of the year that a big part of our

F E A T U R E

2) LTC Healthcare and EXS Condoms have always

been the leader in our field. Once again this year,

we will be launching a range of new EXS Condom

foils and packaging. LTC Healthcare also have a new

range of Sex Toys including our ever popular Vibrating

Cockrings and Panties!

At last year's eroFame, we were asked to develop

our Boys Own lube range which we have  done with

the introduction of our new Boys Own 50ml Pump

Bottle which will be displayed for the first time at ero-

Fame. 

3) As usual, we intend to be there with our great wit,

charm, and personality!!!

4) eroFame is well organised and gives us the oppor-

tunity to meet with all our customers at one central

venue. The October Fest is also a great opportunity

to relax and party with friends from the industry. 

Constant
DBH Créations

1) Present our new collections to our customers and

new visitors.

2) Our new stockings collection: LeggStory.

4) Present our products on the German market.

Andy Green
Xgen Products

1) The same as always – great customers and a

friendly atmosphere and successful meetings.

2) We’ll be showing off the latest from our flagship
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tegy and care for our brand. We are a newly laun-

ched brand so the power of eroFame is really impor-

tant for us to reach out and get a good start. We at-

tended the show in 2013 and got an amazingly good

response for our product. Unfortunately we weren’t

ready then, but we surely are now!

2) We have our product H2O Vibe that we launched

just months after eroFame 2014; we aimed for a re-

lease just before eroFame so we could attend at the

show but unfortunately, we had some problems and

got delayed. Therefore, we are really happy to show

our product at this year’s eroFame, and judging by

experiences from smaller shows, we are sure that ero-

Fame 15 will be really good for us :)

3) We are aiming to collaborate with retailers directly

and have some really good offers so we hope that

retailers are ready to give it a shot in their range. We

have some really nice displays for walk-in stores that

we will show and that will be added for free to the

first order so all the store owners out there must stop

by our booth and check it out! We will also bring our

new special exhibition display that is really awesome.

It will surely catch everyone’s attention :) Come and

check it our for yourselves!

4) We think that eroFame is the absolutely best way

to reach out with a new brand like ours. We have at-

tended smaller shows with amazing results, so we sure

that eroFame will help us get going so there was

never a doubt about attending this show.

David Zhou
Svakom

1) More visitors.

2) Nova Balls, Mini Emma, and more.

3) There will be product presentations, special offers

during the event, and a mini bar to welcome

everyone who visits our booth. 

4) Best event in this industry.

Eric Aguiar
Sensualle

1) It´s our first time. Hope to meet many new custo-

mers and have good sales at the show.

2) Our entire line: www.sensualle.com.br 

3) We haven´t planned anything special yet.

F E A T U R E

loyal customers are present at a European show. So it’s

the perfect time to talk to all of them within a short period

of time. Normally, it would take weeks or even months to

travel around and see them all.

Ray Hayes
Lovehoney

1) That it surpasses last year which was excellent. The

show is well attended.

2) 1.There will be new additions to the Fifty Shades of

Grey collection.

2.Motorhead "Official Pleasure Collection".

3. TBC.

3) We will have a raffle /draw for a Motorhead Guitar

( Limited Edition)

4) Its the best show in Europe.

The major players from the US also attend.

We have always had a successful show in previous

years.

It's fun and enjoyable.

Kathryn Hartman
Nasstoys

1) Looking forward to seeing established

global customers and making the acquaintance of

new ones!

2) Our winning branded collections for men, women

and couples such as Amore, Ram, All American

Whoppers

3) New merchandising materials for branded col-

lections in planagrammed sections like Sinful, Mack,

and RAM TUFF

4) Past success as an exhibitor 

Kamal Ahmed
Piasaa USA LLC.

1) To meet new buyers /distributors.

2) Men's fetish and sexy underwear .

4) Sell our products on the European market place.

Robert Karlsson
Drop of Sweden

1) Our expectations for eroFame 2015

are firstly, to have a fun time and to connect with

many retailers and distributors who have the right stra-
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4) To open up a new market. 

Tai Wau Lun
UTOO Toys Company

1) We are looking forward to a good springboard for

our products in Europe.

2) We will present some new designer products for

male and female consumers.

3) This is the first time we attend the exhibition, so this

year, we just want to acclimatise; we will save the

surprises for next time.

4) We hope to strengthen awareness for our UTOO

brand in Europe, and we hope that more and more

European customers get to know our brand. Those

are our expectation for eroFame 2015.

Thomas Pedersen
Danatoys

1) Our expectations this year are not so different from

the last couple of years, we always look forward to

the show because we can meet up with all our regular

customers and establish new relations with people

we haven't met before. As always, we have some

new products in our range that we want to show to

our business partners, hoping for a positive response.

2) We have a brilliant new product in the WaterClean

line for anal cleansing, and also a few new accesso-

ries for that product line.

3) Not really, other that one of the new products being

presented at the news pedestal at the entrance of

the fair.

4) For us, it's the right place to be when you are a

manufacturer. You will meet more or less all the im-

portant distributors and wholesalers in this business

without having to travel around the world to find them

here and there.

Eric Idema
EDC

1) We know that by being at eroFame, we

will meet a lot of our partners. We also expect eroFame

to be a nice opportunity for meeting & greeting new

and potential future partners.

2) We're looking forward to returning with our own booth

at eroFame. This year, EDC has reserved a larger area
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to showcase our new product range. Next to our drop

shipping concept, we will also present our new own

product line.

3) At EDC's booth, you can meet our team, you can

have a drink and a small snack at our bar, and of course

we have some nice goodies, promotional offers, and

also a sweepstake this year. Last but not least, we will

launch our new product line! Make sure to visit us!

4) We attended eroFame in 2014 with our own stand

and decided it was worth the investment again. It gives

us the opportunity to meet & greet new people as well

as our existing customers. Also, we will launch our own

new product line at eroFame.

Jürgen Heyer
Reckitt Benckiser (Durex & London)

1) We are looking forward to presen-

ting and introducing our new top product London Gold,

the thinnest London condom ever. In addition, we want

to show the latest product launches in the Durex range.

Most importantly however, we expect to strengthen our

customer relationships and establish new contacts as

well as detect market developments and tendencies.

2) We plan to present the new London Gold - the thinnest

London condom providing a natural sensation and in-

tensified experience due to its sheer quality. 

Durex is launching new products as well: We will present

our new vibrating bullet Durex Delight, our Durex Pleasure

Ring, the first mass market penis ring, and the newly

sized Durex Fun Explosion triple pack. 

3) We will have an exclusive London Gold raffle with

chances of winning one of several golden iPhones or

London Gold packs. Additionally, we will distribute Lon-

don Gold wallets throughout the event and give trade

fair discounts via authorised wholesalers.

4) eroFame is the most important B2B trade fair to pre-

sent our products. It allows us to get in contact with all

relevant and important wholesalers as well. On top of

this, it is an opportunity to make new contacts and to

expand our business relations. 

Elsa Viegas
Bijoux Indiscrets

1) eroFame is THE show to attend in

Europe. What we expect from the 2015 edition is the
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same we have expected from past editions: to meet

our clients and friends, present the new products for

the holiday season, discuss previous and future ac-

tions, and enjoy some after show moments. It is the

perfect place to display the new things just in time

for the X-Mas and Valentine's campaigns.

2) In October, we will present a new and delicious flavour

of Poeme, our body painting product. This new flavour

is unique in the market. Surprising by its taste but most

of all because it is... gold! We are also presenting a

new collection of masks, inspired by the most famous

female secret agents of all times. All I can say is that

we will have 6 different designs with lots of personality

and that they are reusable and strapless so as not to

mess with the hair style. We will also present the Magni-

fique Collection, an accessory line made of metallic

little gold chains with double use accessories such as a

necklace/whip, a choker/body jewellery or

bracelets/handcuffs among others.

3) We will have 2 separated stands (3 and 5), and one

we will be having a static catwalk, were the new ac-

cessories can be seen, while the other booth is reserved

for our cosmetics so we can explain all the secrets in

the formulas and give sales force and user tips (along

with our already known accessories and best selling vi-

brating diamond). Plus, every one is invited to relax and

have a toast with us at the end of the day at our booth! 
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4) We've been attending eroFame since the first edition.

It is the most important trade show in Europe and we

believe that trade shows play a very important role in

business. For 3 days, clients can "live" the brand, feel

and experience the products, and meet the whole

team in person (our sales team travels and visits the

clients, but our design and communication doesn't, so

it is a great moment to introduce them ). 

Klaus Pedersen
DanaLife ApS

1) To again see many of our happy clients

from all over the world who represent and sell our

brands globally! Hopefully, an even better and bigger

fair than in 2014! And of course, we want to take

home an award again, having already won "best pro-

duct" and "best retail support", which we are very

proud of!

2) New in-store POS shop solutions, for

small/medium/large sized brick and mortar shops!

New marketing resources for online sellers!

3) We will do detailed presentations of our in-store

shop concepts, which also include store-staff training.

Additionally, our vast brand marketing resources portal

will be available "on-screen" and online for wholesa-

lers/retailers to test and sign-up for at the booth.

Brands this year will be: MaleEdge and Jes-Extender

F E A T U R E
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(penis growth brands) and Zestra (Essential arousal

oils).

4) Simply the best global fair for the adult industry!

And the October Fest ;-)

Jacky Fu
Tokyo Design

1) eroFame will be even bigger and more appealing

this year. To meet our existing international partners

and find new customers.

2) We're preparing a new collection for eroFame, and

this will be a big surprise for our clients.

4) eroFame is the biggest European trade event and

it is a good place to meet customers in a professional

B2B atmosphere.

Zsolt Racz
Debra Net Ltd.

1) Establishing new contacts for

sales and purchasing, and boosting our sales activity

during this period.

2) Let it be a surprise…..

3) Concerning our stand, we do our best to make it

attractive for visitors. This year, we pay a little bit more

attention to colours. Furthermore, just like every year,

we have plans for offers created to serve both new

and existing clients. Details will be presented at the

show.

4) eroFame is one of the highlights in our business

year, a special occasion to develop our business and

get inspiration for the future.

Xevi Aliguer
CNEX A.I.E. SL

1) We have the highest expectations as

eroFame is the best place to showcase our 

brands to new customers from around the world 

and to meet existing partners and customers.

2) As always, we strive to offer products with the most ori-

ginal designs and the best quality. 

3) We will offer special promotions and discounts 

for clients who meet us at the fair for the first time as well

as existing partners. 

4) eroFame is a golden opportunity to reconnect with our

partners and establish new contacts all under one roof. 
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Carl Hoo
Erokay

1) eroFame is one of the

top exhibitions in this industry. It is a fashion show of

erotic products. It is a grand meeting of respectable

predecessors and excellent peers. We come here to

show them our beautiful sex toys and bondage pro-

ducts.

2) Our most recent additions: Cozy & Strong bullets

Vibrator , New Diamonds style Bondage, USB power

bullets Vibe. 

3) Yes, we do have special plans for customers mee-

ting with us at the fair. We prepared many promotion

items for them at amazing prices, absolutely crazy!

4) With such a professional exhibition, there is no ex-

cuse for missing it! 

Jessie Lee
Shenzhen XISE Toys Company Ltd

1) For it to be an professional

expo.

2) We plan to present solid sex dolls, masturbation

toys, and lifelike Dildos as well as TPR & silicone sex

toys .

3) We hope to find some distributors at eroFame that

offer an advantageous agent policy .

4) Because we learned that eroFame is a very pro-

fessional adult suppliers expo. As a manufacturer, that

is really the best choice for us .

Adrian Schneider
Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber

GmbH

1) We expect the show to be just as successful for us

as it has been in the past. We want to meet new

 customers and catch up with existing ones, and we

want to create more awareness for our company

and products.

2) We are going to present various new products from

our own brands,  MALESATION, MINDS OF LOVE, Beau-

Ments, SToys, and XxdreamSToys. 

The top-selling MALESTATION brand will be particularly

prominent as we have more than 50 new products in

that collection.

3) There are going to be discounts.

F E A T U R E
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4) eroFame is the number one trade show in the adult

b2b world. If you're active in that market, you simply

HAVE to attend eroFame - a fact that is underpinned

by the success this show has had in previous years. 

Jeff Baker
Magic Silk

1) We hope to meet new international cus-

tomers while introducing our newest collections and

marketing tools to our existing customers.

2) We plan to showcase the new Wild Orchid col-

lection as well as new additions to the already top-

selling Liquid Onyx, Club Seamless, and Shades of

Love collections, which will all be available for imme-

diate delivery.

3) We will be introducing new free stand-up displays

for our various brands. 

4) Each show is an opportunity for us to inform our

existing customers on new developments and mar-

keting tools while also enabling us to reach out to

new potential customers. Staying in tune with the in-

dustry is a necessity, and being at eroFame is the

perfect way to do so.

Wayne Allen
E-Stim Systems Ltd

1) To meet with our existing customers wit-

hin Europe, but to also meet new customers and

build relationships.

2) We have several new product ranges to exhibit,

along with our new range of point of sale slat wall

products.

3) Our staff will be on hand to demonstrate and ex-

plain our product range as well as answer any ques-

tions and as always there will be deals to make.

4) eroFame is the main show in Europe and it gives

us the opportunity to meet with our existing customers

and showcase our products directly to new prospects.

Marion Junet
Je Joue

1) eroFame is a great place for catching

up with our customers in Europe and other continents

and presenting the latest products – of course we al-

ways hope to meet new business partners as well.
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2) This year is incredibly exciting for us as we are laun-

ching a completely new collection of toys in Sep-

tember, and we will be introducing our new concept

and designs at eroFame.

3) We will have a larger booth to exhibit Je Joue and

our new collection – and will have exciting new videos

and our new concept to share.

4) We believe it is fundamental to participate at ero-

Fame as it is THE European trade show. It is not to be

missed and a very professional environment for mee-

ting our business partners. We are very excited to par-

ticipate this year.

Jane Dazzle
Global Products Europe SL

1) We have seen from past expe-

rience that companies stocking our products are

completely thrilled with them. To show how confident

we are, all orders at the trade show will be covered

by our ironclad, Full 365 Day Money Back Guaran-

tee.

2) Anyone who hasn’t bought from us before but has

wanted to try our products will get a profit-boosting

FREE pack of products worth £300 when they place

an order at the show.

Plus we have plans to give away some really amazing

gifts! It is important for us to create such an exciting

offer that only a crazy person could refuse it. 

3) Our goal for eroFame is to get as many companies

to try our range of products as possible. That’s why

this year, we are going all out with special offers, bo-

nus gifts, and money back guarantees. 

A 20% discount will be offered to anyone who places

an order of our bestselling sexual supplements, Gold-

MAX Blue, GoldMAX Pink, GoldMAX Daily, V-XL Instant,

Shades Of Love.

4) Advertising in the EAN & SIGN magazines and at-

tending the eroFame shows in recent years have

played an essential role in our rapid growth. The clients

we have met and done business with have created

amazing sales and profits for their companies, leading

to bigger repeat sales for Global Products. 

So anyone smart enough to attend eroFame deser-

ves to get huge bonuses, along with any products

they order from Global Products.

F E A T U R E
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Pro

You'd be hard-pres-

sed to find a field

of business where

individuality and di-

versity are as important as the erotic market. Every custo-

mer is different, has individual needs and preferences. This

diversity must be respected, and it is important that the

market actively cater to the many different tastes and

predilections. That also means that we need a great variety

of products in this market so the consumer can choose

the item that best fits his needs. 

If you've ever moved in with someone and you've had a

discussion about what colour a certain room should be

painted, you'll know this: Having a great selection to choose

from is not always a blessing. However, not everybody

likes to take his meals in a white room with woodchip wall-

paper. And once you've agreed on this or that colour,

you're usually very happy with it, after all, it's “your“ colour.

And things are no different when it comes to erotic pro-

ducts.

Of course, no retailer can have tens of thousands of pro-

ducts stocked, know all of their advantages and wea-

knesses, and be able to immediately pick out the one toy

that is perfect for any customer who enters his store. And

thankfully, none of  that is necessary because this is where

the experience of the retailers pays off. They know their

customers, so they know which products to pick for their

store. And picking the right products can help set them

apart from the competition. If all stores offered the same

toys, why should a consumer go to store A? After all, he

could get the same things at store B. And why would he

52

The consumer is used to having a great range of products to

choose from. That's the case at the supermarket, and it 's also

the case in the erotic market. However, some people are star-

ting to worry that the balance of supply and demand might

be upset by too many run-of-the-mill products.

Point at issue: A market   

bother to go to a walk-in store anyway to get advice from

the sales staff?

Not every new piece of art is the next Mona Lisa, and not

every new sex toy is going to revolutionise the market.

Most products are not even trying to. The market has be-

come big enough to develop niches where smaller brands

can flourish. It is a simple fact that a big market requires

lots of products, and while nobody can predict when

'many products' become 'too many products',I highly

doubt that we're near the point of over-saturation. And

while we're at it, may I also mention that this great number

of products puts trade members in a very comfortable

position? After all, they can easily pick a new supplier if ne-

cessary. Such a step is much easier in a market with lots of

products in each category than it would be in a market

with few producers and little product variety.

Another aspect critics should consider is this: If you want to

make an impact as a producer in this big market, you

really have to offer something special. There is greater in-

centive and maybe even pressure to be innovative. Having

a unique selling point to show for is a great sales argument.

But in order to create such innovations, the market needs

a solid base level of standard products. These products

are the foundation of the market, and the bigger this foun-

dation is, the more room we have for experiments and

new ideas. Yes, many companies offer products that are

similar in shape and design and only vary in certain details,

but the reason for this is simply that these product models

have proven reliable sales options. Those products will al-

ways be the rank and file of the market, and it is from this

mass that real innovations spring up.

Necessary diversity or too much of the same?

F E A T U R E
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Randolph Heil, editor 
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  of countless products  
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Cons

There are general rules that apply

to all markets, also the erotic mar-

ket. Here's one: The consumer

wants diversity! But on the other

hand, there's a certain truth to the

adage that “less is more“ - especi-

ally if there is a giant number of

what you might call standard pro-

ducts, and this number is constantly

increasing. The fact that these pro-

ducts are often interchangeable

only makes matters worse. It is true

that the market needs such pro-

ducts, for obvious reasons, and of

course, not every new product

launched onto the market can be

a dazzling innovation, but still, the

question is warranted: How much

demand is there for such standard

products? Haven't the scales of

supply and demand already tip-

ped over due to the sheer mass of

those products? Excess supply puts

the consumer into a favourable po-

sition, after all, he has a great num-

ber of products to choose from that

offer more or less the same user

experience, and he is not bound

to certain producers or certain

price points. The producers and re-

tailers, however, find themselves at

a disadvantage.

The pressure of competition is rising

as prices drop since every trade

member wants to sell their pro-

ducts, but the consumers are only

willing to buy the most keenly pri-

ced offers. And obviously, this situa-

tion has only been exacerbated by

the internet that offers price com-

parisons in a heartbeat. So, one of

the results of excess supply is a cus-

tomer base whose main focus is

on price. To counter that develop-

ment, the producers and retailers

need to set themselves apart from

the mass of interchangeable pro-

ducts. One way to achieve that is

offering products that are not inter-

changeable; that doesn't neces-

sarily mean they have to be brand

products, after all, establishing a

brand takes time. But there should

definitely a certain unique feature

that sets them apart from the com-

petition. Another possibility to stick

out from the crowd is to offer spe-

cial customer service.

However, once this vicious circle

has begun – i.e. once a protracted,

tedious price war has started – it is

very hard to stem the tide. The con-

sumers' attitude won't change from

one day to the next. Retailers in

Germany, Austria, and Switzerland

will shudder when thinking back to

October 2002 because back then,

a big electronics shop chain laun-

ched a campaign centred on the

slogan “Geiz ist geil“ (stinginess is

sexy). Soon after, this campaign

also swept the Netherlands (“Gierig

maakt gelukkig“), Belgium (“Gierig

is plezierig“), Spain (“La avaricia me

vicia“) and France (“Plus radin, plus

malin“). This campaign actively fos-

tered a kind of consumer beha-

viour that was overly fixated on

price while other factors – such as

quality for instance! - were pushed

to the background. This slogan is

not used any longer, but even now,

13 years later, people still remem-

ber it, and it is paradigmatic of a

consumer behaviour that fosters

price dumping and fierce compe-

tition on one hand and an increa-

sed output of interchangeable pro-

ducts of inferior quality on the other

hand. The point I am trying to make

here is that a market – also the ero-

tic market – can influence the way

consumers perceive this market

and its products. We can make

everything about the price, or we

can put the spotlight on quality and

innovation. If we nudge the custo-

mers in the right direction, that's to

the benefit of all parties involved -

from the producers to the distribu-

tors to the retailers, and also to the

consumers.

F E A T U R E

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief
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Already in September of last year, the company

added several new elements to their video

player, most of them mirroring features known from

YouTube. For instance, visitors are counted and similar

videos are recommended.. In addition to that,

 Facebook videos can also be embedded in external

sites. The result of these efforts: According to the

 company's business figures that were released in Ja-

nuary, more than three billion videos are watched on

Facebook every day – in September 2014, it had

“only“ been one billion. Google's YouTube had cros-

sed the four-billion threshold at the beginning of 2012,

but unfortunately, no concrete figures have been

made available since. It should be mentioned,

 however, that Facebook is boosting their stats by way

of a feature that is not exactly a user favourite: Videos

that are posted in newsfeeds are displayed auto -

matically. All the user can do is activate the sound –

54

Unti l  recently,  Facebook posts had a s imple st ructure, consist ing of a personal message,

fol lowed by a l ink to an external source where the user could check out more or less

 interest ing texts,  images, or v ideos. This meant that many vis i tors of the social media giant

just  stopped by shor t ly and then moved on to other ser vices – taking a mil l ion cl icks wor th

of potential  ad revenues with them. But now Facebook has taken measures to change

that,  changing i ts  own face in the process.

External is over

or not. Given this feature, it is no wonder that Face-

book is becoming the preferred platform for many

advertisers; studies have shown that lots of companies

want to present their campaigns here rather than on

Youtube. After all, they can stream their ad directly to

the consumers, unless the users have deactivated

the auto play option in the settings screen - and few

of them do. YouTube, on the other hand, usually allows

the users to skip an ad after a few seconds.

Facebook has also initialised another step to get more

visits on their site: Soon, editorial content will be

 published internally whenever possible, so links to the

source don't lead the user away from Facebook.

 According to a New York Times report that quotes two

sources with intimate knowledge of the project,

 Facebook wants to start testing the new format in the

next months. At least one of these sources seems to

Face(book)lift

exclusive

F E A T U R E
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At the F8 Conference, Facebook announced that 360 degree videos could be incorporated into the newsfeed;

to properly enjoy this feature, the users need special goggles that have not yet reached market maturity
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be well-known to the authors as

the newspaper was mentioned as

one of the potential partners for

the project, together with other

news organs such as BuzzFeed

and National Geographic. It is

easy to see why the press would

agree to such a partnership, after

all, most newspaper are making a

loss on the internet, and Facebook

purportedly wants to share the ad-

vertising proceeds with the colla-

borating publishing houses. But

there is also a downside since the

papers would lose page views on

their own sites, and they'd have to

be very careful so they don't lose

control over the presentation of

their content and about the data

of many of their readers. The pay-

wall system that many media

 organs are experimenting with at

the moment (i.e. a lot of content

is hidden so the user has to pay

for this service) would also be

pointless when the users could get

the stories for free on Facebook.

Facebook is also very interested in

working with developers, hoping

 increase the popularity of the

 Facebook messenger. Already

now, the programme can be used

to send stickers, GIFs, or short clips

to friends and acquaintances, and

new apps can add more features.

The social network also plans to

send information such as order

and dispatch confirmations to the

recipient via the messenger in a

personalised form. A test run will

be conducted among fashion

 retailers in the not so distant future.

The goal seems to be to make the

messenger an e-commerce plat-

form. That would also explain this

other new feature: Users will soon

be able to send money to other

Facebook users. Competing mes-

senger already offer the option to

order a pizza or call a cab.

Whatsapp will probably remain

 largely unaffected by any of these

developments; the user base is

 ginormous, and for the time being,

that alone should be enough to

fend off the competition. That said,

it can not be disputed that the

 instant messenger has inched

 closer to Facebook. The preview

version of the latest Facebook app

for Android included a button that

enabled users to pass on Face-

book news via Whatsapp. As far as

Facebook's virtual reality project is

concerned, the company is

 keeping the cards close to the

chest following the billion dollar ta-

keover of tech-pioneer Oculus. The

only announcement that was

made at the F8 Developer Confe-

rence was that users would be

able to embed 360 degree videos

in newsfeeds, and that one would

need special goggles to watch

them. So far, there is only a devel-

oper version of the Oculus Rift

 virtual reality goggles, and it looks

as if we'll have to wait until the

 consumer version hits the market

before we get a clear idea of

 Facebook's plans on that front.

Given all these plans to increase

activity on the social media

 platform without losing traffic to

 external content, it probably won't

be long before more people start

sharing the opinion held by some

small – but growing – groups in

 Indonesia and Nigeria. According

to a non-representative survey,

about ten percent of the relatively

F E A T U R E

The Facebook messenger

could become a platform for e-commerce
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young Facebook users in these countries stated that

they use the social network but not the internet in

 general. 

In Europe, on the other hand, there is more and more

resistance against Facebook's strategies, and the

most recent reports only deepened the trenches.

 Following investigations by scientists of the Catholic

University Leuven and the Free University of Brussels,

Facebook used the social plug-ins that are embed-

ded in websites to collect data from users who do

not even have an account at the social media giant.

Facebook eventually admitted to this, but called it a

software glitch and maintained that the information

gathered by the cookie was not neither analysed ror

used. Some experts call that a lame excuse for what

is essentially a violation of EU data protection laws. 

At the end of April, the Belgian data protectionists will

decide if legal proceedings should be initiated

against the company. What might save Facebook

from such troubles is the fact that their European

headquarters are  in Ireland, meaning Facebook is

only bound to play by the rules of the lenient data

protection laws of that country. Loopholes like that

56 

are one of the main reasons

why the European Union

wants to introduce uniform

data protection guidelines for

all member states. Judging

from the morsels of informa-

tion that has been made

 public thus far, it seems as if

the pan-European data pro-

tection guidelines might not

end up being as stringent as

the current laws in countries

such as Germany where data

protection is taken very serio-

usly. Let's see what the Euro-

pean Parliament will do.

On another front, Max

Schrems and his initiative

“Europe versus Facebook“ are

trying to take legal action

against the social network in

Vienna, but before things can go anywhere, the court

has to determine if this whole thing actually falls into

their jurisdiction. Four years ago, Schrems demanded

access to the data Facebook had collected about

him, whereupon he received 1200 DIN A4 sheets

worth of material, including data that had long since

been deleted. A complaint against this violation of

the data protection law that was presented to an Irish

court had little success so far, so now, Schrems is

trying his luck in his home country of Austria – in the

vein of US class action lawsuits, he is the figurehead

of a group of 25,000 other plaintiffs seeking to take

legal action against Facebook. The social network,

however, is arguing that the court in Vienna has no

jurisdiction and that such class action suits are in -

admissable. Furthermore, the accusation has been

made that Schrems is not acting as a consumer, but

that his actions are based on commercial conside-

rations, meaning that he is not entitled to initiate such

legal proceedings. Case in point: Schrems had written

a book about the case, and due to his campaign

against Facebook, he was invited to numerous

 conferences and discussions.

F E A T U R E
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Facebook is aggressively pushing the expansion

of their in-house messaging system 
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Natural products are more popular than ever,  so with i ts  four new

products,  pjur group has i ts  f inger on the pulse. The new Health Care

Divis ion at pjur is  in constant dialogue with the target group and quickly won over our  in-

house product development to the production of the new pjur med SENSITIVE gl ide.

Many women

have sensitive

skin and look for

 products that will

meet that need.

Whether on the face,

legs, or in the genital

area – sensitive skin re-

quires especially in-

tense care that ideally is free of additives. That is exactly

what pjur group has  accomplished with its new pjur med

SENSITIVE glide.

Demand for such products has increased greatly in recent

years: “Many customers have requested a pjur med

 product with no additives. pjur med SENSITVE glide is a

 response to that need,” says Katrin Kühnrich, Senior

 Coordinator, pjur Sexual Health and Wellbeing Division. 

No additives

pjur med SENSITVE glide is free of additives, so it contains

no preservatives, parabens, or glycerin but – like

all pjur personal lubricants – it has excellent lu-

bricating properties. “This water-based

formula is as neutral as possible. This

makes it non-irritating to delicate mu-

cous membranes, making the pro-

duct especially suitable for women

with sensitive skin,” says Patrick Giebel,

Quality Management Representative

at pjur. 

“Soft”, “sensitive” and “vegan” are sig-

nal words for consumers and these

58

New: pjur med SENSITIVE
glide for sensitive skin

products continue to be

top-selling consumer

items. “The new pjur med

products are the perfect

complement to our pro-

duct range and are per-

fectly suited to current

demands”, says Katrin

Kühnrich. 

New consumer behaviour yields increased turnover 

Consumer behaviour has changed in recent times – with

an increased demand for products with selected, pure

ingredients that offer added benefits, as well as for products

that contain no additives. Many women are looking for

formulations designed especially for delicate or sensitive

skin to help support their sexual intimacy. With its pjur med

products, pjur group has always offered premium products

that serve this need. That is why many gynaecologists, cli-

nics, and menopause organizations around the world re-

commend pjur med. With its new products, pjur group is

now offering its dealers the opportunity to take advantage

of the hype surrounding sustainability, health, and quality

to enhance their business success. The new med products

are the perfect complement to the product series and a

response to changing social needs.

Changes in consumer behaviour are also creating new

customer groups that will result in increased sales for retai-

lers who join in on the trend and offer up-to-date, modern

lifestyle products such as these. The all-new personal lubri-

cants are available in 100ml bottles, while the new serum

is available in a 20ml pump dispenser. 

Increasing demand for products with select, pure ingredients

exclusive
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Now that  R ingo Baginda has jo ined the ABS Hold ings  team, the B r i t i sh

 distr ibutor wants to put greater focus on mainland Europe. We interviewed

Tim Hemming, the CEO of ABS Holdings, and Ringo Baginda, who is the

new Di rector  o f  European Sa les  at  ABS ,  to  learn  more about  the

 company's plans.

“This is the next chapter for ABS Holdings.”

Ringo Baginda is the new Director of European Sales of ABS Holdings. Has his  experience

in the erotic industry been the main reason you picked him for this  position? 

Tim Hemming: I have known Ringo for a number of years, going back to when he

was selling DVDs. We believe his wealth of knowledge and  experience of the

 industry makes him one of a kind and we are delighted to have managed to

secure his services for this position. We have always got on well, I think he

 manages to do this with pretty much everyone, so I am sure we will enjoy

working together.

The fact that ABS Holdings needs a Director of European Sales shows hat

your company has en eye on mainland Europe. What are your plans

for this market? 

Tim: ABS has been selling in to Europe for a number of years and we

have been exhibiting at a number of shows, consistently growing the

foreign accounts. Ringo and the team will service those existing

 accounts and look to develop new business.

Are you going to offer your entire range in Europe, or will you focus

on your own brands? 

Tim: We will be offering our full range of products as we always have

to our EU customers, this includes all the leading market brands and

also our own lines which we hope will be well  received.

Certain brands of ABS Holdings are available exclusively on the British

Isles. Does this represent a problem for your expansion across mainland

Europe?

ABS Holding increasing their presence in continental Europe
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Tim: With EU regulation, now all

brands have to be available to all

Europe, we don't have any

 restrictions with any brands as the EU

 distributors don't have any selling in

to the UK. We really don't see this as

an issue!

The market on the mainland is com-

petitive, and many big distributors

and wholesalers have already sta-

ked their claim. How is ABS Holdings

going to position itself in this nigh-

saturated market? Or, put differently:

What does ABS offer that none of

these other companies can offer? 

Tim: ABS has been around for more

than a few years, and as I said, our

existing customers in Europe seem

to be growing nicely, we hope with

our excellent stock levels and ranges

along with great service we will get

support from new customer as well.

How much potential do you see for

your company in the European

 market? 

Tim: We see lots of potential to grow,

Europe is a big place with emerging

markets, this is the next chapter for

ABS Holdings.

Distributors and wholesalers from

mainland Europe have had a hard

time establishing a foothold in the

British market, and so far, things

 haven't seemed to be a lot easier

for British distributors on the

 continent. What are the reasons for

this situation? 

Tim: I think that used to be the case

many moons ago, but we now see

all the major distributors having a

presence in the UK and distributing

their goods to everyone, I saw a lot

of familiar faces at ETO this year!! My

own retail stores seem to buy a lot

of goods from foreign distributors!

It's business, everyone sells to

anyone, the days of distributor

 territories are long gone!

Which expectations do you have

concerning Ringo? Which goals do

you want him to achieve for your

company?

Tim: LOL, that's a good one, I think I'll

leave that one for the locker room!

Let's just say we would hope Ringo

will give ABS Holdings a greater

 exposure throughout Europe, and in

a few years, let's hope we are an

established distributor, supplying

many customers.

How will the market for erotic

 products develop in the future?

Tim: The business is changing faster

than ever. I see more companies

amalgamating, I see the larger

mainstream retailers controlling 

the market and margins getting

tighter for everyone. Just being a

 distributor is becoming tougher, 

you need to be able 

to sell through all

channels .Some smaller Chinese

manufactures are now trying to sell

to even small retailers.  This isn't hel-

ping either, but how do you stop it?

There is way too much product out

there that people want to sell! The

route to market is still very important

and everyone wants an internet or

retail presence now, maybe one of

the Chinese or big US manufacturers

will be buying chain stores or distri-

butors to get their product out there

soon - if only we knew! The big

T I M  H E M M I N G

R I N G O  B A G I N D A
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brands are very important to the in-

dustry too, let's hope they continue to invest in marketing,

research and developments to continue to produce

 innovative goods to take the business forward .

Ringo, first of all, congratulations on your new position at

ABS Holdings! Would you mind telling us about your new

range of tasks?

Ringo Baginda: Well, my tasks will be to make ABS a trustful

partner for all European customers, and to build a team

that people can rely on. I am confident that we will be

more than successful!

What drew you to this job? Seeing as you are a veteran of

the erotic industry, is this new position also a new challenge

for you?

Ringo: It is definitely a big challenge but I am sure that,

with the ABS team, we will do more than well, after all ABS

has been in the industry for 40 years, and I think there is

more than enough in-house experience to be successful. 

Please tell us about the previous milestones during your

career in the erotic industry. Which positions did you hold

before joining ABS Holdings?

Ringo: I started selling DVDs at NLS Almere, and then

 worked two years with Dusedo, again selling DVDs, then I

became a shareholder and the Managing Director at

 Eurocreme, running the wholesale business for four years.

After our split, I opened my own company - A2Z distribution,

but after three years, DVD sales went down. Walter Kroes

and Bert Ruzette invited me to join Beate Uhse and I was

running ZBF in Wiesbaden for three and a half years. Now

I am taking on this new challenge as a Director of

 European Sales at ABS.

How strongly will your years of experience in the industry

help you in this new job?

Ringo: Well, they all know me and my way of working:

always straightforward, easy to reach, no communica-
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tion lags. And yes, unlike

others I am always available by email or

phone. This is what the industry taught me well: be there

24/7. 

What are your personal goals for this new job at ABS

Holdings? What are your expectations going into this?

Ringo: Working close with Tim Hemming and his team

to get our products out – this is my main goal. We’ve

got strong lines that are never out of stock, which is very

important. 

In your opinion, what are the most compelling strong

points of ABS Holdings?

Ringo: Good lines, strong own brands, constant stock

availability, good prices, and a really great team

The European market is very competitive, and there

are many well-established companies. How much

 potential do you see for ABS in mainland Europe?

Ringo: More than enough, although we have

 competitors, we are not the new kids on the block, we

go way back, so we will fight hard to get a hold of a

market share in Europe.

You know the European market for erotic products 

like the back of your hand. Which developments 

and trends are having the greatest impact on this

 market right now? Which challenges will it have to 

face in the future?

Ringo: Well, no surprise - the internet has changed the

way business is done a lot, including our way of working

as well. I still believe that personal contact is important,

but you have to have a good team to back you up

and help the customers the best way possible. Also, all

big guys go directly to China, but I think that the ABS

team is ready to go to this battle!

I N T E R V I E W
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If someone ever decides to write the chronicles of the erotic market and how it changed within

the past decade, there can be no doubt that one chapter will be dedicated to Bijoux Indiscrets,

a company founded by three women, guided by the vision to make eroticism,  sensuality, and

sexual well-being part of our modern lifestyle. Their pioneering spirit has proven a driving force

as the erotic market changed and developed. Those changes were one of the topics we tou-

ched upon in our interview with Bijoux Indiscrets co-founder Elsa Viegas, but we also talked

about the current situation in the market and the success of her company.

“Ten years ago, it was all about brands and
 products. Now, it is about people and experiences.”
Bijoux Indiscrets co-founder Elsa Viegas talks about visions and realities in the changing market  

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Would you mind bringing us up to date on the latest

developments at Bijoux Indiscrets as far as staff and

products are concerned? 

Elsa Viegas: The Bijoux Indiscrets team is growing and

 adjusting to the demands of the new markets. Lisa Sana-

nes, our former European sales manager, is now worldwide

sales manager, also in charge of the USA market. We had

a great experience promoting the Twenty One vibrating

diamond in the US, having a person dedicated to that

task for almost eight months, and we decided to present

Lisa to our retail partners in the US. Lisa mixes an impressive

strategic approach with in-depth knowledge of our brand

and products and a lot of experience in retail. We are

also adding two more people to the team, one to help
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develop north and

 eastern Europe and another to join

Lisa in the US market. In the past 12

months, we’ve experienced great

feedback from the market with two

major launches: the new erotic

 cosmetics range Bijoux Indiscrets’ Love

Cosmetics with Aphrodisia, scented

with our signature fragrance, and

 Delicatessen, the “gold-ish” and

 edible line with delicious flavours and

the launch of our first sex toy, Twenty -

One the first vibration diamond,

 dedicated to female pleasure and

an homage to all the XXI century

 ladies, this kind of super women who

are in charge of their lives, careers,

and of course their pleasure. 

Ever since it was founded in 2006,

 Bijoux Indiscrets has been growing

every year. Will this streak continue in

2015? 

Elsa: Bijoux Indiscrets was founded

 almost 10 years ago by three young

women with this unique vision of the

erotic market where eroticism,

 sensuality, and sexual well-being

would become part of the modern

lifestyle. We are very grateful for

 having been accepted by 

the  industry as well as being 

part of the lives of so many

women and couples all over

the world, making love life a

little more fun and playful.

That, along with great

business  relationships

and partnerships with

our retail  partners and

distributors made our

present success

possible and makes the

future even brighter. 

Sensuality, eroticism, wellness, health,

etc. There are many things that factor

into your brand and that are

 communicated through your

 corporate identity. How important is

it to you to bolster sexual health

and/or sexual wellness? 

Elsa: When we first started almost

10 years ago, this kind of concerns

were very subtle in our industry, but

for us there were some values that

stood with us since the very begin-

ning.  Sensuality, imagination, and

eroticism have been key in each

and every of our products, during

development and after, when

people use them. As a company,

we always fought for strong and

 fundamental causes such as

 gender equality in every aspect but

most of all, the women’s right to

pleasure and sexual freedom.

 Sexual wellness is key to a general

well-being and women tend to

 forget about it not just because of

lack of time or will but because we

have years and  years of repression

on our shoulders and that affects the

way we live our sexuality. We want to

empower  women (and their

 partners). We want people to say 'Oh!

This looks like fun.' 'What a nice

 packaging, what a nice idea, I could

use this', 'I can see myself wearing

those', breaking taboos and myths

and reconnecting people with their

pleasure. Grown ups forgot how to

play and Bijoux Indiscrets might help

them remember the rules of fun! 

You are also successful in countries

where there is less social

 acceptance of erotic products

than, say, in  Western Europe. What

role have your products and your

appealing  marketing played in

achieving that success? 

Elsa: I think that the first impression still

is the one that counts the most. We

have the name Bijoux Indiscrets

 (Indiscreet Jewels), we make our

 packaging discreet, and our proposal

is appealing at a very reasonable

price point so the mix is perfect! Even

in places where erotic products are

still taboo or even forbidden, people

dare to try them! We never show

images of objectified women or

 offensive imaginary of any kind and

that makes the products more

 mainstream. In fact, we do not show,

we suggest and that is extremely

 important when we are dealing with

E L S A  V I E G A S
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Sensuality,  imagination, and eroticism have been 

key in each and every of our products.” 

................................ “
Elsa
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markets such as Saudi Arabia.

 Discretion is key! 

Would you consider Bijoux a

 pioneer and a trendsetter that

 helped open new ave-

nues for the adult market?

And has Bijoux  benefited

from the popularity of pro-

ducts for couples which

have been highly successful

these past years? 

Elsa: Yes and yes! I think that

we are very unique in our way

of doing business and we set

some trends, but not only  Bijoux

Indiscrets. I could name a cou-

ple of brands that helped

change the market 10 years

ago and still do. We brought

 women to the stores and more

than that, we gave their partners

an alternative: Pleasure  wrapped

beautifully, no one could resist!

And of course, we benefit from

every single mainstream TV

commercial the famous con-

dom  company does. If the TV says it is okay to play with

flavoured lubes or vibrating rings, all brands like Bijoux Indi-

screts benefit from that. If erotic literature be comes the hit

of the season, we all benefit from that. It brings not just

money but  awareness to our  industry. 

Was it easier to get the attention of the customers as a

brand in 2006? How hard is it to stick out from the

 competition today as countless products hit the 

market every day? 

Elsa: Back in 2006, we were living a home parties love

 store boom! Every one though that sex would sell... easily!

For many, it was just business and no passion so basically
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product was everything. Having something new was

 everything. Then the crisis struck, rents were hard to pay,

and stock shrunk. Everyone need more - more learning,

better experience for the costumer, and trained sales

force. Not everyone could keep up. I wouldn’t say that it

was easier in the beginning because beginnings never

are, but there was less competition. Nowadays, we have

new companies, new brands, new products every year

and that is great! The female erotica industry is growing,

costumers are more demanding in terms of quality, design,

presentation, ingredients, you name it! I’m glad with that!

I makes our work even more challenging! 

Given the enormous number of products on the market,

how important is it that your products are perceived as a

brand by the consumers?

Elsa: 10 years ago, it was all about brands and products.

Now, it is about people and experiences. We used to hide

ourselves behind the brand letting our products speak for

themselves. These days, we want people to know who we

are. We want our story to be out there. After all, we are  all-

female founders with an amazing company that was

started in a basement and now has 14 people working

every day. Bijoux Indiscrets has only been possible because

of this fantastic team. So we definitely need this story to

be out there. We need people to know that when they

are buying a product of ours, they also buy our

 commitment to the planet (using seed oils, so no trees

have to be cut, using bio ink to print our packaging in FSC

paper, and cruelty free ingredients, free of animal testing),

our  commitment to people’s well-being (using natural and

 respectful ingredients, free of paraben and mineral oil,

sex toys respecting ROHS, and so on ) and most of all that

while we are a small company, we work hard, we have

fun and, we do what we like with lots of passion. And we

intend to keep on doing so! 

What exactly do the consumers associate with your brand? 

Elsa: Design, sophistication, and quality. Consumers

are very impressed by the presentation and the

I N T E R V I E W
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Keeping in close contact with all our partners allows us to get

a better idea of developments in the market as well.”

................................ “

Bijoux' European

Sales Manager, Paloma 

Bijoux' Global SalesManager, Lisa 

Bijoux' Import &

Export Manager, Joao 
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 quality of the products. Plus, they find the products

chic, sexy, feminine... and affordable! 

How much work goes into making sure that each

and every products you market meets the needs of

your  customers and communicates your brand

 message to the buyer? 

Elsa: We try to keep up with

trends. We keep informed

about the latest trends not only

in erotic products, but also

 fashion, art, food, business,

technology, and most of all

 human behaviour. We observe

teenager behaviour also, they

set the trends as they are the future grown-ups... 

and potential costumers of tomorrow. 

How would you describe the current situation in the

 European market for erotic products?

Elsa: The European market is getting more and more

 professional, with a greater focus on women. We see new

and powerful players arriving and the mainstream market

is also daring to add erotic products as a new category.

The focus is now on learning and training.

There is still so much to do regarding

costumer education, so brands

must keep up with the market

and information must flow. 

In your opinion, what are the

biggest stumbling blocks

hampering the growth

and the potential of the

erotic market? 

Elsa: Society! We need to

understand that sex is na-

tural, pleasure is natural,

and celebrating it is a fun-

damental part of our well-

being. I think the general

idea is that erotic is porn -

cheap products  for perverts.

I’ve heard so many times 'I

have no problem. I don’t
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need that.' 'Sex between me and my husband is very pure.'

I don’t even know what that means! Is pure sex no fun? Sex

should be about  pleasure, fun, discovering what you like

and what you don’t like, and the same with your partner.

So until this understanding spreads, we will always have this

dark shadow over the erotic market. And we need 

more beautiful  stores and

new brands that bring

 mainstream concepts to the

erotic  market. 

The growing acceptance of

sex toys, 50 Shades of Grey,

products for couples, etc.

have given rise to a new

 discussion about the mainstream potential of erotic

 products. But how much acceptance is there really for

such  products, and is the industry really on the way to

 becoming part of the mainstream market? 

Elsa: I believe that the 50 Shades readers loved the

 romance, the love story, the money and power and the

sex BUT I have some doubts regarding how much people

understood what BDSM is really about. I don’t think that 50

Shades brought erotic products to the mainstream; I think

that 50 shades brought the people to sex shops looking

for classic erotic products (geisha balls, nipple clamps,

gag ball, whips...). The erotic market already has some

mainstream brands but I would call those boutique brands

that sell well along with lingerie. When people read 50

Shades, they visualise sex shop material and that’s the fun

and thrilling thing about it. It's not your regular store, it's not

where you buy your medicines or your deodorant. It is a

secret and forbidden place that you never entered before

and now you might... 

It seems as if every other product was marketed as a

couples product these days. What is your take on this

 development? And which qualities are necessary for a

product to truly qualify for that title: couples product? 

Elsa: I think that couple-friendly is used more as a marketing

thing than a real base argument. I mean, almost every

product in our industry is couple-friendly depending on

how you look at it. Let’s take a masturbating sleeve for

 instance: One partner can use it on the other. Or  clitoral

vibrator can be used by a man on his woman. So I guess

I N T E R V I E W
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I don’t think that 50 Shades

brought erotic products to the

mainstream; I think that 50 shades

brought the people to sex shops

 looking for classic erotic products.” 

................................ 

“

Golden and doughnut-flavoured:

Poeme doughnut delight body paint 
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it depends less on the product

 itself and more on whom your

company is aiming its commu-

nication at (and your sales). Even

vibrators are developed for for

use during  intercourse as well as

solo use, so again, it depends on

your target group. 

For us, Bijoux Indiscrets is couple-

friendly because it is a nice gift

for someone you love. It is

 something that you might buy

without being afraid of making

your partner feel awkward. It is a

soft way of introducing your partner to erotic toys. It is a

nice way to say: 'Let’s change the way we play. Let’s make

it more fun!'

Bijoux has always been maintaining very close contact

with the retailers. Which advantages does this strategy

offer compared to working with distributors? 

Elsa: After 10 years, some of our retailers are now friends

and the same goes for our distributors. We like to know

who is selling Bijoux Indiscrets and also how and to whom. 

Keeping in close  contact with all our partners allows us to

get a better idea of developments in the market as well.

It  makes us faster,  allows us to better answer questions

and support our retail partners. Feedback is very important

to us it allows us to grow as a company and  improves the

quality of our products. 

Do you also pursue this strategy on other continents, or do

you sometimes adopt the prevailing distribution strategy? 

Elsa: We pursue this strategy on every continent. Even if

the time schedule makes it harder, and even if we work

exclusively through distributors, we keep in touch with the

retailers, supporting them in everything. Business is not just

selling! 

Some time ago, EAN featured a big article about

your training courses for the trade. Do you still of-

fer those courses to support your retail partners,

and do they still yield such positive results? 

Elsa: Definitely! We do as much training as

we can, both visiting the stores and meeting
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and training their sales force or

skype. We have an online

 platform - we call it our press

site because it was initially

 developed for the press - where

the retailers can connect and

find the latest photos, texts,

technical sheets for our

 vibrating diamond and the

cosmetics (for the moment -

we are always adding more),

videos and video trainings (so

far for the vibrating diamond,

but we are working on more)...

And the results are fantastic! The sales force can not keep

up with all the new things buyers are getting into the stores,

so it is the brand’s responsibility to make their lives easier.

Get the info flowing, get the knowledge out there, and

the store staff will be more confident and motivated to

present your products to the consumers. 

Sometimes, it feels as though a war for the attention of

the store owners was raging among brands and produ-

cers. Product training, sales training, POS materials galore

– don't get me wrong, these things are doubtlessly very

important, but most erotic stores only have so much space

for presenting such materials. Isn't less more sometimes? 

Elsa: Absolutely! We want to help and support the retailers,

not give them a headache. We want to get the brand

highlighted, but we adapt to the spaces and to the store’s

philosophy and decoration. We give them displays to keep

the testers tidy and some other pieces to highlight the

best-selling items. We give them solutions but never push

or force our brand on them. 

eroFame is only a few months away. What plans does

 Bijoux Indiscrets have for the show in Hanover? 

Elsa: We will stick with the two booths strategy, same as

last year, one – white -  for existing collections (cosmetics,

accessories, and vibrating diamond) and the other - black

- with, what I call, a static catwalk were we will display the

new accessories in the Magnifique Collection! 

We will have a glass of champagne waiting for our retail

partners every day at the end of the show to enjoy some

relaxing music and nice conversation! 

I N T E R V I E W
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The Mask Collection consists of six

masks, each with a different design

The first sex toy from Bijoux Indiscrets:

Twenty One, the world's first vibrating diamond 
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The Screaming O is

expanding its reach

by offering new product ca-

tegories. Before we go into the

details, why did you choose to ex-

pand your portfolio?

Conde Aumann: We’ve made a name for

 ourselves creating quality, body-safe sex toys that are

competitively priced to make them accessible to

 consumers of all budgets, something we like to call

the “Screaming O Treatment.” The Screaming O be-

lieves that people of all budgets, lifestyles, and inte-

rests  deserve high-quality, powerful, and body-safe

alternatives to the $80+ products out there so we

decided to expand our offering and give the Screa-

ming O  Treatment to hand-held, battery-powered

massagers. This new direction veers slightly from our

namesake  vibrating rings, mini vibes, and bullets -

also to help  position The Screaming O as a one-stop

shop for  intimate essentials, all at economical price

points.

What kind of products will The Screaming O present

and when will they be revealed?
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So far,  The Screaming O brand has been a brand best known for their

cock r ings, bul let v ibrators,  and wit ty ideas. Now, the company has

added a new product category to their  por t fol io. OBob, Ovibe, and

POPVibe are the f i rs t  hand-held massagers presented in this cate-

gory, and they take The Screaming O one step closer to becoming

a ful l- range supplier.  EAN interviewed the company's Account Exe-

cutive, Conde Aumann, who presented the new products and and

told us why The Screaming O decided to take this step.

Conde Aumann: We debuted three new hand-held

massagers at the recent ANME Founders Show in

 California and are anxiously awaiting their arrival in

our warehouse. The newest hand-held massagers

ready for debut include:

The OVibe, a hand-held massager that directs

 vibration through a unique hygienic silicone head,

cone-shaped to cradle the clitoris (or any erogenous

zone) while  pin-pointing 2 speeds of stimulation. This

sturdy,  ergonomic vibrator is marked at $19.95 MSRP

and gives users a body-safe, budget-friendly option

that packs a powerful punch.

The PoPVibe, a clever take on a classic lollipop-like

shape that packs 3 powerful speeds plus pulsation

into a motor that sits in the rounded silicone-coated

head. With an elongated neck curved for wrist relief

and  available in bright colours, the PoPVibe is a

 modern and fresh option priced at less than $30.

OBob, a lightweight hand-held massager that pays

 homage to classic wand massagers with a smooth,

rounded head. This cheeky and fun vibrator (a true

 Battery Operated Buddy!) offers 3 vibration speeds

plus pulsation and boasts a flexible neck for

 ergonomic  positioning – all for $29.95 MSRP.

exclusive
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The Screaming O has introduced a new product category – Conde Aumann tells us more

“Fun, functional, and   
be our core mantra.”
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The Screaming O is famous for its

affordable and fast-selling products.

Will you stay true to this principle?

Conde Aumann: See #1 – fun,

functional, and affordable will

 always be our core mantra.

What can you tell us about the

 design of the new collections? Will

strong colours and an emphasis

on fun play a prominent role

again?

Conde Aumann: Absolutely –

bright colours and a fun attitude

are at the core of The Screaming

O’s marketing principles and we

know our fans appreciate that. The

OVibe is  available in two bold hues

– a royal purple and a deep ma-

genta. The PoPVibe is available in

four bright and vi-

vid colours, slight

variants of popu-

lar sellers plus two

brand new, on-

trend colours: tur-

quoise and tan-

gerine. These colours are more

gender-neutral and give shoppers

a unique  alternative to the tradi-

tional options on the market.

OBob is probably the most cheeky

and fun product of the bunch,

thanks to its play on the old as-

sumption that vibrators are Battery

 Operated Boyfriends. (That’s what 

B-o-b stands for in this case.) OBob

is shaped like a little man with a

round bulbous head that features

a friendly facial expression. And he

can actually stand on his own two

legs! We packaged OBob in a

 vertical box with a plastic window

(an homage to Ken and Barbie

doll packaging) and gave him a

 persona meant to (jokingly, of

course) appeal to single women

looking for a reliable and trust-

worthy partner who cares about

her needs. Taglines include: 

“You’re always on his mind – with a

powerful vibrating head!” 

C O N D E  A U M A N N

.................

Our No. 1 goal is to help retailers

maximise the return they make from

the store and floor space allocated to

our products, so we offer a retail

 support programme.”

................................ 

“
   affordable will always

OBoB stands for

„Battery operated Boyfriend“
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“He’s flexible when it comes to your needs! – Benda-

ble neck for maximum vibration!” 

“You always turn him on! – One button activation!” 

We debuted OBob with a life-size version; we dressed a

model in a tuxedo and a helmet that looked just like

OBob’s rounded massage head and he walked around

the ANME Founders Show

sweeping people off

their feet (figurati-

vely, of course) with

his charm. The

Screaming O is

known for our fun

and  interactive

marketing cam-

paigns!

Which consumer

group do you target with

your new products?

Conde Aumann: We

like to market our pro-

ducts to pretty

much any gender,

any adult age – essen-

tially anyone looking for

an affordable and

powerful sex toy –

though we know

that certain items will

appeal more to

some than others. 

The OVibe was inspired

by clitoral massagers

from yesteryear with a

cone-shaped vibrating

head that almost cups

the clitoris, but we

made modern adjust-

ments to make it a

powerful hand-held

massager that

can target sti-

mulation to
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pretty must any erogenous zone. The target demogra-

phic for the OVibe is broad.

The PoP Vibe certainly has a brighter, younger colour

scheme, but its power and shape is also ideal for

anyone with wrist fatigue or users who like vibrators with

a longer reach. The PoP Vibe’s angled neck makes it

easy to manoeuvre around a vulva or testicles during

intercourse and also allows for greater reach in certain

positions – which means plus-size users or people with

mobility issues will likely find the PoP Vibe quite appealing.

And OBob of course appeals most to shoppers that

respond to the “Boyfriend”-focused marketing

 campaign, but its powerful motor and low price point

may open this up to a wider consumer demographic. 

When will the new collections be available in Europe?

Conde Aumann: Our European distributors should have

these new items in stock by October 2015.

How will you accompany the release in terms of

 marketing and advertising to raise awareness?

Conde Aumann: Our No. 1 goal is to help retailers

 maximise the return they make from the store and

floor space allocated to our products, so we offer a

retail support programme. This includes providing

 stores with merchandising tools, display options and

event swag to make it even easier to create an

 interactive shopping experience while promoting our

 newest massagers. We also have web banners, social

media images and other online marketing materials,

as well, to help retailers spread the word online and

throughout their networks. Whether creating a

 Screaming O branded section,  making a point-of-

purchase impulse display, or looking for colourful store

decorations, retailers can rely on The Screaming O

for creative support. We just need 30 days’ notice to

make it happen.

Does your strategy involve more categories or are

you going to work with the existing one for now?

Conde Aumann: We have honed a skill for finding  

high-quality, body-safe and affordable ways to

 manufacture popular items in a variety of product

 categories and we certainly plan to apply this

 “Screaming O  Treatment” to designs in the future.  

I N T E R V I E W
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Diamond Products has added Sir Richard's Condom

Company to its product range. Why exactly did

Diamond Products choose this company, and why did

you decide to include condoms in your range?

Nick Orlandino: As we continue to look for new revenue

streams, we’re looking at categories that Diamond

 Products has yet to penetrate, looking for the white

space in the market, and building our portfolio of brands

around those types of companies.

Robert Rheaume: We have always respected Sir

 Richard’s Condom Company for their integrity and

78

Diamond Products ,  the company behind Pipedream and J immyjane,  have added 

Si r  Richard's Condom Company to their  brand por tfol io. The par t ies involved are confident

that this acquis i t ion wi l l  result  in posit ive synergy effects,  as becomes apparent in our EAN

inter v iew with Nick Or landino, CEO of Diamond Products as wel l  as CEO of Pipedream

 Products,  Rober t Rheaume, President of J immyjane, and Tracey Foster,  General Manager

of S i r  Richard's Condom Brand.

“We’re always scouting companies 
for the Diamond Products family.”

 innovative thinking, which is represented in both their

products and business model. The brand is very modern,

and synergistic with our other brands, and we feel there

is a great opportunity to leverage their modern

 approach to appeal to future condom buyers who will

demand the best quality in all areas of their lives –

 condoms included.  

For many Europeans, Sir Richard's Condom Company

is not really a well-known name. Would you mind

 sharing some information about this company?

Diamond Products takes over Sir Richard's Condom Company 

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Nick Orlandino, CEO of Diamond Products

and CEO of Pipedream Products 

Robert Rheaume,

President of Jimmyjane  

Tracey Forster, General Manager of

Sir Richard’s Condom Company 
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Tracey Forster: Sir Richard's

 Condom Company innovated a

staid category by evaluating the

 importance of certain ingredients

in condoms.  We feel that just as

harmful chemicals don’t belong in

the foods you eat or in topical

 cosmetics, they certainly don’t be-

long in a product that you put on

or in one of the most intimate

areas of your body.  We are proud

to have started the movement for

a "better for you condom"

 because we think quality is a ne-

cessity in the bedroom. Our innovative,

stylish and socially conscious brand

has the ability to bring a new customer

to retail, that is looking for products that

are both better for them as well as

 better for the environment. 

We also believe the power of business

can accelerate positive change in the

world. That’s why for every condom

purchased, one is donated to a com-

munity in need. Sir Richard’s is proud

to have donated over 3,000,000 con-

doms affecting over 6,000,000 people

who might otherwise have not had any options. To quote

our tag line, “Doing good has never felt better.”

Is the acquisition also a result of the long-time colla -

boration between Jimmyjane and Sir Richard?

Robert Rheaume: Over the years Jimmyjane has

 become known for our collaborations with various crea-

tive brands for cross marketing, authority and creative

appeal. The acquisition was not a result of our partner-

ship, but seeing how well the two brands can be play

off of each other was certainly considered when

 evaluating the brand potential. I believe the acquisition

was a result of Tracey Forster’s belief in Diamond

 Products, and our ability to grow and expand Sir

 Richard’s business while preserving the brand’s original

mission and beliefs. The acquisition would not have

happened without Nick Orlandino’s business acumen

and ability to recognise this brands potential. 
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In the wake of this acquisition, how strongly

will Diamond Products influence the daily

business of Sir Richard?

Tracey Forster: The partnership with

Diamond Products is going to, and

already is, having an incredibly

 positive impact on the growth

 trajectory of our brand. We have

 always been a small team, with the

mission of bringing a better condom

for the greater good. During the

acquisition process, Diamond

 Products was a clear choice for me

because I felt they would be best

suited to help us fulfil that mission. We

have recently relocated our offices from

Boulder to San Francisco, where Jimmy-

jane is headquartered. The move will

 allow for greater synergies and more

creative minds working together offering

more innovation in the coming months

and years. 

Are there plans to also present the

 condom brand in Europe?

Tracey Forster: Yes, absolutely. We are

currently working on all of the certificati-

ons necessary and hope to have a brand presence in

the EU in the coming months. We will be at eroFame,

and look forward to connecting with retailers in the re-

gion. This is something that would have previously been

unavailable to us without Diamond Products’ support. 

What role did factors such as brand strength, brand

philosophy, and brand message play in the decision to

take over the company? And how important were the

expected synergy effects in distribution and marketing?

Nick Orlandino: All those factors played a huge role.

For Diamond Products, they’re well aligned with Jimmy-

jane – finally adult retailers and wholesalers will be able

to make significant margin on these items and still be

able to remain competitive with drug stores. They’re well

represented in the mainstream, but we’re able to give

them significant placement in the adult sector with our

global network of trading partners.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

We will continue

to target new

 companies that supple-

ment our  family of

brands in  order to

 increase our vertical

reach with all cate -

gories in the space.” 

Nick Orlandino 

................................ 

“
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Tracey Forster: For us it was clear that Diamond Products

aims to have a “best in category” collection of brands.

The thought leadership that both Jimmyjane and

 Pipedream have in their own respective categories is

quite impressive.  And, most importantly, their

relationships and distribution

capabilities were

really attractive to

us to help take our

brand to the next

 level. 

Robert Rheaume: To

mirror what Nick and

Tracey have said, we

look for brands that are

best in category and felt

Sir Richard’s Condom

Company was the leading

body-safe condom com-

pany. Their brand messaging

and history of partnering with

non-profits is something that

cannot be done with vibrators or

sex toys and it elevates the entire

family of Diamond Products as a

whole. We believe that Sir Richard’s

will provide us new untapped

 distribution channels, and we are con-

fident we leverage our relationships in the adult category

to the benefit of both Sir Richard’s and our customers. 

The Sir Richard products are mostly marketed outside

the traditional erotic market. Does this access point to

other markets offer potential that can also be exploited

with Jimmyjane and Pipedream? And what potential

do you see for Sir Richard in the erotic market?

Nick Orlandino: Yes. As Diamond Products is able to

help Sir Richard's in the adult sector, Sir Richard's will be

able to get Jimmyjane placement in mainstream

sectors – all Diamond brands benefit.

Robert Rheaume: With Sir Richard’s we were first drawn

to the brand, and potential to expand upon the brand.

With so much synergy between Jimmyjane and Sir

 Richards we believe that we can leverage their distribu-

tion channel’s to cross into different channel mixes as
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mainstream moves towards more accepting position

on the adult category. 

Tracey Forster: We know that

we have a lot of room for

growth in the adult channel

and I am confident that

 Jimmyjane and Pipedream

will quickly help us reach

that potential. 

An official press release

stated that “together

as part of Diamond,

the three brands hope to change

the perception, experience, and future of sexual

health, intimacy, and pleasure“. How do you intend to

achieve this goal?

Nick Orlandino: We will continue to target new

 companies that supplement our family of brands in

 order to increase our vertical reach with all categories

in the space. Each brand has their own unique qualities

– combined, the Diamond Products house of brands

strives to represent all adult/pleasure consumer

 demands in sexual wellness, from education to fantasy.

Pipedream, Jimmyjane, and now Sir Richard's Condom

Company – Diamond Products has accumulated an

impressive range of brands. Are there plans for further

acquisitions? Which plans and projects will Diamond

Products pursue in the near future?

Nick Orlandino: We’re always scouting companies for

the Diamond Products family. Currently, we’re looking

at a lubricant company to add to the portfolio.

I N T E R V I E W
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We have always

 respected Sir

 Richard’s Condom Company

for their integrity and

innovative thinking.”

Robert Rheaume 

................................ 

“
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Alexandra, since when have you officially been Euro-

pean Brand Manager for Svakom?

Alexandra Schumacher: I started working in that capacity

on May 1, 2015.

Would you mind summing up your tasks and duties as

Svakom's European Brand Manager?

Alexandra: As Brand Manager, it is my job to create more

awareness for our brand. My field of activity also includes

the acquisition of new customers and business partners,

support of our distributors, and marketing activities that are

geared towards the consumers.

You are not a newcomer to this industry, but for those

who don't know you yet: Would you please tell us a bit

more about yourself? How did you get into the erotic

industry?

Alexandra: The first step on the path that eventually led

me into the erotic industry was taken in 2005, so ten years

ago now. I was curious and wanted to visit a sex shop. Ho-

wever, little 18 year-old me left that store just clueless as I

had been walking in. 

How did you get in contact with Svakom? What motivated

you to take on this new challenge?
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S i ime,  the wor ld ' s  f i r s t  cam v ibrator,  has  been

met  w i th  qu i te  a b i t  o f   in te res t  in  the in te r -

na t iona l  med ia  jung le ,  bu t  tha t  was  by  no

means the f i r s t  t ime that  SVAKOM got  people

ta lk ing.  The brand has  been present ing crea-

t i ve  p roduc t s  eve r  s i nce  i t  was  founded in

2006 ,  and  r igh t  f r om the  s ta r t ,  i t  has  a l so

seen cont inuous  growth.  In  o rder  to  conso l i -

da te  the i r  pos i t i on  i n  Eu rope ,  t he  SVAKOM

team recent ly  added A lexandra Schumacher

as  the i r  new  Eu ropean  B rand  Manage r.  We

had the oppor tun i ty  to  ta lk  to  A lexandra.

“SVAKOM has set out to produce
 unique products, not just ordinary sex toys.“ 

A conversation with Alexandra Schumacher, SVAKOM's European Brand Manager

exclusive
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Alexandra: SVAKOM is currently on a course of expansion.

I had known the brand before, but the contact intensified

in 2014, when I got the opportunity to represent them at

VENUS 2014.

If you had to sum up the strong suits of Svakom, how

would you describe them?

Alexandra: Innovative, unique, diverse, future-oriented,

and with a clear focus on what the consumers want.

What can you tell us about the origins of the brand? Why

was Svakom founded?

Alexandra: SVAKOM has set out to produce unique pro-

ducts, not just ordinary sex toys. So the team developed

the “Intelligent Mode“ that was incorporated in our very

first vibrators.

What philosophy does Svakom abide by when developing

and producing sex toys?

Alexandra: The most important thing for SVAKOM is to de-

sign, conceptualise, develop, and sell premium sex toys

for people all over the world.

Which trends have the greatest impact on your products

at the moment? Modern technology? Sexual wellness?

Alexandra Schumacher, SVAKOM's European

Brand Manager, at ETO Show 2015 
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Alexandra: Both, I'd say. Today, it is quite easy to combine

these two aspects. Let's take our product Emma, for exam-

ple. First and foremost, Emma is a wand massager with

five vibration programs and settings, including our “Intelli-

gent Mode.“ The product also comes with a rabbit at-

tachment that turns Emma into a highly versatile vibrator

that offers pleasure not only to women but also to men.

Moreover, there is the heating function, warming up the

tip (4.8 centimetres). And on top of that, you can even

use Emma in the bath tub or the shower. To sum things up

– it's an innocent-looking massaging device for external

and internal stimulation, featuring a diverse range of mo-

dern functions.

How do you position your products

in the market? Who is the target au-

dience for Svakom toys?

Alexandra: Our range is very diverse,

including products for various price

points. By that I mean that that we

have products in the mid-price segment, but we also

have products in the upper price segment due to their

superior quality and functionality. Our goal is to offer the

right product for everybody who is interested in sex toys,

also people who don't want to or can't afford to spend

lots of money on these kinds of products.

How many, and what types of products can be found in

the Svakom range at the moment?

Alexandra: In Europe, we are currently offering 16 different

models, in the United States, it's 18. The differences bet-

ween these products are not just limited to their design,

but they also vary greatly in terms of features and functio-

nality. If you wanted to differentiate between categories,

there'd be “Standard“, “Standard plus Intelligent Mode“,

“Touch Sensor plus Intelligent Mode“, “Up to 48 hours of

continuous use plus Intelligent Mode“, “Warming tip plus

Intelligent Mode“, and “Dual remote control plus Intelligent

Mode“.

Is Svakom working with distributors in the European market?

If so, which distributors are those? And why did you decide

to pursue this distribution strategy? 

Alexandra: We have exclusive distributors in several mar-

kets, i.e. you only get our products from these companies
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in that specific country. Our exclusive distributor for Ger-

many, Austria, and Switzerland is S&T Rubber GmbH, in the

Netherlands and Belgium, it's Rimba, in France, it's Lovely

Planet, in Spain, it's Dildos Assorted, and in Hungary, it's

Debranet.

Are you interested in partnerships with other European dis-

tributors and/or wholesalers?

Alexandra: Any distributor and/or wholesaler is more than

welcomed to get in touch, but we can only consider col-

laborations in countries where we don't have distribution

yet.

What does Svakom expect from its

distribution partners?

Alexandra: They need to know the

market and have the necessary eco-

nomic expertise and man power.

How does Svakom support the retail

trade (brick and mortar as well as online)? Do you also in-

clude your distribution partners in the planning and reali-

sation of support measures for the trade?

Alexandra: SVAKOM is still a young company, and we

support our distributors and the trade members with pro-

duct training sessions at their premises. So far, sales-pro-

moting materials are subject to individual agreements.

Is Svakom going to present new products at eroFame?

Alexandra: Yes, we will introduce four new products to the

trade and industry.

How do you think will the sex toy market develop in the fu-

ture?

Alexandra: The sex toy market is a highly competitive en-

vironment. The mass of information makes it easier for the

consumer to find the right product, and I think, that in the

future, they will become more selective when shopping

for sex toys. That also means that many of them will only

buy one product. Sure, there will be consumers owning

more than one vibrator, but still, they are only going to

shop for a new one once a year or once every other

year. Therefore, it will be much more important for the pro-

ducers to offer products that stick out from the crowd and

offer unique features to wow the consumers.

I N T E R V I E W
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Our range is very  diverse,

including products for

various price points.“ 

................................ 
“
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When was Bioconcept founded, and which

 deliberations and/or market observations led to the

creation of the company?

Marina Zaitseva: Bioconcept was founded when we

saw a business opportunity in 2005 with food

 supplements, which were becoming very popular in

the market at that time. The first food supplement

 Bioconcept sold was geared towards Baltic pharmacies.

Bioconcept quickly became very successful. Thanks to

this success, we were able to expand the product range

and enter into a partnership with Swedish company Via-

max AB in 2008 – a collaboration  is still thriving today.

Bioconcept also started selling and distributing their full

product line which included intimate gels and lubricants.

To our surprise, this worked out really well! Our sales were

mostly targeted towards the end consumers at that

point. The next logical step was to sell adult toys which

were meant to be used with the gels and lubricants.

Bioconcept noticed a lack of quality products on the

Estonian market, and the few quality products that were

available did not to provide a wide enough variety for

everybody. We started looking for unique products not
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Mar ina Za i t seva i s  Managing Par tner  at

 Bioconcept, a company founded in 2005 in

the Estonian capital  of Tal l inn. The company

has focussed on the dist r ibut ion of products

and brands that  have not  yet  reached

 indus t r y-w ide prominence but  nonethe less

 o f fe r  top-notch qual i ty  fo r  demanding

 customers. As we  learned in our interview with

Marina,  Bioconcept is the exclusive distr ibutor

for  several of these brands in the company's

Balt ic home market.

“The Baltic region 
is opening up!“ 

only meant for sex, but for something more – something

that is beneficial to your well-being. Since 2010,

 Bioconcept has focussed more on distribution services

rather than on selling to the consumers. Nowadays, we

carry a wide range of toys, gels and creams, lubricants,

lingerie, condoms, and cosmetics. 

How would you define Bioconcept's field of business?

Marina Zaitseva: In addition to our adult industry products,

we distribute apothecary products, cosmetics, and daily

supplements. We also offer warehousing services.

What corporate philosophy guides Bioconcept in its

activities?

Marina Zaitseva: Bioconcept sells the products in a

way that is based on our personal experience. We be-

lieve that we should not compete with huge companies

that already sell different products for this market. We

want to provide the Baltic states and Europe with

 products that are not yet readily accessible – products

that meet the expectations of our more demanding

trade partners and their consumers.

Bioconcept rely on a selection quality brands

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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important for everyone to understand

how to the products are used and

how they foster your sexual health. 

Why is it important to you to offer

 quality brands and not just standard

products?

Marina Zaitseva: Bioconcept deals

in quality products for health and

beauty that are hand-picked be-

cause we want to provide not only

pleasure, but an experience like

none before. We believe that sex is

much more than plain pleasure,

and we don’t want to scare people

away with products of lesser quality.

Bioconcept is proud and happy to

be involved in the development of

products. To ensure and create the

best possible quality, we provide

manufacturers with insight and sug-

gestions. Our partners appreciate

our opinion and our input to opti-

mise the products and services they

provide.

How much brand awareness is

there among the consumers in the

adult market?

Marina Zaitseva: Brand awareness

in the Baltic market and the rest of

Europe is well-developed. Biocon-

cept is very interested in what the

end  consumer thinks since that is

the best way to make something

good better. We provide products

for reviews and supply samples for

personalised  access to our products

so that everyone can truly see that

the quality is second to none. We

advertise in magazines and web

stores.

Do you also develop, produce, and

market products of your own?

Marina Zaitseva: Bioconcept is now

a registered trademark, which me-

ans we are ready to release our own

 product line in the near future.

M A R I N A  Z A I T S E V A

.................

We started looking for

unique products not

only meant for sex, but for

something more – something

that is  beneficial to your

well-being.“

................................ 

“
Is it correct that you are the exclusive

wholesaler for the brands distributed

by Bioconcept?

Marina Zaitseva: We are the exclusive

distributor in the Baltic states with most

of our brands, but we are also actively

expanding into other European

 markets. Nowadays, we are represen-

ting YESforLOV, Je Joue, WETFORHER,

SpareParts, Viamax, LUXE condoms,

Tickler, Leg Avenue and more.

How do you choose the brands and

products for your range? Which

 criteria have the greatest impact on

your decision-making?

Marina Zaitseva: Bioconcept always

actually tries and tests the products

before we sell any of them. We are

cautious and selective. Just as the

manufacturers choose their distribu-

tors, we choose our manufacturers.

We strive for quality and products that

really offer sexual well-being. Ideally,

we have a vote in the company after

testing, whether or not the products

are of such quality that we should sell

them. We value educating the sales

teams and the end consumers. It is

Marina Zaitseva is Managing

Partner at Bioconcept 
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Bioconcept is based in Estonia, but you are active beyond

the borders of your home country. Which markets do you

cater to?

Marina Zaitseva: When Bioconcept was founded, the

idea was to concentrate on the Baltic region. In the last

couple of years, we have successfully established some

of our products in the European market.

Who are your customers in these markets? Which trade

members get their products from Bioconcept?

Marina Zaitseva: We

mainly work with adult

 stores, lingerie shops, 

and pharmacies. To

mention just a few, we are

working with: Interversus,

Body House, Cili AS

(cpunktet.no), Sexclusivi-

täten, Mail&Female, and

Pistill, but the list goes on

and on.

Many retailers in the

 erotic market rely on 

e-commerce. Does Bio-

concept offer special

services for online shops, for instance dropshipping? 

Marina Zaitseva: Bioconcept does offer very a discrete

dropshipping service. We can also provide warehousing

services, pack slipping, and more. We have a wide range

of services, so we are in a great position to meet the

needs of our partners. 

What can you tell us about the market for erotic products

in the Baltic states? How has it developed, and how will it

likely continue to develop?

Marina Zaitseva: The Baltic region is opening up! 

The  region has been quite shy, but recent years 

have brought some modern views into our society. Sex is

no longer a  taboo, and it is finally becoming a topic

 outside the  bedroom. 

Are there certain peculiarities about the Baltic erotic

 market, or is it comparable to the markets in other

 European countries on every level?
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Marina Zaitseva: I am not sure if I want to uncover

those secrets about the Baltic region, otherwise we

might be getting some competitors! Actually, the

 Baltic region is quite easy to handle thanks to the

small population and the demand that comes with

this low number. But a lot of work needs to be done if

you want your business to really bloom – thankfully,

we love our challenges. But the fact that the Baltic

region has a small population also has an effect on

the buying power.

Bioconcept will be an

exhibitor at the upco-

ming eroFame trade

convention. What are

your plans for that show?

Marina Zaitseva: First of

all we are looking for

more partners for

 SpareParts and WETFOR-

HER. We will be releasing

new products for WET-

FORHER and SpareParts.

We will be there to meet

our existing partners and

potential new partners

face to face. We will also be keeping an eye out for

new products for us to distribute – if you think you

have a promising niche and offer quality products

not yet easily accessible in Europe as a whole or in

the Baltics states, meet us at booth no. 74. 

Where will Bioconcept take it from here? What are

your plans for the upcoming months?

Marina Zaitseva: Bioconcept is currently focussing

on the distribution of products for same-sex couples

in the Baltic states and the rest of the EU. We will

 continue to put effort into the promotion of SpareParts

and WETFORHER. At the same time, we will be forming

effective business relationships with our new partners.

We are very interested in what our customers need

and want, and we are going to use the valuable

 information we will gather at eroFame to meet 

the demands of the European market. And to grow,

of course!

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Bioconcept is very  interested in what

the end consumer thinks since that is

the best way to make something good better. “

................................ 
“

One of Bioconcept's focal points:

products for same-sex couples
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Glass-made object are the focus of your company

Glass Muse, just like the name suggests. What is it

that makes this material so fascinating?

Andrejs Viks: Ideas, functionality, and design are

 combined in risky ways with the fragile yet captivating

material of glass so as to create a variety of functional

objects. This is Mr. Artis Nimanis' creative ambition and

greatest challenge. The Glass Muse brand reflects Artis'

vision to seek functionality, aesthetics, and a unique and

 passionate element in the medium of glass.

Your company is not strictly a sex toy manufacturer, since

you also offer other glass-made objects. Which products

do you offer besides the toys? Do you see Glass Muse as

a sex toy manufacturer or a design company?
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Andrejs Viks: Yes, we are not just a sex toy manufacturer.

First and foremost, GlassMuse is a design and art  company.

Our company offers several products, the main focus

being on three types of products. For bright (6 kinds of ear

rings, 2 kinds of rings, necklace), For play (dildos) and For

gift (several small art objects that make a perfect gift for

people you love and appreciate). We mostly produce (I

would even say – we create) special things for very special

people. And nowadays, we also produce dildos, which

become an important part of our business. We believe

our dildos are very nicely  designed and excellent to use.  

Are you following certain design guidelines with your

 products? What's most important to you when it comes to

sex toy design?

I N T E R V I E W
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“We make art for gourmands  
and every single dildo is unique.”

Glass Muse is the name of a manufacture

based in Riga, Latv ia,  and as the name

suggests,  the team of ar t is t  Ar t is  Nimanis

has  specia l i sed in  g lass  products .  They

craf t  des igner i tems such as lamps and

 jewel ler y,  but also glass di ldos,  each a

l i t t le  d i f fe rent  f rom the next ,  making

every toy a unicum. In our inter view with

Andrejs Viks,  the CFO of Glass Muse, we

talk about the phi losophy that powers

Glass Muse.

Andrejs Viks presents Glass Muse

.................

First and foremost,

GlassMuse is a

 design and art company.”

................................ 
“

exclusive

Andrejs Viks, CFO of Glass Muse
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Andrejs Viks: Our art director, 

Mr. Artis Nimanis, always puts 

design first, especially clear and

pure  design with clear lines and

shapes that may surprise the

 customers. If they see these

 products – they fall in love with

them! And in the case of dildos,

that is quite literally what happens.

The design and  functionality of the

products are our two main objecti-

ves. You first perceive a product

with your eyes, and you have to

like it right away, then with the first

touch, you have to feel it. And then

your body has to love it, but the

fist two  impressions are very

 important as well. If they are not

right – you will not buy the

 products. We do not mind if our

dildos are presented like art

 objects on a retailer's shelf, but it's

better to see it in all possible ways,

not just as an art object.

Which possibilities does the

 material glass offer? What are  

its limitations?

Andrejs Viks: What do you think

about first when you hear about

glass? Fragile, clear, sharp when

broken? All this is true, but we have

made innumerable experiments

with glass and want to share our

knowledge and passion about this

material. We do break the

 standard understanding of glass

as a material. We try to use all

 possible ways to show it to people.

Dildos are a very important part of

all this. We try to make people think

of beauty and the superior

 hygienic properties of glass before

they think of anything else, such as

its physical properties. And we can

assure you that glass dildos are

safe if you use them as you should.

It is not easy to break them  

by accident.

Apart from the shape and the feel

of the material, what are the

 benefits of making dildos 

from glass?

Andrejs Viks: As we mention

 before, you get nice design and

superior hygienic properties. And

in addition to that, you get an art

object made by a real artist. You

can exhibit it as art and you can

use it for your pleasure. All our

 feelings and senses are linked in a

very direct way. 

Which products do you sell at the

moment? Is there a design that is

especially popular?

Andrejs Viks: At the moment, we

have 13 types of dildos, all of them

available for sale. Of course, we

cannot sell thousands of each

type since they are pieces of art.

And that means a higher price

and a longer time to create them.

Dildos with gold inserts are

 particularly popular. We have

 several versions of glass dildos with

gold elements. 

Design and quality materials come

at a price. In what price range are

your products located? 

Andrejs Viks: Yes, what you say about

design and quality is 100% true.  

A N D R E J S  V I K S

The Glass Muse dildos

are intended for the upper price range

Highly popular:

designs with gold elements

.................

We are not going to sell millions of our dildos, 

but we sell each dildo as a beloved creation.”

................................ “
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We are not going to sell millions of our dildos, but we

sell each dildo as a beloved creation. We place our

design objects in the high-end range. This means that

wholesale price is usually more than 100€. To find

out the exact price and for other information, please,

visit us at the upcoming eroFame show. 

What makes your glass dildos different from other

glass toys?

Andrejs Viks: We make art for gourmands, and every

single dildo is unique. Even two with the same name

will not be exactly the same. 

Who is the typical Glass Muse customer? Which

 audience do you have in mind when you design 

your products?

Andrejs Viks: Connoisseurs who uses all senses to

 experience feelings they want to explore. We do what

we like to do and we offer what we believe in. 
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You will have a stand at the upcoming  

eroFame trade show. What will you show to 

the visitors and what are your expectations for 

the event?

Andrejs Viks: We already had a stand last year, 

which was the first time for us. It was like a test 

and  reconnaissance. We ware happy with the 

results, and now we are back even stronger and 

more confident about the  excellence of our 

products. We will show how art can be used in very

pleasant ways.

Are you currently working on new designs? What can

we expect from Glass Muse in the future?

Andrejs Viks: All the time, new designs are born in

our heads. We want to offer something to the

 consumer that they do not expect. Surprise is the 

key word.

Where can your products be bought? Do you work

with distributors in Europe?

Andrejs Viks: We do not have distributors in Europe at

the moment as we are not a large-scale

 manufacture, but we are looking forward to

 establishing new contacts with people who are ready

to share our passion. Thank you.

I N T E R V I E W
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Artis Nimanis is the artist

who designs the products of Glass Muse

.................

Our art director, Mr. Artis Nimanis,

always puts design first,  especially

clear and pure design with clear lines and

shapes that may surprise the customers..”

................................ 

“
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Lothar Schwier,     

Currently, there are 23

Novum stores across Germany

I N T E R V I E W
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    owner of the Novum Märkte GmbH store chain, is optimistic about the future of his company
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L O T H A R  S C H W I E R

Of course, the holiday season is

yet to come, but apart from

that, how happy is Novum Märkte

GmbH with the year 2015 so far? 

Lothar Schwier: 2014 was the best

year in the history of Novum Märkte

GmbH, both in terms of turnover and

profits – and so far, we are ahead of

those figures in 2015.  Of course, there

are no guarantees that the rest of the

year will be as successful, and there

have been a few hiccups in the past

months. Just think of the many hot

summer days we've had in Germany

– those have certainly not been con-

ducive to business. Not to mention

the fact that several of our stores have

been affected by road works. We

were already confronted with that si-

tuation last year, but instead of im-

proving, things have actually got

worse this year. The cities and munici-

palities are repairing street after street

– and those projects often take years

before they are completed!

How many stores do you have at

the moment? You last opened a

new store in Herford, for which you

had high hopes. Have these hopes

come true?

Lothar Schwier: At the moment, we

have 23 stores across Germany. But

the quantity is not what matters most

to us. We set great store by the quality

of our stores. That's also one of the

reasons why we take so much time

to decide on a good location. We

are expanding, yes, but we are doing

so very carefully and diligently. 

As for our new store in Herford, I would

say that my hopes have not only

been met, but have actually been

exceeded. Our projections for that

store are already lagging behind the

actual business figures. The building

we have chosen is very salient, crea-

ting great awareness for the store. So,

all things considered, we are more

than happy with this location and the

way things have turned out there.

Has Novum Märkte GmbH also

 opened other new stores this year?

Lothar Schwier: No, not this year. We

are currently focussing on giving our

existing stores a facelift; many of them

are getting a new look, inside and

out. The customers are becoming

more demanding, the trade has to

improve and adapt as things change

and trends come and go ... so we

are very busy implementing the ne-

cessary changes without abandoning

our principles.

So the Novum principles – unique

shopping experience, having all the

products available that the customers

may want – are still the same, and

will also remain to be the same?

Lothar Schwier: Yes, otherwise we

wouldn't be this successful! If

 somebody walks into one of our stores

and asks for a certain products, we

have to have it on one of our shelves.

Women make up a much larger

Quali ty instead of quanti ty – that 's  the motto the German company Novum Märkte GmbH

pursues when considering new stores. At the moment, there are 23, spread across Germany,

and a few wi l l  cer tainly be added throughout the next years,  even though Schwier and his

team are going to have to jump a few hurdles on the way. The city and municipal authorit ies

st i l l  tend to give Novum a hard t ime. The growing acceptance of erot icism, sexual i ty,  and

sex toys in our society that is  lur ing more and more consumers into Lothar 's  stores, hasn' t

reached the cor r idors of power,  i t  seems. But that is  just  one topic in our inter view with the

head of Novum Märkte GmbH

“We are expanding, but we are
doing so very carefully and diligently. “

exclusive
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 percentage of our customers than men,

the ratio is roughly 60% to 40%. The thing

that troubles us is the pricing policy certain

producers pursue. What we want and

need is a reliable price stability. Fun Factory or Orion and

their womanizer are living proof that such an approach is

not only viable, but successful. If the price for a sex toy is

stable throughout the various channels of distribution, you

feel much better having that toy on your shelf, and you

also sell more products. So everybody wins, right? We also

managed to increase our DVD turnover. We've never sha-

red the opinion that DVD is dead. However, if you want to

be successful selling DVDs, you absolutely need new con-

tent! There is definitely demand for new productions. So it's

up to the producers to see and seize this opportunity by

launching new films that offer great ideas and compelling

quality.

And how has the brick and mortar trade in Germany

fared this year so far?

Lothar Schwier: From what I've heard, things seem to be

pretty grim. Some people have reached the end of their

rope, it seems. But if you don't change, modernise,

 optimise or think about ways to make your store more

 appealing, that's not really a surprising outcome. They

could have offered private labels and products that aren't

available anywhere else – or at least not everywhere else.

But  instead of trying to set their store apart from competing

channels of distribution, these people have decided to

save costs by placing smaller and smaller orders with their

suppliers, reducing product availability. This creates a

 vicious downward spiral, and this is where it leads.
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Aren't there thousands upon thousands of new customers

as a result of the new-found and oft-quoted broad ac-

ceptance of sex, eroticism, and adult products?

Lothar Schwier: I can't make general statements as our

main focus is still on the people coming to our stores. But

it is quite obvious that these topics are more prominently

featured in the media. Of course, we are glad that there

is more talk about sexuality on TV, but we'd be much

 happier if there was also more acceptance on the part

of the city councils and municipal authorities because

they are often very dismissive. Finding new locations for a

store is very difficult, and I dare say that we have managed

to open stores in some spots where other retail chains

wouldn't have had any chances. And this problem with

uncooperative municipalities affects not only Novum, but

everybody working in the erotic retail trade. Those people

seem to prefer empty shops over erotic retail stores. Well,

I guess politics don't always have to make sense.

Which trends do you see at the moment? Is there great

demand for couples products in your stores? Do many

people come in asking for high-tech sex toys?

Lothar Schwier: Yes, high-tech toys are very popular, and

there is also great demand for lingerie. As I already

 mentioned, women make up the majority of our

 customers. Therefore, we also sell lots of products that are

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

The thing that troubles us is the pricing

policy certain producers pursue.“ 

................................ “

A modern and appealing atmosphere can be found

in all Novum stores, not just in the store in Herford

Successful: The store in Herford has more than

lived up to the expectations of Novum Märkte GmbH
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suited for couples. However, I'd like to stress that

 pornography is not dead. It is important to have the 

right selection of DVDs in your store, though. People 

who only offer old titles shouldn't wonder if these flicks

gather dust on the shelves.

Has 50 Shades of Grey had a great impact among

 consumers? Has it swept new customers into the 

Novum stores?

Lothar Schwier: It has had quite the impact! The

 success of the novels and movie have been great for

the entire trade. Suddenly, people were talking about

these topics on TV, it was discussed in the print media.

That sort of thing creates awareness. Many consumers

who had always shied away from entering an adult

store finally decided to give it a try. And once a new

consumer has entered your store, it is up to the you

and your products to turn him into a customer.

Which factors have the greatest effect on the

 consumers' purchasing decision in the erotic brick and

mortar trade? The price? The quality? The functionality?

The brand?

Lothar Schwier: The single most important thing is

 obviously availability. The customer has a certain image

in his mind – a desire, a need, a certain idea, a fantasy

– when he enters the store. If he finds the product that

matches this desore, he will buy it. If I can't offer him

what he is looking for, I've lost a customers. Certainly,

things such as quality and functionality also play a big

role. Brands are not nearly as important to the

 customers though.
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The brick and mortar trade is faced with

brutal competition from the internet, ranging

from big, well-known online shops to shops

that sell products at bottom prices and free

pornography on various Tube sites. This

 situation probably hasn't improved since we

last spoke, has it?  

Lothar Schwier: Marginally, if at all.

 However, many consumers who've turned away from

our stores to buy on the internet have actually returned

to the brick and mortar trade. I see a certain tendency

there, after all, things are also getting harder and harder

for the online  retailers as well. There is fierce competition,

created by the big online sellers you mentioned. On

top of that, a certain degree of saturation has set in

among the  consumers.

Many retailers have removed big, well-known brands from

their range because it is so easy to compare the prices

of these products on the internet, and there is always

 someone offering them for less than what your price tag

says. Instead, those retailers focus more on private brands.

What is your stance on this development? 

Lothar Schwier: A lot has happened, and these private

label products are selling very well. But what the trade has

done so far is not nearly enough. We need to commit

much more strongly to private label products. And I can

only urge the wholesalers out there to work with the trade

to develop more exclusive products. This is an opportunity

for all of us.

Let's talk about the future. What are your plans for Novum

Märkte GmbH throughout the next years?

Lothar Schwier: Novum Märkte GmbH is on the right track.

We want to expand into more locations that live up to our

quality standards – provided we aren't blocked at any turn

by  municipal politics. We have already set the stage for

many things we will present to the market in 2016, but it's

still too early to talk about them. And let's not forget that

Novum will celebrate its 25th anniversary in 2016!

I N T E R V I E W
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Finding new locations for a

store is very difficult.“ 

................................ “
Product availability has always played an important

role in the success story of Novum Märkte GmbH
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Market ing & PR Manager  Nelson Sousa da Cunha

presents  Mis te r  B ' s  new pr ivate brand.  Mis te r  B

U rban  i s  des igned  to  f u r t he r  e s tab l i sh  t he

Du tch  company  as  one  o f  t he  lead ing

b rands  i n  t he  c lo th ing  segment  i n  

gene ra l  and  the  eve r -chang ing  fe t i sh

 market  in  par t icu lar.

“The most important USP is the quality
of Mister B now translated to textile.”

Mister B Urban – that's

the name of Mister B's

latest brand. What can you

tell us about it?

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: Mister

B Urban is a new

underwear / circuit

wear collection by

 Mister B that aims at a younger party scene crowd. The fetish

scene is changing and there is a push towards more party

wear, underwear, etc. Mister B will launch its new Urban

collection in phases starting with the basics. These

 basics will consist of new jockstraps, briefs, and jock

briefs as well as socks, shoe laces, and three new

t-shirts. Those will be followed by track suits,

 swimwear, and more beginning of next year.

Which products or categories can be found

in the new collection?

Nelson: Mainly underwear and circuit wear.

Circuit wear is very popular at gay parties

where men like to combine sports outfits or

underwear with leather harnesses and other

leather accessories. 

What would you say is the most important

USP for Mister B Urban?

Nelson: The most important USP is the quality of

Mister B now translated to textile. Our experience and

The new Mister B Urban line

exclusive
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Nelson Sousa da Cunha, Mister B's

Marketing & PR Manager
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knowledge of what the demanding gay male customer

wants, now used to combine fetish with what the young

trendy Mister B customer looks for. The power of a brand

like Mister B that functions as a code in the gay world,

where one can show that he is into kink by wearing the

famous Mister B logo in a visible place. Even at

 underwear parties, this will show people that one is into

kink. Besides, the underwear is comfortable and has a

push up system that ensures the right 'package'.
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What is be the price range of Mister B Urban?

Nelson: Mister B will opt for a competitive price strategy.

It's important to have affordable clothing for a new

group of consumers who are just getting into fetish and

do not have the spending-power to purchase leather

or rubber wear. 

Which customer group are you aiming for with this new

collection?

Nelson: Mister B aims at the young generation that is

open-minded and is making its first steps into the fetish

world. Usually, this group visits underwear or sportswear

parties. These are more affordable than leather or

 rubber. There is also a trend where sports and leather

parties combine and allow both dress codes. This is a

good way for a younger generation just getting into

 fetish to have the right outfit for these parties.

Mister B already has an impressive collection when it

comes to clothing and accessories. Why did you decide

to launch a new brand anyway?

Nelson: We have a wide range of leather and rubber,

but not nearly as much textile clothing yet. At least not

original by Mister B. Mister B decided to launch this new

brand to widen the target group and stay ahead in an

ever-changing fetish market.

Where can retailers order the new Mister B Urban

 products?

I N T E R V I E W
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Nelson: They will be

able to order the pro-

ducts through our who-

lesale website and of

course through their

 account managers.

Will Mister B Urban play

an important role at

Mister B's stand at the

upcoming eroFame?

Nelson: Yes, Mister B will

be presenting the first

selection of products

during eroFame in

October. 

You were able to book

some well known porn

stars for your photo shoot for the new collection. Which

performers donned your clothes? What can you tell us

about the photo session?

Nelson: We worked together with Logan Moore, a Dutch

model who is having a big break in the USA at the

 moment, working for big studios there. We also worked

with two Swedish stars, Logan Rogue and Tomas Brand.

Our 4th model is Jeroen from Holland, a model who
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has worked with many art photographers. The shoot

took place in Amsterdam since we wanted the perfect

'loft' location for Urban. This we found in IJburg, an

 artificial island off the coast of Amsterdam, with new

big and beautiful apartments. We spent a day shooting,

and the vibe amongst models and staff was great. We

are very proud of the results.

How important is it to present the new line in an 

artistic and eye-catching way in order to reach 

your  customers?

Nelson: For this young generation that has grown up

with the internet and lives in a fast and changing world,

we needed to have a brand that appeals to them. It

needs to feel fresh, now, and still be Mister B. We opted

for the name Urban as our products in this collection

will be more than just underwear. We will have street

wear, party wear, swim wear, etc. We believe the name

Urban captures the essence of the city boy that likes to

party, do sports, go to the beach, and have sex. This

 Urban customer can now find a selection of things to

wear at Mister B. When we think of Urban, we think of a

city, and when we think of a city, we think of a grid map,

with lines connecting with each other. This was the

 inspiration for the logo of Urban and something you will

see in our collection as the line grows. Also, the names

of this first release are inspired by New York: We are all

familiar with Harlem, the Bronx, and so on. This  

street-wise feeling is something that blends well with 

our collection.

How important is it for Mister B to present its 

image through clothing and to create brand presence

this way?

Nelson: Its very important for Mister B. Mister B is known

for leather and rubber clothing, and has made a name

in that field for many years. Regarding our new

 collection, Mister B enters a market with many

 competitors where most of them approach the

 customer from a fashion perspective, but not from a

fetish perspective like Mister B does. We believe that it is

exactly this angle that is our strong point. We can offer

people the right products as they move along their

 personal fetish evolution. From underwear, to sports and

party wear to the kinkier rubber or leather wear.
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The Nobu L ine debuted in  la te  2013 and has  been growing ever

s ince,  ach iev ing g reat  popu la r i t y  in  the  Un i ted S ta tes ,  Canada,

and Aus t ra l ia .  The brand ' s  p roducts  –  among them luxur ious  sex

toys ,  but  a l so  massage candles ,  massage o i l s ,  and other  l i fes ty le

products  –  have a l so   been doing rather  wel l  in  Europe.  Of  course,

A la in  E lmaleh,  Pres ident  o f  Nobu In ternat ional  (a  D iv i s ion of  Bodi  Spa

Inc. )  wouldn ' t  mind i f  Nobu had an even greater  presence in  Europe,

however,  to  safeguard the exc lus iv i ty  o f  the brand and to  suppor t

and protect  Nobu ' s  Eu ropean d i s t r ibutors ,  the company re f ra ins

f rom sa tu ra t i ng  the  marke t .  A la in  wan t s  t he  b rand  –  wh ich  i s

roughly  50 products  s t rong at  the moment  –  to  remain specia l ,

and  a t  t he  upcoming  e roFame,  the  t rade  member s  have  the

 oppor tun i ty  to  see fo r  themselves  jus t  how specia l  Nobu i s .

“Now customers associate   
variety, innovation, and great

Alain, your Nobu line premiered in late 2013, and just one year later, it had al-

ready grown to include an impressive number of different products. Are you

happy with the response to your product line?

Alain Elmaleh: The response on the Nobu products has been simply amazing! In

the US, where we‘ve been concentrating most of our efforts since we are so close,

being in Canada, we are experiencing a tremendous growth considering that

we are the new kid on the block in a market over-saturated with giant companies!

In fact we’ve been nominated for multiple awards including best toy of the year

and best boutique manufacturer of the year by all three major adult industry

magazines. 

How has the collection developed throughout the first half of 2015?

Alain: First, our goal was to have a decent amount of products under the

Nobu brand in order to be taken seriously. Now we are being extremely

 selective as far as adding new products to the brand. And we are quick to

discontinue a product if it doesn’t perform like a Nobu toy should, in terms

of sales or reliability of the toy, or if we hear that the performance is not to

all our customers' satisfaction.  

I N T E R V I E W
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Alain Elmaleh on the expanding Nobu Linie

Thrilled by the great success of the Nobu line:

Alain Elmaleh, President of Nobu International 
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Alain: I think our success comes

from a combination of things.

Among others the one that you

mentioned above, but further-

more the fact that now people

associate the Nobu brand with va-

riety, innovation, and great value

for price. Therefore, when custo-

mers go to a store and see that

they can buy a great high-end toy

with amazing features such as

voice activation, temperature

 induction, touch sensors etc., and

they can also buy an inexpensive

jelly vibe or a Nobu Mini in a very

unique packaging, as well as

 superb massage oils developed in

pharmaceutical labs in France,

they can feel confident that they

are buying into a great all-in-one

brand.  

How big is the collection at the

 moment, and which products

does it include?

Alain: The collection

presently  includes around 50 items 

in various colours, and we are in

the midst of replacing the six least

performers with six new pheno -

menal items. We already launched

three out of those six new items in

the US and Canada, and the

 response was immediate! The initial

production of all three items sold

out in record time! Faster than any

of the other Nobu items! So we

know we are on to something good

here going forward! We intend to

launch half a dozen items every

three months and eliminate six of

the slowest movers at the same

time in order to make sure that the

selection is always fresh with only

  the Nobu brand with  
value for price.”
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Would you describe Nobu as a

 sexual lifestyle brand?

Alain: Absolutely. A brand that

 carries high-end, classy toys in

beautifully designed minimalistic

packaging, massage candles,

 romantic kits, massage oils, silk

 pouches for toy storage etc. is de-

finitely a lifestyle brand in my book!  

Nobu is still a very young brand. In

your opinion, what are the qualities

that really turn this product line into

something special?

Alain: The choice of the items and

their respective features, the ma-

terials that are used to make these

items, the fact that every item has

to have a reason to exist, whether

by the uniqueness of its shape, the

uniqueness of its technological

 prowess, or the originality of its

functions  - this make the Nobu

 selection one that’s not very

 common when compared to other

toy companies in that category. 

Does the success of the brand also

have to do with the fact that you

are covering pretty much all of the

major product segments, turning

Nobu into a all-in-one collection

for the consumers?

A L A I N  E L M A L E H

.................

The collection

 presently includes

around 50 items in

 various colours.”

................................ 

“
Alain Elmaleh and his team will continue

to work tirelessly to stay one step ahead
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fast movers. This is our way of making sure that when a

retailer stocks Nobu products, he has a strong chance

to move the inventory quickly.

Which trends and developments are having the greatest

influence on the Nobu line right now?

Alain: We are going after smaller, rechargeable items

with extreme power, with innovative futuristic shapes and

great programmes. And to make sure customers are

aware of these items, we just created the Nobu Xtrem

series. So whenever you see this logo in one of our Nobu

boxes, I can assure you that your fingers will tickle greatly

if you keep them

wrapped around

that toy too 

long! That’s a

promise!  

Which products in the

Nobu range have proven parti-

cular  successful?

Alain: The ones with special features such as the

 temperature sensor items (Aiko, Saki, Tako, and YuZu) the

voice-activated ones (the Sumo, Hiro, Mika or Maya) and

the three newest ones such as the Bimo (the first truly unisex

rechargeable toy), The Soso (small but extremely powerful

for its size) or the Bani (very  original shape, very versatile

and powerful). As I said before, these three sold out so

quickly that we couldn’t react fast enough to supply the

demand even in our own chain of retail stores! 
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Last year, you optimised the pricing of the Nobu

 products. What has changed? Is Nobu covering the

mid-price and the luxury segment now?

Alain: Yes, it does. Our Nobu Mini series and 

Sorbe  series have both experienced such a 

success from day one, and continue to do 

so (we are never able to keep these in 

stock more than three weeks at a time before they

are sold out again!) that we will  continue to 

launch more products under these series at 

the same price range. It works for us, and never

 infringes on our   high-end segment. It’s a good

 combination for us. 

Which distributors and wholesalers carry the Nobu

 products? Who should interested members of the

 European trade turn to?

Alain: We presently

have Tonga in the Net-

herlands  carrying the

complete range of

Nobu, and Lovely

 Planet from France

who also carry some

of the products, and

we are discussing Eu-

ropean distribution with

other distributors, but our goal this year is not to satu-

rate the  European market with Nobu. We much prefer

to choose carefully each partner, this way we can

rest assured that the line will be well represented, and

also keep its exclusive, “rare to find” aspect. So the

 wholesalers can turn to the distributors that I

 mentioned above, and the distributors that want to

carry our  products in their country can contact me

directly in Canada by email and I will direct them to

the person in charge of their territory from here at our

Montreal headquarters.

So you want to further expand your distribution

 network in Europe?

Alain: Yes, but not at all cost. We are already

 comfortable with the volume that we are getting from

the US, Australian, and Canadian markets, so why not

take our time to find the right partners for our brand?

I N T E R V I E W
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I am at a point in

my life, after 30

years in this business,

where I only want to

deal with people I enjoy

talking to.”

................................ 

“
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What do  distributors and/or whole-

saler have to bring to the table for you to work with

them?

Alain: They have to bring a spotless reputation and

integrity in the market, and they also have to bring an

experience with high-end brands and high-price items,

this way we will feel confident that they’ll know how to

respect the minimum prices that we set for our brands.

I am at a point in my life, after 30 years in this business,

where I only want to deal with people I enjoy talking

to. If I'm not comfortable with someone’s personality

or character, I would much rather do less business

and not deal with them! 

Do your distributors also offer POS materials for your

products? What types of promotional materials can

they choose from?

Alain: This year, we have put the turbo gear on the

development of POS materials and promo items. In

fact, we now offer a beautiful metal and acrylic floor

display with led light and a storage cabinet at the

bottom, we are launching a similar display in a smaller

version for counters, we also have a rotating led lit

acrylic display for our small items, we have a great

counter display with testers for our Mini series, and

later this year, we will have a brand new acrylic rotating

peg board type display to show the Sorbes series,

Besides the above, we also have displays for our
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 massage oils, candles,

lubes, silk storage pou-

ches, and we are

 scheduled to launch our

tee tree oil-based Nobu

toy cleaner ( in 4oz and

8oz format), which will

also come with a

 counter display to stimulate impulse buying.

Do you have some advice for the brick and mortar

retailers so they can maximise their success with

Nobu? And what should e-commerce retailers do to

sell as many Nobu products as possible?

Alain: Being the proud owner of a very successful

chain of adult retail stores in Canada myself, the best

advice I can give to the retailers is to make sure that

their staff get educated about how the Nobu toys

function and how to operate their amazing features,

and not be afraid to ask their distributors for testers

and samples in order to play with them as much as

possible, this way they will know how to convince their

customers and advise them properly. 

As far as e-tailers, they should add as many 

pics as possible for each toy, and as detailed a

 description as possible. By the way, we offer a

 considerable amount of support, pics, descriptions,

and assorted graphic material to all e-tailers who 

need them in  order to maximise their chances to sell

Nobu  successfully.   

Q. What are your plans for the future of Nobu?

Alain: To continue to evolve in the high-end market

of luxury sex toys, in order to continue developing the

most amazing toys possible, and to make it our modus

operandi to always have the latest technologies, latest

futuristic designs, and to constantly improve the visual

presentation of our toys in terms of packaging, POS,

and graphic materials to help both the 

e-tailers and retailers. Basically, to stay one step ahead

in this segment of the market. 

What can we expect from Nobu at eroFame?

Alain: Surprises. Lots of them! So come and see 

for yourself! 

I N T E R V I E W
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The response on the

Nobu products has

been simply amazing!”

................................ 
“

Alain 
Elmaleh promises l

ots su
rprises

for Nobu's eroFame present
ation
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Apar t f rom the increasing number of high-tech sex toys in the market ,  there are also more

and more luxury product l ines in the upper pr ice range. Some people have already begun

wondering aloud how that might affect the market in the long run. Therefore, EAN decided

to hear the other s ide of the stor y and and asked LELO, one of the leading companies in

the luxury segment, to talk about this development. Steve Thomson, LELO's Global Marketing

Manager, answered al l  of our quest ions in this inter view.

“It takes commitment    
LELO's Global Marketing Manager Steve Thomson on true luxury 

teve Thomson, LELO's Global Marketing Manager, feels that there is solid foundation of

mid- and low-price products to support the segment of luxury sex toys

.................

The interesting

thing about

 branding is that your

brand is not what you

say it is, it’s what the

customers say it is.” 

................................ 

“

I N T E R V I E W
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   to be a luxury brand.”
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What is LELO's opinion on the cur-

rent development in the indus-

try as pretty much every producer

seems to be presenting their own lu-

xury collections?

Steve Thomson: It’s true that more

and more sex toy producers are

 presenting luxury collections, and that

can only be a good thing. We at LELO

welcome new members to the luxury

club with enthusiasm because higher

quality pleasure products are better

in so many ways for the end user and

the adult industry as a whole.

 However, that can only be true if

brands are not using the word “luxury”

simply to justify a higher price point.

Isn't this inflationary use of the term

luxury confusing the consumers? Lu-

xury is something special, something

desirable, but what if luxury is smiling

at them from every shelf of a store?

Steve Thomson: The exponential use

of the word ‘luxury’ is not confusing

consumers. In fact, the use of the

word ‘luxury’ is a product of the way

the consumer shops. Customers are

savvier than ever before, thanks to the

prevalence of strong sex toy reviewers

and with the abundance of clearer,

more valuable product communica-

tions, customers are more able to

spot the difference between real

 luxury and products that call them-

selves luxurious without having the

 substance to back it up. The consu-

mers are doing their homework when

it comes to their personal pleasure.

Brands who abuse the ‘luxury’ label

need to be sure they’ve done their

homework too.

Could this development be the coun-

ter-reaction to the avalanche of stan-

dard products? Is luxury used as a

weapon to counter faceless

 interchangeability?

Steve Thomson: While the proliferation

of luxury pleasure products is positive

on the whole, the misuse of the term

is in danger of diluting the very

 concept of luxuriousness, which is not

at all positive for the industry or for the

consumer. It’s true that many of us

are marketers and as such will readily

use all the weapons in our arsenal to

differentiate our brands and products

from all the others, but luxury goes

well beyond simply using that word.

Or is this development maybe the 

result of the modern zeitgeist? Aren't

products  in other markets also

 advertised as luxury items quite

 excessively?

Steve Thomson: The way people are

shopping – both for sex toys and for

everything else – is changing. Con-

sumers are doing serious research be-

fore committing to a purchase.

Hence the decrease in impulse buy-

ing and hence the decline in ‘novelty’

sex toys. Walking into a good sex shop

these days is a little like walking into a

shop full of smartphones: the consu-

mer is likely to have examined the

available options before making a

buying decision. So in that sense, lu-

xury sex toys are very well aligned with

luxury items from any other industry.

But the word ‘luxury’ is not really used

excessively; overall, the zeitgeist leans

toward more economical products. 

What is LELO's definition of a luxury sex

toy? Which criteria does a product

have to meet for it to deserve this

 distinction – luxury product?

Steve Thomson: The concept of luxury

is qualitative, not quantitative. It’s

 subjective, but that doesn’t mean it’s

not real, or not identifiable. Luxury is

the confluence of a number of diffe-

rent factors: desirability, quality,

 character and reputation, for exam-

ple. But one of the most important

characteristics of luxury is heritage.

Heritage is far beyond a price tag; it’s

the development of trust and loyalty

over time, thanks to a consistently

 elegant, pleasurable, high quality

 product offering. New luxury brands

need to learn this quickly: relying on

a high price point to enhance the

sense of luxury will not help establish

S T E V E  T H O M S O N

.................

One of the most

 important

 characteristics of

 luxury is heritage.” 

................................ 

“

exclusive
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a trustworthy heritage. LELO’s own heritage has been hard

fought and is well-deserved because it comes from a

place of hard work and solid, high quality products. 

Our heritage is not based simply on higher prices, but on

a commitment to R&D and to attaining the proper accre-

ditations for our products.

How does LELO manage to stay abreast of the steadily

growing field of competitors?

Steve Thomson: In fact, LELO doesn’t pay much attention

to competitors when it comes to product design, which

keeps us free to innovate and lead the industry rather than

slowly conforming to the same design methods and

 techniques everyone else is using. That’s not always a

conscious choice; we’re very busy and generate a lot of

ideas all the time by analysing our customers feedback

and reaching out to them through our Global Sex Survey.

This freedom from the constraints of standardised designs

is what gives LELO its uniquely high levels of brand aware-

ness. But it’s more than just the products. It’s about investing

in the whole experience, providing the consumer with the

best possible sensation at every stage,

from purchase to aftercare.

None of these new luxury lines seem to

be able to put a dent in the LELO sales fi-

gures. Is that because theLELO brand is

head and shoulders ahead of the rest of

the field in this market segment?

Steve Thomson: I think it’s fair to say, LELO played a huge

role in creating this market segment, so it stands to reason

that we’d still be leading it all these years later. We’re not

complacent though, we’re aware that the consumer’s

desires change and evolve over time and so does our

brand. We continue to be the dominant force in the luxury

sex toy sector because we never stop exploring the possi-

bilities of pleasure and because of our symbiotic relati-

onship with the customers: we lead them as they lead us.

If one looks at other markets, it's plain to see that there

are many luxury brands. Do luxury products lend themsel-

ves to branding? Is it a logical step to create brands

around such products?

Steve Thomson: Luxury branding is only one solution for

branding a product, and it’s not even the most cost-
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 efficient. It takes a lot more investment – in money, time

and a thousand other things - to develop a luxury product

than it does to develop a ‘budget’ product, and that’s

true across any industry. And of course, the interesting thing

about branding is that your brand is not what you say it is,

it’s what the customers say it is. In the end, it’s up to the

consumer to decide if your brand or product is truly a

luxury one.

Is there even enough room in the market for so many

 expensive product lines? Or are the critics right when they

predict that this is a bubble that might burst?

Steve Thomson: It’s perhaps disingenuous to describe

the currency of luxury sex toys as a ‘bubble’ because

there is a very strong foundation of mid-class and

 cheaper products supporting the top tier of luxury sex

toys. If it’s a bubble, it’s a strong and resilient one, and

while value keeps being added to the product, as

brands continue to contribute real quality, the bubble is

perfectly safe. It takes commitment to be a luxury brand.

New brands have appeared and disappeared again

very quickly over the last 3-5 years

because of their lack of dedication

to everything that makes luxury

 luxurious. But that’s not a bubble

 bursting, it’s the market deciding.

A while ago, there was a big discussion

in the adult industry about the widening

gap between low-price products and expensive items,

however, the industry managed to stem that develop-

ment. Could we be having that same discussion in the

near future again? Is there a lack of mid-priced products?

Steve Thomson: There is absolutely no lack of mid-

 priced products. If anything, that’s the most over-

 saturated segment. No, what’s lacking is the availability

of GOOD mid-priced products, and that’s exactly why

we launched Picobong: to bring to market a range of

good quality mid-level products. As time goes on

though, the mid-level segment will benefit from the

 advances of the luxury segment. In the same way that

race car technology eventually makes it into our

 everyday cars, that mid-priced segment will blossom

as the higher quality innovations become less expensive

and more widely available. 

I N T E R V I E W
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Luxury goes well

beyond simply using

that word.” 
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Michael, how does it feel to be the inventor of one

of the most successful sex toys in the world?

Michael Lenke: I am extremely happy that our

 womanizer turned out such a great

 international top-seller. It is amazing

that the long development and

 preparation phases have paid off so

wonderfully. And I am particularly

happy that thousands of women who

have never experienced an orgasm

have finally experienced this feeling of

ecstasy thanks to the  womanizer.

The womanizer is quite unique. Did you expect that it

would turn into a great success before the launch?
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When Michael Lenke presented his womanizer to the market,  his goal was nothing less

than to kick off  a revolut ion within the erot ic market.  And whi le he cer tainly succeeded,

that 's  no reason for the inventor of womanizer to rest on his laurels.  Cur rent ly,  he is  hard at

work to br ing us more innovative products,  among them also the W500 womanizer,  an im-

proved and upgraded vers ion of his top-sel ler.  This fol low-up wi l l  be presented at the up-

coming eroFame trade convention as we learned during our EAN inter view.

“Our mission 
is far from complete.“

Michael Lenke: I did expect that it would do well, but

never would I have thought that it could achieve this kind

of international success. 

It was roughly one year ago that you set

out to revolutionise the erotic market. Is

your mission accomplished now?

Michael Lenke: Our mission is far from

complete. We have numerous

 innovative products in development

right now, and we want to surprise the

sex toy market with a new highlight every year. At eroFame

in October, we will present our new womanizer W500,

 available in five different colours, surpassing the

 performance of the original womanizer by at least 50%.

The global success story of the womanizer continues

.................

At eroFame, we

will present our

new womanizer W500.“

................................ 
“

exclusive
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This is going to be the

most gentle and the

same time also the most

intense sex toy on the

market. The number of

pre-orders that have

been placed so far are

staggering, exceeding

our boldest expectations.

The womanizer is still

 making big waves in the

international erotic mar-

ket – and beyond. How

 important has the interest

of mainstream media

been for the success of

the womanizer?

Michael Lenke: Naturally,

having mainstream me-

dia report and write

about the womanizer

 helped  tremendously in

making it a global

 success. In the United

States, the biggest media organs are doing stories on

the  womanizer.

Given the unique features of the womanizer, I am sure

every distributor, wholesaler, and retailer kicked down

your door. Why did you decide to hand distribution for

Europe over to another company?

Michael Lenke: Yes, it is true that lots of European and

 international distributors are interested in our product.

We have placed distribution for Europe and the Russian

 Federation in the capable hands of Orion because they

know how to sell huge quantities in the market.

Many producers work with multiple distributors in the

 European market, you however only seem to be working

with one – namely Orion. Why did you decide on that

 distribution strategy?

Michael Lenke: Orion is the perfect partner for us.

The first twelve months of our collaboration have been

highly  satisfying. Orion has the logistical and financial
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capacities to make the

womanizer the most

successful erotic pro-

duct in the European

market. Moreover, they

can  guarantee price

stability for our product.

The collaboration bet-

ween our two compa-

nies is great, it's like wor-

king with good friends.

 Therefore, we are also

going to present our

new womanizer W500

at a shared stand

come  eroFame.

Is the womanizer al-

ready available in all

European markets?

Michael Lenke: The

 womanizer is available

all over Europe, inclu-

ding the Russian Fede-

ration.

In the United States, the womanizer is distributed by

epi24 USA LLC. With 315 million potential customers,

this market holds  tremendous potential. What are

your expectations  regarding the States?

Michael Lenke: We expect quite a bit from the US

market. That's also why we decided to take care of

that market ourselves with our newly founded com-

pany epi24 USA LLC, based in San Francisco and hel-

med by an experienced US manager, namely CEO

Frank Alde. The sales figures we achieved within the

first couple of months alone are dizzying. For instance,

the womanizer became the best-selling product at

HUSTLER Hollywood straight away. At the moment, our

goal is to sell 500,000 units throughout the next twelve

months. In a few weeks, we are also going to launch

a big PR campaign in the United States. There are al-

ready lots of people supporting us and spreading the

word, among them Dr. Emily Morse, one of the lea-

ding sexologists in the USA.

I N T E R V I E W
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For me, as a product developer, 

the bar can't be too high!“ 

................................ “
Mr. womanizer, Michael Lenke,

at eroFame 2014  
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While most people are taken with the product, the name

has been met with some criticism from English-speaking

countries. What are you going to do about that?

Michael Lenke: It is correct that numerous American

 companies criticised the name of the product. But we

 remained steadfast, and there will be no changes to

the name! Today, most trade members in the United

States seem to love the name, notwithstanding the

slightly negative connotations sometimes associated

with it. The fact that the womanizer is selling so well has

certainly helped that  situation.

Can consumers in Asia and Australia also to enjoy the

pleasures of the womanizer?

Michael Lenke: Yes, we have recently launched the

 product on the Asian and Australian markets. We are

 supplying China, Thailand, Taiwan, Japan, Singapore,

 Indonesia, Australia, and New Zealand from our branch in

Hong Kong. Currently, we are in the process of working out

a distribution agreement for the Indian market.

Recently, the Special Edition hit the market so now, the

womanizer is also available with a trendy tattoo look. Are
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there plans for other new or

 optimised versions of the product

in the future?

Michael Lenke: The tattoo look

 womanizer has turned into a 

mega-seller! We really struck a nerve

with that model. As mentioned

 before, we are going to present the

new W500 womanizer at eroFame,

so that's an optimised model with a

new design and new features,

 coming in five different versions.

And since we're talking about the

design, we are working with the

 university of integrated product

 design in Coburg (led by professor

Kampe). There, a team of ten

 designers is creating breathtakingly beautiful designs that

we implement in womanizer products.

If you're creating an innovative sex toy, one problem you

are always faced with is copies and rip-offs, often cheaply

produced in Asia. Do you have the necessary patents to

protect the womanizer against product piracy?

Michael Lenke: We have invested a lot of money to

 protect our intellectual property. The womanizer is

 represented by the best patent lawyers in Germany,

 Kuhnen & Wacker, and the brand is protected in more

than 40 markets and counting. We will definitely take legal

steps to prosecute cases of patent infringements.

When can we expect more sex toys from you? And will

the success of the womanizer make the development of

the follow-up product easier because it has been selling

so well, or will it make the process more daunting - after

all, the bar is set very, very high now? 

Michael Lenke: I am currently working on more highly

 effective sex toys that will probably hit the market in 2016.

And I am extremely motivated. For me, as a product

 developer, the bar can't be too high!

I N T E R V I E W
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Orion is the perfect

partner for us.” 

................................ “

Came to revolutionise the erotic market:

Michael Lenke, the inventor of the womanizer 
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How would you describe the situation in the Scandina-

vian market for erotic products?

Sophia Nystrand: The market is changing. The accep-

tance of erotic products is increasing every year. And new

channels are opening up. Online shopping has increased

immensely over the latest two years. 

Compared to other European countries, the Scandinavian

market has a reputation for being very modern 

and  progressive. What are the current trends in your 

adult  market?
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When Sophia Nys t rand s tar ted her  d i s t r ibut ion company f i ve  years  ago,  her  v i s ion 

was to offer erot ic products in dist r ibut ion channels outs ide the tradit ional erot ic market.

At the t ime, that was a  big chal lenge. But the s i tuat ion has changed quite dramatical ly in

the meant ime as  the acceptance of  e rot ic  products  has  s teadi ly  increased.  And 

today,  Sophia ' s  company Bas ic  Ins t inct  i s  a l so doing wel l  in  the mains t ream market ,  

as she tel ls  us in our inter view.

“The acceptance of erotic 
products is increasing every year.” 

Sophia: The focus on well-being with mindfulness, yoga,

and work-out makes sexual health important and

people have started to be more interested in quality in

their sex life too. Women are buying stuff for themselves

– for their self. The consumers research a lot online –

comparing prices and looking for low shipping cost,

fast delivery, and of course a user-friendly interface.

There is really tough competition online. 

Being a distributor, you have certain insights into the

 market. Do you feel that the focus of the  erotic retail

Sophia Nystrand on the ever-expanding market for erotic products

Sophia Nystrand and her company Basic Instinct

are gaining traction in the mainstream market

exclusive
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trade is shifting more toward mainstream au-

diences and that erotic products are starting

to selling better in the mainstream market?

Sophia: Yes, I think so. When I started Basic

Instinct five years ago, the main goal was to

open up new channels and actually not work

with erotic shops. It was more difficult than I

expected and at that, time the market was

not ready. But throughout the last year, sales among my

 mainstream have increased by around 200%. So I am

now heading forward and will finally follow my original

business plan. 

What is your explanation for these developments? Can

this simply be attributed to the fact that society is

 becoming more accepting of adult products?

Sophia: Yes, one of the main reasons is acceptance. It’s in-

teresting to see how erotic stores start to change their  visibility

to a cleaner and mainstream-friendly look to attract new

customers. Also, the big 'department stores' online – where

you can buy a microwave, a shampoo and a dildo, all in

one fell swoop – are a reason for increased sales and the

greater number of customers for these kinds of products.  

Can this development be felt across all ca-

tegories of erotic products, or are there only

interest in certain products and/or brands in

the mainstream market?

Sophia: Hardcore products, too  highly-

 advanced products (technical), and  

low-quality products are not suitable for the

mainstream market. 

Is the trade prepared for this development –

do they have the right products, POS-materials,

knowledge, etc. to cater to mainstream audiences?

Sophia: Yes, the brands that I have chosen are already

adapted to the mainstream market. Regarding marketing

materials – the bigger stores do their own campaigns and

there is no need for marketing materials – high quality

images and descriptions are all that is needed. 

How should a trade member prepare if he wants to

 benefit as erotic products go mainstream? Which changes

to the adult retail formula are  necessary?
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Sophia: - I think quality assurance

is the most important thing for the

retailers who want to reach a

 bigger audience.

- Bench marking! Make surveys of

successful consumer brands (in the

same price segment) in the main-

stream market.

- Make prior (invest resources in) the design of logo and

packaging.

- Don’t go too far regarding technical innovations – the big

mass is not ready for it!  

How do you support the erotic trade members so they

can make the most of this development? 

Sophia: I pick the brands that have potential in my market

by looking at: price, design, branding, and  quality. I try to

answer and give feedback on all incoming requests. 

You are distributing a select choice of brands. Which pre-

requisites does a brand need to meet for it to be added

to your range, and how are these criteria affected by

trends and developments such as the one we've been

talking about? 

Sophia: See the answers above. I

try to have close contact with my

biggest customers and ask them

about upcoming products/brands.

I also continuously check the needs

and demands of the market. 

Are there also dangers or

 disadvantages if erotic products are

sold in mainstream outlets such as

drugstores or supermarkets? Won't the erotic trade suffer

in the face of this new and powerful competition?

Sophia: I think the increasing acceptance is driving the

development. We cannot work against it. I see the erotic

shops as specialists and as such, they will always have an

important role in the market. 

Do you think it possible that the current developments in

Scandinavia turn into a trend across all of Europe?

Sophia: I think that online shopping will increase in all of

Europe, just like in Scandinavia. 

I N T E R V I E W
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I see the erotic

shops as specialists

and as such, they will

always have an important

role in the market.” 

................................ 

“

.................

Hardcore products,

too highly-advanced

products (technical), and

low-quality products

are not suitable for the

mainstream market.” 

................................ 

“
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The Love Bag – that's the name of your

new brand. What was your motivation

launch something new onto the market?

Sofie Rockland: Since I started to work in the

erotic  industry, I noticed my different ap-

proach to the retail. I am not only focussed

on the erotic retail, maybe  because of my

background, I always have been busy

to enter the mainstream market

with 210th and with success.

As a result I received in the last

two years so many inquiries to develop

another product, more  approachable for a wider consu-

mer market, that I  decided to develop another brand,

The Love Bag. 

How would you describe the characteristics of your brand,

and which products is it made up of at the  moment?

Sofie: The Love Bag, the name itself seduces you  already,

is a distinguished bag with all the ingredients for an enjoy-

able moment together. The bag contains two condoms,

massage oil, lubricant, a tickler, cockring with a buzzer

and a blindfold. The bag is still luxury, though the retail
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price is very at-

tractive for a consumer

good and will be available via much

more channels then the erotic retail only.

How long have you been working on this brand, from the

initial idea to the finished product?

Sofie: As we all know this is a process and I was already for

a certain time thinking to develop something new. End of

February this year, on a Sunday afternoon drinking a nice

coffee in Amsterdam, I knew it should become The Love

Bag, a younger brand, approachable for a wider public

and again something seductive. So finally it took me seven

months until launch.

I N T E R V I E W
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“The Love Bag is an answer for the retail who can’t
sell 210th due to her luxury brand position and price.” 

Sof ie Rockland's brand 210th has been very

successful  in the upper segment,  and not

just  in the erot ic market.  Her latest creation

is names The Love Bag (TLB) and caters to a

broader  audience.  The products ,  pr ic ing,

and phi losophy make the brand par t icular ly

appealing to younger consumers,  as Sof ie

tel ls  EAN in our inter view.

New and available from mid-September: The Love Bag 

.................

TLB is a consumer good aimed

on a wider market and

 younger public.” 

................................ 
“

The bag contains: massage oil, lubricant, a feather,

a vibrating cock ring, a mask, and two condomsSofie Rockland caters to a wider and younger

audience with her new brand, The Love Bag
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How are you going to position The Love Bag next to your

other, well-established brand, 210th?

Sofie: The Love Bag is an answer for the retail who can’t

sell 210th due to her luxury brand position and price. TLB is

a consumer good aimed on a wider market and younger

public. It’s the opposite of 210th, the only thing they have

in common that it are both brand with a philosophy.

Who is the target audience for The Love Bag? Are these

products  geared towards a different clientele than 210th?

Sofie: The target for TLB is 20 +, people who are visiting

festivals, people to join the moment and are still discove-

ring. The tagline is 'Enjoy the moment'. That’s as well the

 reason that I put condoms in the bag, as it’s still important

to have safe sex. I do want to support this and give atten-

tion towards this.  210th is really high end, 30-35 + people

who are already longer in the relationship 'Closer Together'. 

Have hotels come to embrace the possibilities represen-

ted by brands such as The Love Bag and/or 210th?

Sofie: Yes, I have successful  collaborations with hotels for

210th and there are already four big hotels who has signed

for The Love Bag. 210th you will see in the 4-5 star  hotels,

The Love Bag in 2-3 star  hotels. Nowadays I received very

often inquiries from hotels and you have to work very close

together to develop the correct strategy  between the

brand and the hotel to make it a success. Each hotel is

different, so they all need a custom made strategy to re-

ach their guests. We train their employees and advise

them all the time. 

Do you plan on further expanding this brand?

Sofie: To be honest, yes I do. We are already working on a

product on request of one of my partners and hope to
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launch this still this year. TLB gives so many possibilities and

as an entrepreneur you always want to expand and

 develop.

When will your new brand be available to the trade, and

which wholesalers will sell it?

Sofie: The Love Bag will be launched Mid of September

this year and Eropartner and Rimba will take care of the

distribution towards the retailers in the erotic retail. I am fo-

cussing on the hospitality industry and the mainstream

market. The focus is to make the enjoyable moment easily

available, so you can expect The Love Bag in night stores,

hotels, erotic stores, but as well in the grocery chains. 

Products for couples are the big thing right now. Being an

ambassador of sensuality, pleasure, and romance, are

you happy about this development, or do you think this

category is swamped with  products and it's starting to

feel like overkill?

Sofie: I can remember very well that I started with 210th

and how many people, from the erotic retail, gave me as

feedback that the 210th boxes for couples was a bad

idea. Products for couples was something, which was not

selling in this industry, but I was convinced it should be

possible, if you create a story. Though it was not easy, we

can say that we succeeded. It’s selling very well and not

only in the erotic market. 

There is an overkill and of course. I do have noticed many

parties who are trying to develop as well couple products

like the 210th boxes. For example they try to  approach

the hospitality industry as well, but you have to understand

the way how you can sell it in the hotels. It’s all about bran-

ding and giving them the support with your brand marke-

ting, it not just to take a box/bag, put some different articles

in it and let’s sell it to the consumers staying in the certain

hotels. It’s about the story, the marketing, the products and

much much more. It’s still about branding and then you

can make the difference.

I N T E R V I E W
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TLB gives so many possibilities and

as an entrepreneur you always want

to expand and develop.”

................................ 
“
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At the beginning of June, you hosted the Internatio-

nal Business Forum „FORUS“ in Yalta. What kind of

event is this?

Anna Chernova: The International Business Forum FORUS

was held from June 2nd to 7th 2015 in Yalta. The Forum

involves more than 100 representatives of the Russian

retail trade – there were over 80

 retailers (over 500 stores) from the

different regions of Russia, the busi-

ness owners of the specialised
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At the beginning of June, Russian wholesaler Kema hosted the International Business Forum

“Forus” in Yalta. More than 80 trade members attended the event to learn about the latest

developments and products on the market and to get product t raining from exper ts and

producers.  The business par t was fol lowed by great par t ies at the coast of the Black Sea.

Even though this was the very f i rs t  Forus event organised by Kema, the company's spokes-

person, Anna Chernova, is  extremely sat is f ied with the meeting and the results.

“We have been planning this event
thoroughly, going into all details.”

 regional chains, and Kema’s key customers – only

owners and top management. Local and international

manufacturers also attended this event. FORUS is to

help businessmen increase the management efficiency

to achieve outstanding financial results. This Forum

 consisted of 5 days of business training, covering the

practical tools necessary to achieve mutual benefits

for companies, trade, and retailers. This 5-day

 programme was structured into a finely organised

 system  with the goal of doubling profits in a short period.

Every vendor and big partner (like the National Institute

of Sexology or LoveStyle) had their own stand with a big

table and chairs around it. It was the work/training zone

where lots of business activity took place – manufactures

had presentations and there was the opportunity for

 direct communication for Kema’s retailers, which was a

great experience. Every manufacturer had the oppor-

tunity to give a VIP-presentation, like CalExotics did in

Anna Chernova tells us about the “Forus” symposium

exclusive
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Vasiliy Fadeev, CEO of Kema,

and Anna Chernova
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one of the business halls. It was awesome, with a big

screen behind the “talking head” to enable the

 audience not only to listen – but also see. The compa-

nies gave a lot of information about the way the pro-

ducts are made, the used materials, and the actual

process. And what is more important – they gave great

advice to increase sales and provided the retailers with

extremely beneficial special offers (discounts, etc.). The

chosen format of the event gave us the opportunity to

focus on the practical experience during the business

program without neglecting the friendly, relaxing atmo-

sphere at the spectacular evening parties. 

There were 3 big parties. 

System JO Welcome cocktail party.

Pipedream Beach Party.

CalExotics Gala-Evening.

All three parties were awesome. Due to the fact that

they the decoration and tone was completely different

for each party, it made for an incredible atmosphere!

System JO was some kind of a relaxing but splendid

get together – when everyone got “warmed up” – so

all our guests had an opportunity to get on the same

“wavelength”. Pipedream hosted the Beach Party where

everyone could entertain themselves and watch the

sexy show with go-go dancers and great firework.

 CalExotics did a gorgeous and

marvellous Gala Evening where

everyone could enjoy the stylish

atmosphere and gain a certifi-

cate as a FORUS Participant. 

Why did you choose to host an

event that combines holiday with

business in this way? Is this kind of

event something that fits especi-

ally well with the Russian market?

I N T E R V I E W

.................

The common international

practice shows that people

get along better when they not

only work hard but also find time

for informal communication. ”

................................ 

“
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After the business part was over,

there was ample opportunity to party in the evenings

Various products were presented

to the attending trade members

The focus was on business,

but there was also entertainment

Angela Mustone presented the products of CalExotics
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Anna Chernova:

We have been

planning this

event thoroughly,

going deep into all

details. The common

international practice

shows that people get along

better when they not only work hard but also find time

for informal communication. That’s the reason why our

CEOs supported this idea and decided to show our

guests the Crimea – Yalta. There was nice, sunny weat-

her, and the sea was nearby. So our producers and

 retailers not only cooperated during the training sessions

and presentations, but also relaxed together in the

 pleasant surroundings and atmosphere of Yalta on the

excursions. During the evening entertainment

144

 programme, the manufacturers were very proud of their

parties, the retailers were pleased with the high level of

comfort, and Kema was happy that everyone got on

well with each other, knowing this would result in fruitful

business results and beneficial collaborations. So every-

body was happy back home in our Moscow HQ.

Have you held this kind of

event before?

Anna Chernova: To

be honest, that

was the first

event of this

m a g n i t u d e.

The format was

quite familiar

due to the inter-

national and Rus-

sian events, but as

far as FORUS is concer-

ned, this was the first event

of its kind. 

The company behind the event is Kema. Can you tell

us a bit about your company?

Anna Chernova: Kema is the largest company in Russia

that offers the full range of services and support in the

interaction with global manufacturers of the adult mar-

ket: We-Vibe, CalExotics,  PipeDream, Doc Johnson, BACI

I N T E R V I E W
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significant experience in the wholesale business. We

only supply the market with products  that have proven

their quality during tests and have met consumer

 standards. Kema offers the most professional service

for our partners' businesses. You can find more informa-

tion on our website: http://www.kema-opt.ru/ 

What will be the next FORUS?

Anna Chernova: It’s up to our CEOs – if they decide to

go for it, we are certainly eager to organise the next

one. As for now, I can't really answer your question.

Was there any trend/topic/product/company that was

especially impressive to you during the event?

Anna Chernova: To be perfectly frank, there were

 several products that only recently emerged on the

market and were presented during the FORUS event.

For example, the Special Edition of We-Vibe, several

revamped CalExotics products from the Silhouette

and Impress collections, best-sellers from

 CalExotics, Pipedream, Topco Sales that generated

boom sales all over Russia,  and of course the

 unique System JO luxury DONA collection that

everyone wants to get their hands on. Our partner

 LoveStyle – the first brand Russia to entirely cover the

modern sex life of couples in all its peculiarities and

 facets – presented their booth and offered  products to

our retailers. Another exclusive partner is the National

 Institute of Sexology that we work with in close coopera-

tion on a range of topics (e.g.: expert support for the

consumers). There was also another important project,

the business sales training courses for the retailers and

sellers, organised by industry experts. 

To sum up the important results we have achieved:

Each participant of FORUS was happy with this event

and said they would attend the next one as soon as

the date was set. 

Lingerie, Swan, Kani-

kule, ZINI, SPIDER, Oh-

MiBod. 

There are 100 em-

ployees of Kema.

We have a 1000m² wa-

rehouse.

The Kema showroom

where the intimate pro-

ducts are displayed, is

209m².

The office area is 184m².

Our mission is to provide

stable and long-term busi-

ness growth, to be a reliable

supplier of the most technolo-

gically advanced and desira-

ble goods for adults, to satisfy

demand from all consumers

with a high-quality, diverse as-

sortment of products offered at

reasonable prices all over Russia. 

All our retailers benefit from wor-

king with Kema. They work with a

team of professional experts with
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Private Media Group is celebrating its 50th anniversary

this year. Since when has VPS been the company's

distribution partner in the German-speaking markets?

Andreas Kirchen: VPS became Private's exclusive

 distributor for the German-speaking countries in the  mid-

1990s. Now, in 2015, we have taken up the mantle of

exclusive distributor for the whole of Europe. We are

 extremely proud of our twenty-year collaboration with

 Private! Working together for such a long period of time

in such a successful collaboration, that is a rare thing in

this industry.

How important is the Private brand in the range of VPS?

Andreas Kirchen: Private is and has always been one of

the top labels in our range. One reason among many is

that they continue to present new films in their Blockbuster

and Gold series each month – those are films that still

have a feature film narrative.  

148

When Pr ivate went into business half a century ago, everything

was different – especially the means of distr ibuting pornographic

content .  Pr in t  magazines were the bread and but ter  of  the

 industr y back then, and that only changed in the 1980s, when

home video revolutionised the way people consumed porn. For

roughly twenty years, the industr y churned out VHS tapes, unti l

the advent of the digital versati le disc in the twi l ight years of the

last mil lennium. But the DVD was soon over taken by the internet

and its l imit less oppor tunit ies for digital distr ibution. And Private?

Private always stayed on top of their game, adapting to each

new medium and each new channel of distr ibution. Since the

mid-90's,  VPS has been the company's exclusive distr ibutor for

the German-speaking markets, and since recently, VPS is Private's

distr ibution par tner for the whole of Europe. So i t 's  no surprise

that  VPS has a lso celebrated the big anniversar y.  Andreas

 Kirchen, the head of the distr ibution company, and Gustavo Giner, International Account

Manager at Private, set aside the champagne glasses to talk with EAN about a collaboration

that spans two decades, about Private as a global brand in the world of adult enter tainment,

and about their plans to let the consumers share in the 50-year anniversary.

“We are extremely proud of our
twenty-year collaboration with Private!“

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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VPS celebrates 50 years of Private 

.................

Private is one of the top labels in

our range.“ Andreas Kirchen

................................ “
Private is one of the few truly international brands in adult

entertainment. But what do people associate with this

brand?

Andreas Kirchen: First and foremost, Private stands for

 professional quality. The label first gained international

 recognition for their Private Magazine. At the beginning of

the 1990's, when they  started producing high-class films

such as Gladiator, Cleopatra, Robinson Crusoe on Sin

 Island, etc., the brand quickly became one of the most

popular and most recognisable in the adult world. 

Gustavo Giner: And we don't just use international stars in

our big movies, but also local talent. For instant, we employ

the services of German performers such as Lulu Gun and

Andreas Kirchen,

General Manager, VPS
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productions. As for these new films, one of them is a Block-

buster title, one is a Gold title (meaning they are feature

films), while the two others offer a collection of new scenes

(gonzo films). The compilation is always a best-of collection

dedicated to a certain genre.

Private will also launch two anniversary boxes, each con-

taining 6 DVDs. Can the trade members order these box

sets from VPS? What can you tell us about these collecti-

ons?

Andreas Kirchen: Part one of the 50-year Private box set

will be released in September, the second part is schedu-

led for December. Both box sets will be available exclusively

from VPS!

Gustavo Giner: We are going to release the “50 years PRI-

VATE“ box set through VPS in Europe As you already men-

tioned, it is made up of two 6-disc collections in an ap-

pealing collector's box. The first box, our “Vol. 1“ contains

the very best from 1993-2003, “Vol. 2“ will cover the years

2004 – 2015.

Does VPS have other plans to celebrate Private's big anni-

versary? If so, what can the trade look forward to? For in-

stance, will there be special POS materials?

Andreas Kirchen: Apart from the DVD box set, we are

going to release the Gold production “5 Shades of Private“

in October. As the name suggests, this movie has been

inspired by the success of the 2015 BDSM blockbuster.

Moreover, there will be promotional materials in the form

of posters for our customers and business partners. And in

addition to that, our 120 film sales display with Blockbuster

titles or a mixture of productions will be offered at a special

anniversary discount.

Will Private also be at the centre of your presentation at

eroFame 2015?

Andreas Kirchen: Of course, after all, you only turn 50

once! There will be various Private specials and trade show

packages. But that's all I am going to say right now! Just

come by and visit our stand!
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Jason Steel – these two appear in our ongoing “Barcelona

Heat/Heißes Barcelona“ series. The German-speaking mar-

ket is very important to us, not least of all because of our

great collaboration with our European exclusive distributor,

VPS. And, of course, Germany is our biggest market in

Europe.

From print magazines to VHS to DVD to digital content –

the means of distribution have changed greatly over the

years. But this development has not been very kind to the

porn industry.  Content is offered for free on the internet,

consumers are no longer as invested in porn stars as they

once were, labels and brands come and go ... Is this de-

velopment also eating away at a brand as big and po-

pular as Private?

Gustavo Giner: Unfortunately, this development has also

affected Private. But we have invested in a process of

consolidation throughout the past years, and not only has

that allowed us to survive, but it actually enabled us to

gain a foothold in new markets such as mobile, online,

and the TV market. One aspect that should also be men-

tioned is that the internet has changed the way hardcore

content is consumed: Before, people would watch a

whole movie on VHS or DVD, today, they only watch indivi-

dual scenes that may last 5 to 10 minutes. Also, the con-

sumers want more genres, more niches, more types of

content, from MILF to teens to amateurs. We have

changed our content categories to meet this demand.

How many Private titles does VPS offer at the moment?

Gustavo Giner: Currently, VPS offers more than 650 films

on DVD. Over the course of the decades, Private has pro-

duced more than 1500 films.

Does Private have a fixed release pattern for their new

films?

Gustavo Giner: Usually, Private releases four to five new

films per month, one of them a compilation, the rest new

.................

The internet has changed the way hardcore

content is  consumed.“ Gustavo Giner

................................ “
Gustavo Giner, International Account Manager

at Private, and Alexis Crystal at Venus 2014 
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Questions & Answers 

How did you get into the love toy industry? 

Adam Lewis: Personal need, I guess. I wanted a really

good male vibrating toy for myself yet nothing existed.

So I made one.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing

now? 

Adam Lewis: Before moving into the industry, I was

 Managing Director of a conference company that

 organised events all over the world.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time? 

Adam Lewis: That’s a good question. I guess I would

like to be sitting on my yacht 

somewhere. Spending four months a year travelling

with my family and the rest of the time looking after

my business interests…whatever they may be.

How do you envisage the future of the love toy indus-

try? 

Adam Lewis: I believe that the industry will become

ever more accepted into mainstream culture. That

toys will  become more beautiful, ergonomic, scientific,

and desirable. And the male toys will become ever

more prolific. 

What is your idea of a perfect working day? 

Adam Lewis: Not sure, haven’t had one

yet. I’ll let you know.

152

By inventing his product PULSE, Adam Lewis made a childhood ambition come true. Moreover,

he proved all his teachers wrong who had doubted his ambitions and had even tried to dissuade

him from early self-experiments in this field. Fortunately for the industry and countless satisfied

consumers, he would not be deterred. In this edition of “Monthly Mayhem” we take a closer

look at this and other milestones in the life and career of Adam Lewis. 

Adam Lewis

exclusive

Is that right that you repurposed everyday objects as sex

toys since you have been old enough to do so? 

Adam Lewis: What can I say to that except that it’s true.

Like all young boys, I guess my two loves were building

things and my ….

What was your childhood  ambition? 

Adam Lewis: Ironically, what I

am doing now. Despite all

my hard work and practice

 however, my teachers

didn’t think being a profes-

sional wanker was a job. If

only they could see me

now!
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Adam Lewis: Lol…I’ll keep those to

myself thanks.

Who would you never ever like to see

naked?

Adam Lewis: Big uncle Tony 

You have a month’s holiday. Where

would you go? 

Adam Lewis: Easy…Ibiza

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island? 

Adam Lewis: My trusted PULSE. The

Rolling Stones. Big uncle Tony

 (clothed)

If you could swap lives with some-

body for a day, who would it be? 

Adam Lewis: Anyone of my children

so that they can see what it’s 

like clearing up my sh*t 

all day long.

Is there anything you

would never do

again? 

Adam Lewis: Get

caught masturba-

ting by my old

school mistress (8

times by the

way). 

Do you have

some good

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

How do you relax after work? 

Adam Lewis: Sorry, say again…relax?? 

Who would you consider your role

model and why? 

Adam Lewis: I had two in my life. My

grandfather who always told me to

keep my head down and never give

up and the CEO of my old confe-

rence company who I admired for

being a business genius as well as an

incredibly nice guy.

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone. Who’s

the lucky winner? 

Adam Lewis: Boring as it may sound,

it would have to be my wife. She

 definitely deserves a medal for putting

up with me! In fact, instead of a

 medal can I have some jewellery? I

don’t think she really wants a medal.

Which personal success are you

proud of? 

Adam Lewis: Giving up a six figure

salary job to start a brand new

 business and being able to make 

the transition without my family 

having to suffer.

What do you particularly like about

yourself?  

Adam Lewis: I think I’m quite fun.

Which vice could you never forgive? 

advice you want to share with our

readers? 

Adam Lewis: Everything is possible;

you just need to make it happen.

Don’t be lazy. Always tell the truth. 

................

Always tell 

the truth.”

...........................“
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